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MAYAN CALENDAR SYSTEMS.

By Cyrus Thomas

PREFATORY NOTES

The recent explorations in Central America and southern Mexico
by ^Mauclslay, Holmes, the Peabody Museum, and others have brought
to light so much new material that a modification in some respects of

conclusions based on the data previously obtained is recjuired. It is

expedient, therefore, to bring conclusions and deductions into harmony
with the new data. At present, however, attention will be limited to

an examination and discussion of the inscriptions and the Dresden
codex in the light of this additional material and of the recent discov-

eries in regard thereto.

That progress toward the ultimate and correct interpretation of

these inscriptions and of the codices and symbolic figures will Ije slow is

well understood, and that more or less modification of previous views
will follow as the result of new discoveries is to be expected. This
fact is well illustrated in the Old World in the efforts of arch;eologists

and linguists to reach a positive and satisfactory conclusion in regard

to the so-called Hittite remains.

The most important material for the object of this paper, relating

to the inscriptions, is found in the data obtained by Mr Maudslay dur-

ing his explorations of the ruins of Copan, Quirigua, Tikal, and Palen-

que. Although the ruins of the last-named place have been described

and figured again and again, it was not until Mr Maudslay's clear and
large photographs of the inscriptions were published that the data

relating thereto—save that on the slab in U. S. National Museum

—

were in a condition to be satisfactorily studied by those interested in

the subject. New light has also been thrown on the inscriptions by
certain discoveries made by Mr J. T. Goodman and Dr E. Forsteiuaim

in regard to the signification of some of the glyphs.

The positive results so far obtained by attempts to explain the

inscriptions and codices, including those obtained by Mr Goodman
and Dr Forstemann, relate almost wholly to the time and numeral
symbols. In his elaborate and important memoir, Mr Goodman
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"700 MAYAN CALENDAR SYSTEMS [eth. ann.19

announces certain di.scoveries in regard to the signification and use of

clianicters in the inscriptions, which, if vm-ilied, will iiiatcrially inodify
previous opinions in regard thereto and will hear on future attenijits at

interpretation of the inscriptions; he also announces other discoveries

tending to show that the opinions hitherto lield in regard to the Maya
time system are erroneous in many respects; and since these announce-
ments form part of Mr Maudslay's great work, Hiologia Centrali-

Americana, a review of the entire subject would seem timely.

The present paper will be limited to an examination of the time
and numeral symbols, time counts and time S3'steins of the Mayan
tril)es, as indicated by the codices and inscriptions, and will avoid, so far

as is possible, rcdiscussion of points considered as satisfactorily settled

previous to the appearance of Mr Goodman's memoir entitled The
Archaic Maya Inscriptions (IS'.tT). The discussion will be based on a

personal examination of the Dresden codex and the inscriptions, the

former in Dr Fcirstemanirs photographic reproduction and the latter

chiefly in the magnificent photographic (autotype) reproductions by
A. P. Maudslay in the archseologic poilion of his Biologia Centrali-

Americana; l)ut the actual examinations have extended to all the more
important Mayan inscriptions in the U. S. National Museum, the Pea-
body Museum in Cambridge, the collection of the American Anti-

quarian Societv in Worcester, the American Museum of Natural
History in New York, and the Museum of Archajology connected with

the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.' The discussion will

be conducted in the light of the recent discoveries, some of which
will, as we proceed, appear to be valid and of great importance in the

study of Central American paleography. As one o]>ject in view will

be to test Mr Goodman's interpretations, his work will be used in

analyzing the symbols of the inscriptions and the time .systems of the

Mayan tribes as a basis of compai'ison in regard to the several points

of which it treats. 1 shall therefore have very fretjuent occasions

to refer to it, not in the spirit of criti('ism, but simply in })ehalf of

scientific accuracy, as widl as of other workers, diflering from him
where 1 believe he is wrong and agr(>cing with him where I l)elieve

he is right. The mode of examination will be, so far as possible, by
inspection of tlie glyphs and matliematical demonstration by means of

the numeral .symbols.

In addition to the o))jects mentioned as in view in preparing this

paper, it is expected that the comparisons and examinations to be

made will show to some degree how far the glyphs found at Copan,
Tikal, and I'alenque, used as time and numeral .symbols, agree as to

form and signification, and how far the3- agree in these respects with

the characters of the Dresden codex; and will also show whether or

'Grateful acknowledgments are made to the officers of these institutions for

court CI my assistance.
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not the same time or caleudai' system was used in all, and in what
respect the system presented by Mr Goodman differs from that gener-

ally understood and set forth by other writers—for if he is right

in apprehending that previous investigators have been at fault in

regard to the JNIayan time system, it is important, in view of future

investigations, that this ho elearl}' shown and the error be pointed out.

A comparison of the time systems of the Maya. Nahuatl, and Zapotec
tribes has been made to some extent from the historic standpoint.

This comparison indicates that the time systems used by these tribes

were substantially the same.

As attention will be given almost exclusively to the examination of

the time series and time systems of the codices and inscriptions, it is

necessary, in order that the reader may follow closely and apply

the tests himself, that the apparatus to be used be placed before him.

This will involve some repetition of what has been given in my pre-

vious papers; but in order to use Mr Goodman's discoveries in com-
parisons it is necessary to adopt some scheme of applj-ing them which
can be introduced here, as his tables cover more than 100 large quarto

pages. This. I have found, can be done, after a little study and prac-

tice, by means of two or three short tables, each occupying less than a

page. They are therefore inserted with such explanations as are neces-

sary to show how they are to be used. One of these tables which will

be used in making comparisons is that numl)ered 3. on page 21 of my
Maya Year, and entitled there "Days and [Months of the four Series

oi Years." It is inserted here as table 1.
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Each month consisted of 20 days, each day having its particiihir

name, as follows: Akljal, Kan, Chicchan, Cimi, Manilv, Lamat. Muluc,
Oc, Chuen, Eh, Ben, Ix, ]Men, Cib, Caban, Ezanab, Caiiac, Ahau. Imix,

Ik. The order or sequence here given was always maintained, though
the month did not always begin with the same day, since, according

to the peculiar arrangement of the calendar, as used in the Dresden
codex and the inscriptions,' it might begin with (and only with) Akbal,

Lamat, Ben, and EzanaV), as is shown in table 1. If it began with Akbal
the second day would bo Kan, the others following in the order given;

if with Lamat, then Muluc would be the second, and so on; if with

Ben, Ix would be the second. Men the third, and so on to Eb, the last;

if with Ezanab, Cauac, Ahau, etc., would follow, always in the order

given. The first day of the year would therefore necessarily be the

first da_v of the months during that year. As the year was divided

into eighteen months of twenty day.s each (always named and arranged

in the following oi'der:

1 Pop 7 Yaxkin 13 Mac
2 Uo '8 Mol . 14 Kaukin
3 Zip 9 Chen 15 lluan

4 Tzoz (or Zotz) 10 Yax 16 Pax
5 Tzec 11 Zac 17 Kayab
6 Xul 12 Ceh 18 Cumhii),

making 3^0 days, and five days to make the 365 were added at th

end of the 18th month (Cumhu), the names following in proper ordei

it follows as a necessary result that the count in the day series would
be thrown forward five days each year. If the year (or month) ])egan

with Akbal, the last day of the 18th month would be Ik; counting five

days—Akbal. Kan, Chicchan, Cimi, and ^Nlanik—would bring us to

Lamat, the first day of the next j'ear.

The numbering of the days was peculiar; it did not correspond with
the days of the month as we count them, but was limited to 13, fol-

lowed by 1, 2, etc, up to 13. this order proceeding without variation,

thus

:

1 Akbal
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iittiu-hed to it. The rouud is eompletod in !-', niunths. us will De seen

bj- table 2.

Taki.k L'— Till' iiiunlli.t, days, and num eralx for thf yi'iir 1 Akbal

Davs 10 13 U 15
:
10 17 18

Akbiil ...

Kan
Chicchan

Cimi
Manik 5

Lamttt . .

.

Muliic ...

Oe
Chueu 9

Kb
Bra
Ix

Men
Cib

Caban I 2

Ezanab .

.

Cauac . .

.

.\hau

Iiuix

Ik

1
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Thi.s will end with 4 Ik and tlie next will begin with 5 Akbal, and so

on until the number 13 is reached, when the count begins again with 1.

The order in which the years follow one another through a complete
cycle of years, or calendar round, is shown in the annexed table (3).

Table 3

Akbal
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Laiiiat. Hen. and Eziinab. Mr (Toodiiiaii. however, contends that the

dominical days used in the inscriptions wei-e Ik. Manik. Kl). and C'aban,

but instead of coniinencin<;' the nuniberino' of the days of tiie month
with 1 and continuinii- with i, H, etc.. to "id. he Vx-gins the count with 20,

foUowiny it with 1, 2, ;-$. etc., to 1'.'. In other word.s. instead of call-

ing the lirst day of the month 1. he calls it 20 (these, it nnist be

r(>meml)ered. are not th<' day numbers, which never exceed 18, but

the munb(M-s of the days of the month). This system is in fact, as

will be seen l)y reference to table 4 (page 74.5). the same—with one dif-

ereuce, which will beexi)lained hereafter—as using Akbal. Ijamat, Ben,

and Ezanab as the dominical days; for. as will be seen by this table,

Akbal, in Ik years, though t)y position the second day of the month,

i.s niuubered the first precisely as it is in Akbal years in our tal)le 1.

Another point nece.s.sary to settle absolutely the sy.steni is to kncnv

which of the dominical days was placed first in commencing the

tifty-two year i)eriod—in other words, what was the initial da}'. In

table y, it has Iwen assumed first, that the years of this period began with

1, which has also been assumi'd by Mr Goodman, and second, that this

fii'st vear was an Akbal year; but Mr (loodman holds that according

to his system it was an Ik j'ear, which, as has been exj)lained. accords

with t)ur Aklial year. He expresses also an opinion that C'aban was
possibly tlie initial da,j.

Although this question does not aflect the lower tim(> periods, it is

apparent that it does aflect th(^ numbering of the years of the tifty-two

j'ear period. This subject will, however. })e referred to again.

Turning now to our table 1, we will try to make as clear as possi-

ble the method of using it so as to avf)id the inti'oduction of a multi-

plicity of tal)les. The year 1 Akl)al written out in full would be as

shown in table 2. It will be seen that the five figure columns after

the thirteenth—to wit, the fourteenth. fifteiMith. sixteenth, seventeenth,

and eighteenth, luunln'ring fiom left to riglit—are precisely the same
as the first, second, third, foui'tli. and fifth, and that the live added or

intercalary days are the same as the first five of the sixth column.

As the series continued endlessly in this order, I liave eliminated in my
table 1 the last five columns and five added days, using the first, second,

thii'd, fourth, and fifth, and the first five days of the sixtii instead.

In counting forward (by which is meant to the right), if the lunuber

of months to be counted is not completed on reaching the last or

right-hand colunui. we go back to the first. If. as is fn^quently the

case, our count is to be l)ackward over i)ast or ])receding months, it must
then be toward the left, andafter reaching the first or left-hand column
we go to the right-hand column. In other words, it is a continuous

round in whichever direction w(> are moving, to the right being for-

ward in time and to tiie left backward.
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Suppose we wish to know in whiit yeiir the date fi Ahau 3 Zotz

—

that is, 6 Ahau, the 3d day of the fourth month (Zotz)—falls. Looking
to the year columns (table 1), we see that Ahau can be the 3d day of

the month only in Ezanab years. Looking along the line opposite

running through the figure (or month) columns, we find 6 in the

seventh column. As this is in the fourth month, to find the first we
must count ))ack (to the left) three columns, whicli Itrings us to the

column headed bj' U (that is, the column whose top figure is 9); hence

our year is 9 Ezanab. Now let us trace this year through by the table

and find the first day of the next year. Beginning with the column
headed 9, we count to the right nine columns, which brings us to the

last; then we go back to the first (left-hand) and count eight. This

reckoning brings us to the column headed 11. Counting 5 days down
the next column (headed 5), we find that the next—the tith day of

the month—is 10 Akbal, which, as will be seen by our table of years

(table 3). is correct. To follow out this year, we must ])egin with the

month column headed 10, as this is the first mouth (Pop) of the j'ear

10 Akbal.

As any one day can fall on only four different days of the month,
as Ahau on the ISth in Akbal years, on the 13th in Lamat years, on

the 8th in Ben years, and on the 3d in Ezanab years, a mere inspec-

tion of the table will at once detect a date erroneous in this respect.

For example, there can be no daj^ Manik on the 3d, 9th, or 16th of the

month, etc.

Suppose we wish to find on what date the (iOOth day counting forward
from 7 Cib -i Mac will fall. Looking at the table (1), we see that Cib
can be the ith day of the month only in Ben years. Running along the

line opposite (horizontal line) through the figure columns, we find 7 in

the column headed 4. As Mac is the thirteenth month of the year, we
must count back thirteen months or columns to reach the first month
of the year. Counting liack the seven columns to the first (left), we
then go to the last (right) and count six columns. This brings us to

that headed 11; hence the year is 11 Ben, and the next year must be
12 Ezanab. As 7 Cib -t Mac is the -tth day of the thirteenth month,
there will remain of this month 16 daj^s, 5 whole months (loO days), and
the added 5 days to complete the year, or, in other words, 121 daj's. Sub-
tracting this from 600. there remain 479 days to he counted, and
deducting from this 36.5 days, or one j'ear. 114 days reiuain to be

counted on the next year, which must be 13 Akbal. As 114 days equal

5 months and 14 days, we begin with the figure column of our table

headed 13, and count forward .5 months (including this one), and
counting down the next month (column headed 9) 14 days, we reach

the figure 9, and opposite it in the Akbal column find the day Cib.

The date reached is therefore 9 Cil), 14th daj' of the (sixth) month
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Xul. in tilt' year 13 Aklial. 'ruiiiiiig to our talilc of ycurs (3). we
see that 11 Ben is the third year in the Ben eolunm. or tiie eleventh

year of the cycle of years, and that 12 Ezauab and 18 Akbal follow.

We are thus enabled to correctly locate these dates in the cycle of

years. These statements and examples, with the illustrations which
follow, will enable the reader to use the tJibles and to follow

the present investigations.

The order in which the characters in the codices and inscriptions

are to be read has been fully e.xplained in my previous publications,

and so generallj' accepted that it is unnecessary to explain it here,

especialh' as it is indicated in the (juotation from Maudslay's work
given immediately below. This author, speaking of the order in which
the inscriptions are to be read, says (Biologia Centrali-Americana,

Archaeology, part 2, Text, November, 189U. p. 3!*):

With regard to the order in which the liieroglypliics should l)e read, Profe.«sor

Cyrus Thomas has shown, from an examination of the Palenque tablets, that when
a .single rolunm only of glyphs is met with, it should be read fmm the top to hottcnn,

and that when there is an even number of columns, the glyphs are to he read in

double columns from top to bottom, and from left to right. I myself came to the

game conclusion from an entirely independent examination of inscriptions from

Quirigua and Copan, and this order is adopted in numbering the glyphs on the fol-

lowing plates.

As I have also shown that this is usually, though not alwa\-s, the

order in which the gl.vphs of the codices, when in columns, are to be

read, a conclusion which is now accepted by all investigators of Maya
symbolic writing, we have in this fact one point of agreement between

the codices and inscriptions at Palenque, Copan, Tikal, and Quirigua.

The use of dots and short straight lines to indicate numerals up to 19

(each dot counting 1 and each short line 5), as in the codices, is also

universal in the inscriptions, as is admitted by Mr iVIaudslay. He has

also confirmed my suggestion (Study of the Manuscript Troano. pp.

202-203) that the little loops connected, in certain cases, with these

number symbols have no signification. He sa3^s (op. cit.
, p. 39) : "There

is no reason to sui)iM)se tliat any different system of notiition is employed
on the sculptured monuments; it was not, however, usu;d to leave blank

spaces when carving the numerals 1, 2, 6, 7, 11. 12, 16, 17 in stone,

but to fill up the space thus: CniO(ri>. 1: O Cn) O- -: CrPQCrD . 6;

OCrDO , 7, etc."

.\s the ordinary numeral symbols, the dots and lines (which are

never used to signify a higher single number than 19), have been so

fre(iuently explained and are incidentally referred to in what precedes,

I jiass to those discovered by Dr Forsteniann and Mr (ioodman. as

I shall have fre(|ucnt occasion to use them, but will not discuss at

this point the general theory presented by the latter, nor his other
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supposed discoveries. He follows, as stilted above, the order in read-

ing the inscriptions first explained by me, and accepts the interpreta-

tion of the ordinary time symbols which has lieen universally adopted,
with the single exception of that found in the Dresden codex, which
has generally been explained as the symbol for "naught," or nothing.

This will be again referred to hereafter.

Previous to the appearance of Mr Goodman's work, the following
discoveries in regard to the numeral and time .systems as given in the

codices, in addition to what has been already presented herein, had

been made and explained: That this symbol ^^ was used, in count-

ing time, to represent the numlier 20; that this ciiaracter ^^, some-
what variable in form, and usually colored red, was used to indicate

"naught" or nothing; and that a certain prefix to month symbols,

usually in the form of a double circle, thus Tf, was used to denote 20,

signifying, when thus used, the 20th day of the month. It was fur-

ther ascertained, as may be seen by reference to papers by Dr Forste-
mann and myself explanatory of time series in the Di-esden codex,
that the orders of units in counting long periods, the day being the
primarj- or lowest unit, was as follows: 20. 18, 20, 20. 20; that is to

.sa_y, 20 units of the first order make one of the second order, is miits

of the second order make one of the third order. 20 units of the third

order make one of the fourth order, 20 units of the fourth order make
one of the fifth order, and 20 units of the fifth order make one of the

sixth order. These different units, save tho.se of the first order, were
not expressed by specific symbols, but by position, that is, by being
placed one above another, as is here shcjwn. the lowest indicating the
tii'st. the next above the .second order, and so on.

H unit;' ipf the fifth order, i^^. !• cyclehi.

SI units uf the fourth order, £^k, ' katuns.

9 units of tlie tliird order, *** 9 ahaus.

16 units of the second order, ^^5 > 16 t'iiuens.

units of the fir.?t order, ^^ , days.

For the purpose of explanation and comparison I have placed to the
left of the .symbols their equivalents in Arabic numerals, and in the
column to the right the equivalents according to Mr Goodman's
nomenclature, which will be explained a little further on.

This example is not an arbitrary one, but is taken from plate xxiv
of the Dresden Codex, and has been selected because it was explained
by Dr Forstemann, so far as the numbers and count are concerned, in

1SS7 (Zur Entzitferung der Mayahandschriften, 4, 1SS7). According
19 ETH, FT 2 10
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to Dr Korstciiiuiin tlic luiiiilicr of days indicated by these iimiicral

.syiiihols as thus ])lac('(i is l.Hr)4.?)*)0, tiic leiiirth of the periods being as

follows:
Days.

1 cyclw 144, 000

1 katiin 7,200

1 ahaii 360

1 f.tiiieii 20

Now let us test it by Mr (ioo(linan''s system, usiiij,'- ills own tables

(last pa<;i' of his paper) for this i)urpose:

Days.

9 cycles 1 , 2Hti, 000

9 katuns (>4, 800

9 ahaus 3, 240

16fhuens 320

Days

1,364,360

It is evident from this result that this, so far as the system is con-

cerned, is, up to the fifth order of units, preciselj' that discovered and

applied by Dr Forstemann, except as to the "naught" svmbol. Kven
the very order and method of expressing a series which Mr Goodman
uses, so far as applicable to the codices, was, as will be seen a little

further on, used by Dr Forstemann. In order that I may not do
injustice to Dr Forstemann when I speak of the discoveries by Mr
Goodman, it is proper to add that not only had he discovered and
applied to the time series of the Dresden codex the orders of units

accepted and used b\' Mr (Joodman, but had determined as early as

1891 the value of the symbols designated "ahau" and "katun." as

appears fi-om his article Zur Maya-Ghronologie in the Z(>itschi-ift

fiir Kthnologic ft)r that year. Mr Goodman's paper was not jjublished

until bSH7, though it is apparent from his preface that it was com-
pleted in 18'.»5. If Dr Forstemann had not seen Mr Goodman's
paper when his article entitled Die Kreuzinschrift von I'aleniiuc. was

published in the Globu.s in l,si»7—which makes no mention of the

foi'iner, though referring to works on the subject—it is evident he

had di.srovercd independently the value of the .symbols which (Jood-

man d(\signates chue!i and cycle. To the ;-560-day period he applied

the name ''old year" under the supposition that in an earlier stage of

their cultui'c the Mayas counted only 3*!0 days to the vear; and to

the 7.2()i)-day period the name "old ahau." However, it ai)])ears

from his Entzifici'ung der Mayahandschrift, number iv. 1894. that as

early as ,Iune of this year he had calculated correctly the value of

some six or eight numeral series on the st(dae and altars of Gopan
from Maudslay's work. This implies necessarily a knowledge of the

value of the so-called time i)eriods, and indicates that he had made
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this discovery independently, unless he hiid received some informa-
tion on the suliject from Maudslay of which 1 have no knowledge. It

is apparent from a statement hy the latter author in part ^ of his

work, published in 1890, that the values of these sj-mbols, save that of

the chuen. were yet unknown to him. However, as Dr Forstemann
seems to have fallen short of the discovery of their uses and the appli-

cation of them, the chief credit of the discovery must be awarded to

Mr Goodman.
This discovery, which must cancel a number of previous specula-

tions and affect to a large extent all attempts at interpretation of the

inscriptions and codices, consists, first, in rinding out the fact that in

the inscriptions the orders of units above the first, to wit, his so-called

chuens, ahaus. katuns, and cycles, were not indicated by position as

in the codices, but each had its distinct character or glyph; second, in

determining these characters and their values; and, third, in showing
from the inscriptions the order in which they are generally arranged

and the manner in which the truth of this discovery may be demon-
strated. He has also discovered that a certain character, which he

terms a "'calendar round symbo'," was used to indicate the period of

52 years, which has heretofore usually been designated a "cycle" or

''cycle of j'ears,'' and also that certain face characters are used as

numeral sj'mbols. As we shall have occasion to use these in our
investigation of the inscriptions, the usual forms of the principal ones

(using Mr Goodman's names) will be shown here and his other claimed

discoveries will be considered hereafter.

The Chcex

This character usually has a numeral symbol on top and at the left

side, the former indicating the number of chuens and the latter the

added or overplus days.

Fig. 8—Thu chuen symbol.
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The numeral indicatiiii^ the nuiiilnu' of ahaus is u.sually 1)I;i(t(1 at

the It'l't.

Via. \i—TlK' uhau .'.yiiilml.

The Katin

The luimeTal indicating the number of l^atuns i.s usually placed at

the left side, tiiouyh occasionally at the top.

Fi<;. H)
—

'Die kiitnn .symbol.

The Cvcle

The luuneial in this case is also usually at the left .side.

Flu. 11—TIk' cyck' symbdi.

The Cai.endak Kouxd

'J'lie numeral is usually :it the left side.

() c

FiQ. V2—The cjilondrtr round symbol.
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The forms of the day symbols usuallj' found in the inscriptions are

as shown in figure 13.

The month symbols usual in the inscriptions, including what Mr
Goodman claims is the symbol for the iive added days or Uayeb, are

shown in figure 14.

The typical and usual form of the chuen is shown in the first two
glyphs of figure N ('/. h). If the number at the top were 3 (three

Aklml

Lamat MuUic

Ch ice hail

Mill

Cimi

Chuen

Cib

Ahau Ahau Ahau
Fig. la—The day symbols.

.\hau

dots or balls), it would signify three chuens or 60 daj's (3x20); the

number at the side if 12 would denote 12 days. It would then read

12 days, 3 chuens, or 3 chuens, 12 days, which together would equal

72 days. This is the only counter or time period symbol which has two
numbers attached. It may as well be stated here, to prevent confusion

or misunderstanding in regard to our use of terms, that for convenience

in our comparisons Mr Goodman's names of these several symliols and
the time periods he supposes them to represent will be used, although
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I iuii tinnly (.•onviiit'ed, for reasons which will ho shown hereafter,

that they arc nothinfy more than orders of units or multipliers.

Therefore, when they are spoken of as "time jjcriods." or hy the names
given, this must l)e borne in mind.

The typical and usual form of the ahau is shown in the first three

glyphs of ligure 1* {a, h, c). This symbol denotes 860 da^'s. which
must be multiplied ])y the numeral—usuallj' at the side—to oljtain

the full numt)er of days indicated. The name ahau as here used must
not be confounded with the day-name Ahau.^ The use of the same
name for two different purposes is unfortunate and confusing-.

The usual form of the katun is shown in the first two ylyphs of fig-

Yuxkiii

Zotz Tzcc

(M)

Ceh Mac

Pax Kayab Cumliu

Fir. 14—The nioiitli syniliols.

Uayeb

ure In {lu f>)- The attached numeral, if 1 or '2. is fre(|ueutly at the

top, though usuallj- at the side. As this sjnnbol represents T.:iOO

days, the number of days indicated is 7,200 nndti])lied by the attached

numeral.

The usual cycle symbol is shown by the first glyph of figure 1 1 (a).

As the cycle is 144,000 days, 144,000 must be nudtiplied liy the

attached numeral to ol)tain the total num])er of days.

The great cycle will be referred to hereafter, and f lie other forms of

the chuen, ahau, katun, and cycle will be discussed as the series bj"^

which their values are determined are examined.

' The day name ts always written with a capital, the ahau denoting a period with a small letter.
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TIME serip:s in the codices and inscriptions

The Dresdkn Codex

As tho Dn^sden codex i.s now so genorally known, it will bo made
the point of departure and tho tirst examples showino- the method of

counting time will he taken from it. In this examination fuithiT com-
parison will be made between the system used by Mr Goodman in count-

ing time series and that tirst made known by Dr Forstemann and used

bj' liini and myself in the papers relating' to this sul)ject which have

been published. As I have somewhat fully illustrated and explained

in my Aids to the Study of the Maya Codices (in Sixth Ann. R(>p.

Bur. Ethnology), a considerable number of the time series of the

Dresden codex, in which the figures do not rise above the fourth oi'der

of units, th(^ examples referred to here will be those involving high

nund^ers, in order to strengthen the proof of Dr Forsteniann's theory

and to establish clearly the respective values of the units in the

higher orders. These will also necessarily indicate the calendar

system in vogue, to which it is desirable to call special attention.

The names of the several orders of units is a matter which failed to

receive attention until the sul)iect was taken up liy Mr Goodman ;

those that he has applied are unfortunate and can result only in con-

fusion so long as they remain in vogue. Dr Brinton remarks that

'"No dou})t each of these periods of time had its appropriate name
in the technical language of the Maya astronomers, and also its cor-

responding character in their wi-iting. None of them has l)een recorded
l)y the Spanish writers, but from the analogy of the Nahuatl script

and language, and from ceruiinin dications in the Maay writmgs,
we may siu'uiise that some of these technical terms were from one
of the radicals meaning 'to tie. or fasten together," and that the

corresponding signs would either directly (that is, pictorially) or

ikonomatically (that is, by similarity of sound) express this idea"

(Primer, pp. 30, 31). He suggests hd- for the 8(30-day period, and
jjtc for the 7,20(i-day period, and hd for the '2U-day period. The
name chuen, which Mr Goodman has applied to the month c(|uiva-

lent. the 2tt-day period, was adopted ])y him because of the resem-
l)lance of the glyph to the symbol of the day Chuen. This duplicates

the name in the time series. The same olijection applies to the

names ahau. katun, and cycle; each of these is now applied in three

diti'erent senses in the calendar system, ahau being used as a day
name, as a name of the ii4 or 20 year period, and now for the unit of

the third order, or 3(!()-day period; katun for the 24 or 20 year period,

with ahau pretixed for the 312-3ear period, and for the unit of the

fourth order, or T,2(>0-day period; and cycle for the .52-year period,

also sometimes for the 2r)0-day period, and now for the uiut of the
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tit'tli order or lh(> 144,(tO()-(lay i)onod. F6r.-;t(Mn!inn. as has hcoii already

.stated, ajiplies the name "old year" to the 8t)(i-day period, apparently

under the idea that it at some previous time constituted the full year:

"old ahau" to the 7,aOO-day period (a fourth ai)plieation of this

term): and "'old katun" to a period of 18,7^0 days or 52 "old years"
(52X360=72X260). To express 9 cycles, 12 katuns. IS ahaus, 5

chuens. 16 da_vs, Mr Goodman uses this abbreviation: 9-12-18-5 X 16.

the X indicating that the two numbers between which it stands are

usually attached to one symbol. Dr Forstemann, as an abbreviation

to express the same orders of units, uses the same method, omittins:

only the X. thus: 10, 19, 6, 0, 8 (Zur Entzitierung der Mayahand-
schriften, 1887, p. 6).

It will perhaps be as well to insert here what I have to say in refer-

ence to Mr Goodman's expressions in regard to, and use of, the term
ahau as applied to a time period. The names applied to time periods

as a means by which to refer to them are comparatively unimportant,
unless such application involves other (juestions. We quote tirst the

following passage from his work (p. 21):

I now come to what lias l)(>en a stumbling-block to every one who has hitherto

attempted to ileal with the Maya records. It has been known that the Mayas reckoned
time by alums, katuns, cycles, and great cycles, but what was the precise length of any
of these periods has been a debatable question. Some have contended, with the best

of proof apparently, that the katuu is a jjeriod of twenty years, while others have
maintained, with proof equally as good, that it is a period of twenty-four years.

The truth is, it is neither.

The contention arose from a misapprehension, or total ignorance ratlier, of the

Maya chionological scheme. It was taken for granted that a year of 'Mri days must
necessarily enter into the reckoning; whereas the moment the Mayas departed from

si)eci tic dates and endiarked ui)on an extended time reckoning, they left their annual

calendar behind and made use of a separate chronological on:>.

The use of the term ahau-katun is avoided everywhere in these pages. Such a

period never existed, except as a delusion of Don Pio Perez and his misguided fol-

lowers. The error originated from a misconception of the Yueatec method of tlis-

tinguishing the katuns. The ahau was numliered according to its position in the

katun, as the eighth, tenth, or the sixth from the close; but the katun was desig-

nated by the particular mnnber of the day Ahau with which it ended. Thus, for

instance, it miglit sometimes be spoken of as the katun 10 Ahau; and at other times

by a mere reversal of the phra.se, as the 10 Ahau katun. More frequently, however,

the term katun was not used at all, its existence and number being implied l)y

simple mention of the ahau date. P>ut there was no ahau-katun.

On page 23, in speaking of the ahau. lie adds:

This period is the real basis of the Maya chronological system. Everything
proceeds by ahaus, till in succession the katuns, cycles, great cycles, and grand era

are formed from them.
The ahau is a jieriod of .3(50 days—the sum of tlie days in the eighteen regular

months—anil derives its name undoubtedly from the fact that it always begins with

tlie day Ahau. It is the period, not Isetween two Ahaus with the same numeral, but

between the second two with a differentiation of four in their day mnnbering. Mov-
ing forward with this progression of four it results that the ahaus follow each other
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in the order of 9, 5 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4, 13, 9, n, 1, and so on—an order of fuc-

ce.'^i^ion that Perez quotes from an unnamed manusfri})t, l)ut whose significance lie

failed to grasp.

Twenty ahaus constitute a katun. They are numerated: 20, 1, 2. 3, etc, up to 19.

Finalh'. in speaking of the katun (p. 24), he say?*:

Itis over this period that the battle royal has been fought. The question of

twenty or twenty-four years has raged undeterniinedly for more than half a century.

As the facts themselves will show the folly of the whole contention, I jiass it by
without awarding to any individual comliatant the discredit of his partisanship.

Twenty years of 365 days make 7,300 days. The katun does not reach that far,

falling a hundred days short, as a multiplication of its constituent parts will shijw;

360 X 20=7,200.

In consequence of the day Ahau beginning the ahaus, it must also begin the katuns;

and the ahaus succeeding each other by differences of four, as 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7, 3,

12, 8, 4, 13, 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7, etc, it results that the order of the katuns, composed as

they are of twenty ahaus, must be one in which each succeeding katun begins with
a day number two less than its forerunner—thus: 11,9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 13, 11,

etc.

The katuns are numerated in the same manner as the ahaus: 20, 1, 2, 3, etc, up
to 19.

Let ti.s examine the.se expressions so far as they relate to the ahau
and bear upon the Maya system as developed in the record.

He says the ahau is a period of 360 days, " and derives its name
undouljtedly from the fact that it always begins with the da}' Ahau."
This is undoubtedly the use he makes of it; but was it used bj- the

Mayas in this sensed That he has derived this name as applied to

the period of 360 cWs from the inscriptions appears nowhere in his

work. He nowhere a.sserts or pretends to claim that the symbol
denoting this period is in any sense phonetic, giving thi.s name. The
onh' early native authorities to which we can appeal are the Chronicles.

To these, therefore, we refer, following Dr Brinton's translation.

In the Chronicle from the Book of Chilan Balam of Mani, the ahaus
are numbered over and over again as containing each twenty years.

In the thirteenth paragraph (p. 1<)3) it is said '"in the thirteenth ahau
Ahpula died; for six years the count of the thirteenth ahau will not

be ended.-' It is evident from this, be the count confused and even
erroneous, that the author considered the ahau as compo.sed of more
than six j'ears. The Chronicle of ChumaA'el also .speaks of the sixth

year of the thirteenth ahau, the seventh year of the eighth ahau katun
(uaxac ahau ti katunil). and the first year of the first ahau katun (ahau

u katunile). Another Chronicle of Chumayel expressly makes ahau
the equivalent of katun—"'the fourth ahau was the name of the

katun ""—and uses ahau, katun. and ahau katun as synonyms (ahau u
katiuiil).

It is evident from these extracts, be the originals trustworthy or

not. that Mr (loodman could not have found therein evidence for his

application of the term ahau. Nor can it be obtained from Lauda,
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wlu) expressly iiK'iitioiis ]jriiiuix) afio de l:i (.'ra dc //>// uc-<(/i a u. " und
of the natives doing homage to the vai'ious ahaus for ten years each.

Mr (tocxhiian's radical error, as we shall s(>e, is taking nuiiicriciil nota-

tion for a time system.

The first example to which attention is called is taken from ])late

24 of the Dresden codex, and includes that poi'tion of a long series

running up the plate which is shown in our figure 1.").

If the order in which the series ascends ])e that in which it is to be

followed, it is evident this must be from right to left, taking the lower

division tirst, thus: D2, C2, IV2, A2 (in the lower division), then Dl,
CI. Bl. and Al (in the upper division). But the plan of the series

may be the reverse of this, as it is pos-

sible that it runs back in time, and is

to })e read from left to right the dif-

ferences between the t-olumns being

subtracted instead of added: the result

is, however, the same. As there are

no montli symbols l)y means of which
to determine the years, and our only

object in referring to the series is

to show th(> value of the syml)ols

according to the relative positions

they oci'upy in relation to one another,

the order in which the}^ are to be read,

and the value of the counters, it is not

material in which dii-ection the sei'ies

t)e taken. We will therefore follow

the ascending order—i. e.. from right

to left, beginning with D2 (right-hand

column in lower division). I'sing

Goodman's names, and subtracting 1)2 from C2 (the ovals which are

red in the original being counted as naught) thus:

(i Allan 11 Alum ;; Abau .s .Vluiii

Fig. 15—Part of plate 24, Dresden eocU-x
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together 2.920 days—we subtract therefrom 362, the remaiiiiiiy- (:la3-s

of the 3-ear 6 Ezaiiab, thus:
Days

Saliaus :.', 880

2 chueng 40

2,920
362

2, 558

Dividini;- this remainder (2,55S) In* 8(35, we find the number of j^ears

to be seven, with an overplus of three days. Looking now to our

table of years (?,) and counting forward seven years from t) Ezanab,

we reach 13 Ben. As the next year is 1 Ezanab, we look in tal)le 1 to

the column headed 1 and count down this to the third day. This

brings us to 3. and we find Ahau opposite in the Ezanab eohunn. The
day reached is therefore 3 Ahau. which is the day at the bottom of col-

umn C2 in our figure 8, showing the count to be correct.

This example, however, involves another question raised by Mr
Goodman. It will be noticed that in column D2 of our figure the

dav phice and the chueii place is each filled bj' an oval figure (red in

the original) instead of the ordinary numeral symbols, and that in

colunm C2 the day place is fiUed 1)\- a similar oval figure. In my cal-

culation given a))ove I have counted these as equiv^alent to ciphers (0),

or nothing. Mr Goodman observes (page fi4) that a number of persons

have declared this to be a sign for naught, adding: "Thej- were led

into this mistake, undoubtedly, bj^ its peculiar use and position. It is

employed in the codices solely to designate initial periods, and in that

position it is the equivalent of 20 in all cases except that of the chuen,

where, like the other 20-signs, it denotes but 18." As the example

now luider consideration aftords an opportunity of testing this inter-

pretation, we will do so.

It is apparent from what has been shown that the correct result is

obtained by counting these symbols as naught. If the same result

be obtained by counting them as signs of full count—that is, 20—or as

18 where filling the chuen place, the test fails to disclose the correct

use of them.

Counting the total days in each column and subtracting the sum of

D2 from that of C2, the result is as follows:

02 1)2

4 katuns 28, 800 '.i katuns 21, 600

1 ahau .360 l:i ahaus 4,680

2 chueus 40 18 chuens :W0

Davs .-- 20 Days 20

T. ital ilayg 29, 220 Total .lays 26, 660

26, 660

Difference 2, .560
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Assuming, as before, 8 Ahau, at the bottom of column D2, to be the

3(1 day of tlic month Pop in the year (> Ezanab, we subtract from 2.560

days 3(52, the remainino- days of the year <i Kzanab. This leaves 2,198,

which, divided by 3(55, gives 6 years and an overplus of 8 days. Count-
in<>- from tlie year (i Ezanal) (tal)le 3) (i years, we reach the year 12

Lamat. The next year will l)e 13 Ben. Turning to table 1 and count-

ing 8 days down the column headed 13 (as the eighth day from the

beginning of the year nuist fall in Pop, the first month of the year),

we reach the lumieral 7, and tind opposite in the Ben column the da}'

Ahau: lience the day reached is 7 Ahau, and not 3 Ahau, as it should

be. The addition of days to the total difference liy even twenties

will, of course, bi-ing the count back to Ahau, heni'e the test lies in

the munber attached to it. It appears, therefore, so far as this example
is con('erned, that these oval symbols stand for naught, and not for 20

and IS, as inferred by Mr (loodman. It will be observed tliat the

same sj-mbol appears in the other columns of figure 8 copied from
plate XXIV, Dresden codex. Positive proof that this oval is used for

naught is found on plate 50 of the Dresden codex, which may be seen

in plate i of my Maya Year. The oval in the bottom line tilling the

month or chuen place can reach the required day only when counted

as naught, as ma}' be verified by reference to the series of days given

in the same work.
In the quotation al)ove from Mr Goodman's work in relation to the red

oval symbol which I have counted as naught, he says: " It is employed

in the codices solely to designate initial periods." Precisely what he

means by this remark I fail to comprehend. When the symbols are

found in the same time series in the month place and in the innne-

diately following day place, and then at odd years and months apart

in a continuous series, how they can be used to designate initial ])criods

is difficult to understand, uidess very short periods are alluded to.

That the symbol for no day. or naught, in tlie day i)lace will indicate

the l)egimiiiig of a month in the t'ount wliicli is to follow is luidoubt-

edly true, and wlien it is in the month place a new year will follow,

and so on. Tliis is also true when 20 days, 18 months, 20 ahaus, etc,

are counted. If this be what Mr Goodman means, he is correct: but

it is hardly the Idea conveyed by his language, which a])pariMitl\ refers

to •initial ])(>riods," as though of a katun, cycle, or calendar round.

The next colunm to the left (1V2) has 4 katuns, ;• ahaus. 4 chuens.

days, and at the l)ottom 11 ahau. Sul)tracting from this colunm the

colunui ('2. already given. wi> haxc the following residt:

B2 V2 DilT.

Ratlins 4 4

AliaiLs <t 1 8

Chuens 4 L' 2

Davs
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The remainder, 8 ahaus and 2 chuens, equals 2,920 days, and is pre-

cisely the same as the difference between the preceding' columns. As
the date reached by column C2 was 3 Ahau, the 3d day of Pop, the first

month in the year 1 Ezanab, we subtract as before 362, the remaining
days of the year 1 Ezanab, from 2,!t20. This leaves 2,558 days, or 7
j'ears and 3 days. Counting- from the 3'ear 1 Ezanab (table 3), 7

years, we reach 8 Ben, the next year being- 9 Ezanab. Counting down
the figure column headed 9 (table 1), 3 days, we reach the numeral
11 and find Ahau opposite in the Ezanab column. The day reached is

therefore 11 Ahau, 3 Pop, the first month of the year 9 Ezanab, and
corresponds with the day at the foot of column B2 in the plate.

As the diiierence between column A2 and B2 is precisely the same
as that between the other columns (8 ahaus 2 chuens), we have only

to count 7 years and 3 days from the close of the 3'ear 9 Ezanab. This

brings us to the 3d day of the month Pop in the year 1 Ezanal), which
we find, by referring to Table I, to be 6 Ahau, corresponding- with the

day at the bottom of column A2. It must be remembered, however,
that the 3'ears mentioned have been those following- the arbitrary

selection for convenience in calculating, as nothing has been discov-

ered in the series to determine these. This could be ascertained if

the top series were uninjured, so as to carry on the count to the

lower left-hand series, which have definite dates.

Passing now to the upper division of our figure, we notice that the

day at the t)ottom of each column is 1 Ahau and that the day place in

each is filled by the oval symbol, denoting, according to our interpre-

tation, naught. As the series ascends toward the left, the columns
will be taken in the same order as those of the lower division. We
therefore subtract Dl from CI:

Cl HI Did.

Katuns 4 13
Ahaus 12 5 7

Chuens S 5 3

Days

The difference is 3 katuns ( = 21.t)0(» days), 7 ahaus ( = 2,520 days), 3

chuens ( = 00 days), and no odd days. The total is 24.180 days. As
the number is large, exceeding a 52-year period or calendar round, we
can sul)tract the greatest possible numl)er of these periods (in this

case only one) without in any way affecting the result so far as reach-

ing- the proper date is concerned, but the numl)er of years thus

embraced are to lie counted in making up the true interval between
the dates.

As 1 Ahau may be the 3d day of the first month (Pop) of the year

12 Ezanab, we select this as our starting point.

One calendar round equals 18,980 days, which subtracted from
21,180 leave 5,200 dajs. Taking from this number 302—the remaining
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days of the ycur 12 P^ziiimli ;iiiil (li\ iding the rciiiaiiulcr (-i.SIiS) by
3ti5. we obtain l:-5 years and an overplus of '.t3 days, or 4 months and
13 davs. C'ountinji' on oui- lal)K' 3. l.'j years from 12 Ezanat). we I'eaeh

12 Ak))al. As the next year is 18 Lamat, we eoiiut forward on tabh' I,

•4 months and 13 days. This l)rin<»'s us to 1. tlie I3tii day in the cobiinn

headed 2. and opposite, in the Lamat eohimn, wu find the day Aiiau.

agi-eeinj;- with the date at the foot of the eohimn CI of our tij.'-ure.

The date here is therefore 1 Ahau, the 13th day of Tzee, the .".tli month
of the year 13 Lamat, according- to the assumed initial date.

As the differences between tlie columns of the upper division of our

figure iirt> not the same, a calculation must ]n\ made in caili case to

make the ])roof positive.

Sul)traeting- t'olunui C"l from HI. we find the remainder to t)e -i

katuns, 18 ahaus, 17 ehuens. o days, together eijual to 35,620 days.

Subtracting one calendar round—1S,',»S(>—there remain lt).G-K) days.

As our last date was 1 Ahau, the 13th day of Tzec, the 5th month of

the year 13 Lamat, our count now must lie from this date. Subtract-

ing 272—the remaining days of this year—from 1(),6'40 and dividing

the remainder l)y 3H5, we obtain l-t years and an overplus of 308 days.

Referring to taVjle 3 and counting 44 years from 13 Lamat, we reach

5 Lamat. As the next year is 6 Ben, we count 308 days, or 15 months
and S days, in tliis year. This brings us to the 8th day of the IHth

month (the column headed 7), whieli we lind is 1. and opi)()site. in the

Ben column, the day Ahau, whii'h agrees with tiit^ ])late. The date

therefore is 1 Ahau, the 8th day of Pax, the ItJth month of the year

Ben.

Subtracting eohmin Bl from Al, we tind the ditfer(>nce to be K!

katuns, 2 ahaus, 15 ehuens, days, equal to llt>,220 days. Subtracting

() calendar rounds, or 113,880 days, we get the remainder 2,340. As
our last date was 1 Ahau, 8th da}' of Pax, 16th month of the year 6

Ben, we subtract from 2,340 days 57, the I'emaining days of the year 6

Ben. This leaves 2,283 days, which divided by 365 gives 6 years and
an overplus of 93 days. Counting on table 3, 6 years from 6 Ben, we
reach 12 Akt)al, the next year being 13 Lamat. Counting on tabli' 1. !<3

days, or 4 months and 13 daj's, beginning with thl^ column headed 13,

and 13 days down tlie column headtni 2, we reach 1, and tind opi)ositi\

in the Lamat column, the day Ahau, which agrees with the jilate. The

dates obtained -.u-f. it nnist be remembered, based on the assumed
starting point 1 Ahau, J3 Tzec, year 13 Lamat; tlii>. li<)\vev(M-. does

not affect the correctness of the result.

As has been stated, to obtain the true interval where calendar rounds
(or circles of 52 years) have been subtracted, these iiuist be added.

The true interval, therefore, between column Bl and Al of our figure

8 is 6x52+6= 318 years and 57+l>3 days, or 318 years 7 montiis and
10 days.
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These exiimples tire svifficiciit to prove beyond any roasonahle doiilit

the correctness of Dr Forsteniann's method of counting- the time

symljols of the Dresden codex, and that his orders of units, or time

periods, used in counting, up to and including the cj'cle, were pre-

cisely the same as those subsequently presented and used l)y Mr Good-
man in his work. It also shows that my calendar tables 1 and 8 have
the days, months, and years arranged consistently with the Dresden
codex, and that they can be successfully used in examining and tracing

the long or high time counts, at least so far as tried. We might dis-

miss the Dresden codex with these examples but for the fact that there

are some series reaching still higher figures to which Dr Forstemann
has called attention. Therefore, liefore passing to the inscriptions, a

few of these will be noticed and the attempt to connect the dates which
seem to be related will be made—something which has not been done

by Dr Forstemann, and in which the proof of his theory lies.

We take as the first example the two series, black and red, running
up the folds of the serpent figure, plate 69, following Dr Forstemann's

method and assuming tiiat the two series are connected. They are as

follows, Goodman's names being attached:

The total days of the two columns as given l)y Dr Fcirstcmaiui are

as follows:

Red 12, 391, 470
Blark 12, 381, 728

Difference ',). 742

Same as above
As the month symbols are obliterated, we will assume 4 Kb under

the black colunm to ))e the 5th day of the month Pop in the year 13
Laniat. Subtracting 360, the remaining days of the year 13 Lamat,
from !t74i!, and dividing the remainder by 365. we obtain -20 years

and 257 days, or 25 years 12 months and 17 days. Examining table

3, and counting forward from 13 Lamat 25 years, we reach 12 Ben.

A.s the next year Is 13 Ezanab, counting on table 1, 12 months and 17
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days on thi.s year, we reach 9 Ix, the 17th day of Mac, the 13th month
of the year 13 Ezaniib. whicli corresponds with the day under the red

column.

As the columns and totals are precisely as given by Dr Forstemann
(Zur Entzifl'erung der Mayahandschriften. 1S91. p. 17), we have proof

here of the I'orrectne.ss of his systi-ni and of the value assigned the

several orders of units or time periods which, in one of the series,

involv(;s very hii^h numbers, and also proof that they are pi'cci.soly

tlu; same as the time periods used by ]\Ir Goodman in his work, which

appeared six years later, with the one exception noted below.

Tn (•alculating these series, Dr Forstemann has assumed that 20 units

of the tifth order make one of the sixth order; or, to use Mr CJoodman's

nomenclature, that 20 cycles make one great cycle. Although the

latter author counts but 13 cycles to the great C3'^cle, according to

the chronological system he believes was used by the; authors of the

inscriptions, he admits that in the Dresden codex the count was 20,

which is evident from plate 31, where the place of the fifth f)rder of

units (cycles) has the number 19.

As the opportunitj' is afl'orded here of testing on a higher unit Mr
Goodman's theory that the red oval indicates full count (20 where this

is th(^ proper number, or 18 where that is the number), 1 shall use

it. As will be seen by reference to page 723 where the series are

given, the ahaus of the red- series are counted as (naught), when
according to Mr Goodman's theory they shoidd be 20. Let iis ti-y

the calculation with this number. Subtracting the black from the red

as before, the result is as follows:
Great Cycles Cycles Kntuiis .Vbans chuciis Days

4 1 L'O 1,S 10

4 5 lil l:i IL' 8

Difference;.

This dirt'erence rechiccd to days gives It), 942 instea<l of 9,742, as by
the former nu'thod. Assuming 4 El) under the blaciv column, as

before, to b(> the .">th day of the month Pop in the year 13 Lainat. we
sul)tract HtlO, the remaining days of the year 13 Lainat, frtnu 1(5,942,

and, dividing the remainder by 3<).5, obtain 4.5 years and an ovcM'phis of

1.57 days -T months 17 days. By table 3 we lind that counting 45

years from 13 Lamat brings us to (\ Hen. the next year being 7 Ezaiiab.

By table 1 we ascertain that the i7tli day of the Stii montii of this

year is 7 Ix. This is wrong, as it should be !» Ix, the day number
being the test in this case, as the addition of even niontlis will nec-

essarily bi-ing us back to th(> .same day. This shows Mr (roodnian's

theory on this point to be incorrect so far as the Dresden codex is

concerned, where this jiurticulur symbol is cliietly. if not exclusix ely.

used.

Our next example is from [jlate t)2, is. like the pieeeding, in the
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folds of a serpi'iit (the oiit^ to the right), and ronsists of two series,

one hlacic, the other red. These ha\'e also been calculated by Dr For-

steniaini and arranged according to the order of units as given here.

Mr Goodman's names are given opposite and difl'ereuces to the right.
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i.s found to be 3 Kan. the same day as that below the coliiniii of l)latk

luinuM'als, when the oorreetion from 10 to 17 has been made.
As this paper is designed in part as a help to those eonnnencing the

study of the codices and inscriptions, we will, like the surveyor who
sights back and forth to insure accuracy, trace this series forward,

a process which should, as a matter of course, result correctly if our

count was riglit in tracing it backward.

Starting with 3 Kan, the 17th day of the second month Uo. in the

year (> Lainat, we count forward to the end of this year 328 days, which,

sulitracted from 2.77!t. th(> remainder given above, leave 2.1:51 days

to be counted. Dividing by 36.5. we obtiiin 6 years and an overplus

of 261 days, or 13 months and 1 day. Counting forward on table 3

6 j'ears from the year 6 Lamat. we reach 12 Ezanab. the next year

being 13 Akbal. Counting on table 1 the term of 13 months and 1

day. beginning with the colunm head(>d 13. we reach the same 13. and
opposite in the Akbal colunm find th(> day Akbal. The date is tliere-

fore 13 Akbal, the l.st da}' of the fourteenth month—Kankin—of the

year 13 Akbal. which proves the process to be correct.

Our next example consists of the two series, same plate of the Dres-

den codex, placed in the folds of the left serpent, as follows (prefixing

Goodman's names as before):
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that the 1-ith day of the seventeenth month (Kayah) of this year is

3 Cimi, which proves the calculation to be correct.

To those familiar with the Dresden codex it will be apparent that

the month symbol used under the red column looks as much if not

more like that for Tzec than that for Pax, _yet, as it has elements of

both and as the calculation works out only with Pax, it has been
assumed that this is the month intended. That the month Tzec can

not in any way be made consistent with the numbers of the series is

easily made manifest thus: 3 Ix, the 7th day of the fifth month Tzec,

will fall only in the year 8 Lamat, and 3 Cimi, the lith day of the

seventeenth month Kayab, only in the year 8 Ben. Looking on table

3, we see that in counting forward from 8 Lamat to 8 Ben we pass

over an interval of only 12 years, and in counting backward over an
interval of 38 years. As the interval shown by the numerals is (after

one calendar round, which does not aft'ect the count, has been sub-

tracted) 9,1.52 days, it is apparent that 7 Tzec can not be the date

intended. Forstemann's totals of these series are as follow:

Red 12, 466, 942

Bla<-k 12, 438, 810

Difference 28, 132

.showing precisely the difference given above. The ab.solute difference

between the two dates is '1 months 18 days+52 _years+2-± ^-ears+lB
months+14 days, which, together, equal 77 years and 27 days.

The immense stretch of these periods is a point not to be overlooked.

One of those referred to amounts to l2, -166, 942 days, or 31,1.56 years

and 2 days, counting 20 cycles to the great cycle, according to Forste-

mann's method. This brings up again the ([uestion as to the number
of units of the fifth order to form one of the sixth, or, using Good-
man's terms, the number of cycles which make a great cycle. Although
the discussion of this (piestion would perhaps lie more appropriate after

we have considered the inscriptions, it may as well be introduced here.

Mr Goodman, while holding 13 as the number in the inscriptions,

admits that in the Dresden codex 20 was the numl)er used: but this

admission onh' renders the subject more complicated, as there is no
reason to believe that a different rule prevailed in the inscriptions from
that in the codex. That the vigesimal system of notation was the rule

among the Maya tribes is well known, the u.se of 18 units of the second
order to make one of the third, in time counting, having apparently

been adopted for convenience in bringing the month into the calcula-

tion. This fact, though not positive proof of regular vigesimal suc-

cession elsewhere in the time system, is sufficient to justify the

assumption of regulai'ity, unless .satisfactory evidence of variation
can be adduced.

Although the last example reaches to the great cycle, and involves
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till' coniil of t yclcs. it dot's iiol atiord the pi'oof necessary to decide

this ((iiestion, as is apparent by trial, as the ditierence between the

two s('ries will be the same whethei' \ve count 20 cycles to the fjreat

cycle or 13. There is. however, one series in the codex (plate 31)

heretofore referred to which will decide this point. This, whicli is in

tlif riirht half of the upper division, is as follows:

19 rycles

9 katuns

9 ahaus
3 chuens

(lays

There is also one series in the inscriptions found on Maud.slay's

Stela N of th(i Copan ruins which seems to settle the question. This

is as follows:
14 great cycles

17 cycles

19 katuns

10 ahaus
chuens
(lays

This reckoning-, however. Mr Goodman assures us " is not only

wrong, but al)surd as well. The cycles run only to 13. and no such

reckoning' backward or forward from the initial date would reach a 1

Ahau 8 Chen," the next date, the first being 1 Ahau 8 Zip. He
changes it to 14 great cycles, 8 cycles. 1.5 katuns, lu ahaus. is chuens,

2(J days.

It is true tiiat, with tin' intei])retatioii given of the date character.s

and the chuens and days, the reckoning l)ack\vard or forward would
not reach 1 Ahau S ('hen. But this inter])i'etation is })y no means
certain thiougiiout. In the first place, it is not cei'tain. judging by
Maudslays ))liotograph. that the chuen symbol does not ha\e a

numeral L at the left, as it is like one on Stela ('. where, according to

Maudslay's drawing, there is 1. and tiie count may possibly, as will

hereafter appear, reach )>ack to some more distant date, as is found
to be the c^ase in several inscriptions. However, Mr (.loodman inter-

prets it difi'erently.

Tn the second ])lace, the month symbol of this last date can not with

absolute certainty be interpreted Chen; for as shown by the photo-

graph it may be Yax, Zac, or Ceh, apparently Zac. 'i'he niunerals

attached to the higher periods are clear and distinct, but the month
symbol of the first date, which is upside down, is as nuich like I'o as

like Zip, if we judge by Mr Goodman's month figures. If we suppose
the sign to the left of the chuen sym))ol to be ] luid the number of

ahaus to be !t instead of lo. the reckoning from 1 Ahau > Z\\> will

bring us to I Ahau s Mol. the eighth month, instead of the ninth.

This change, Iiowcmt. would not be justified, noi- is the change made
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b}- Mr Goodniiui until he bus t'learly proved not only that I3 cycles

form a great cycle, but also that his arranuenient of the chronologic

system, which will be referred t(j further on. is correct.

While the series of the codex which have been given as examples
work out correctly, it must be admitted that there are others wiiich

can not ))e successfully traced without arbitrary corrections. Never-

theless, those given, and others rising to the fifth order of units that

might be noted, which give correct results, are sutiicient to prove the

rule. Before we leave the codex, reference will be made to some
series with double numbers—that is, one series interpolated with

another, one of which Dr Forstemaim is inclined to believe is a cor-

rection of the other. In these cases the interpolated series, or sup-

posed correction, is in red. the other in black.

As an example, we take the following series from plate .51, using

Goodman's names:
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years+2Sl days, while that l)et\vccn tho red .series, i.s more than :^<Jl

3'ears. It i.s pos.sible, thoreforo, that the red, which run through

the several eolunins of this und tlie t'ollowinsj: i)lute, represent an

independent series.

There are, however, .some iiiter])()latioiis wliieii elearly appear to he

corrections; for example, these two .series on plate 59:

Black
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the time symbols to those of the inscriptions already tigured and those

presented farther on.

By referring to a and li of figure In, showing the katun symbols,
the strong resemblance to gh'ph A5 of the series now under consid-

eration is at once seen. The resemblance of B.5 to n and h, figure !J,

showing the ahau signs, is also apparent, as is A6 to the chuen symbol,
figure S. Bt) is the kin or day symbdi. Here it seems the numbers
denoting days ar(> not attached to tlie chucn symbol, as is usual in the
inscriptions, the day. in the abstrat-t sense, having its appropriate
symbol, to which the numerals denoting the number of daj's are
attached.

As th(" usual order in which the glyphs are to be read is fi-om the

top downward, by twos and twos where there are two colunnis, we will

take the first pair. Al and Bl. as the date from which to count. This,

as already stated, is i Ahau, the 8th day of the 18th month—Cumhu

—

of the yeai' S Ben. which, as will ))e seen by referring to our table 3.

is the forty-seventh yeai' of the cycle of years, or calendar round.
Changing these time pei'iods to days

—

Days
15 katims 108, 000

9 ahaus 1 8^ 240

4 chuens 80

Days 4

The aggregate, is Ill, 324
Sul.itract 5 calendar rounds 94, 900

There remain llj, 424

Subtracting from this remainder 17. the number of remaining days
in the year S Ben, from i Ahau 8 Cumhu. and dividing the remainder
bj- 865, we obtain 44 years and 347 days, equal to 17 months and 7

days. Counting forward on table 3, -14 years, we reach 13 Ben. the

next year being 1 Ezanab. Turning to talile 1 we find that 17 months
and 7 days bring us to i» Kan. 7 Cumhu, instead of 9 Kan 12 Kayab,
whicli is given on the i)late. Counting backward from 4 Ahau 8

Cumhu, as the symbols apparently indicate should be done (if the

oi'der be as in the inscriptions), results in a still wider variation from
the correct date, assuming that the symbols on the plate—which are

very distinct and unmistakaVjle—are correct.

If the dates on the plate are coiTect, the first falls in the year 8 Ben,
and the latter in 3 Ben. Counting forward there would be an interval

(omitting the calendar rounds) of only 7 years and the fractions of the

2 years in which the two dates fall, manifest!}' too small for the numeral
symbols. Counting backward there would be an interval (omitting

the calendar rounds) of 43 years and the fractions of the 2 date-

years, making, in all. 16,076 daj'S, or 348 days short of that required

bv the time svnil)ols aftei- deducting the calendar rounds. As there
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are other symbols })ot\veeii tlie dates with luinierals attached, it is pos-

sible the explanation needed is found in them. In the parallel pas-

sage on plate 61, which appears to have the same Iteiriiiiiinir and end-

ing date, there is but one dot to the chuen symbol (indicating 1 chuen)

and the syml)ol for 'i days. This gives a total (omitting the calendar

round.s) of 1(5,368 days. But this gives no satisfactory result.

T have dwelt somewhat at length on these series as they are the

only ones with two legible dates in the codex which show the higher

time periods in symbols. They will serve, however, to show the close

relation which this codex ))ears to (he inscriptions, to which we will

now turn, beginning with those at Palen(jue.

Insckh'tions at Palexque

Before proceeding with these, in order to show exactly Mr Good-
man's method of calculating a .series from the in.scriptions, 1 present

as an exam})le one which he has fuUj' worked out. This .series is

found in the inscription of the Temple of the Sun. at Palenque. It

will be more critically examined hereafter by comparison with Clauds-

lay's photograph. At present I use (roodman's determination merely

for the purpose of illustrating the method of reckoning.

The dates and intervening time periods as he gives them are as

follows: i Ahau, S — (month not identifiable), 16 days, 5 chuens. 18

ahaus. 1-2 katuns, and 9 cycles, followed by the date '2 Cib. 14 Moi.

Reducing these time periods to days, the result is as follows:

Diiys

9 cycles 1, 296, 000

12 katuns 86, 400

18 ahaus 6, 480

5 chuens 100

16 davs 16

Total 1, :?88, 996

Deduct 7:5 calendar rounds 1 , 38-5, .540

This leaves ;l, 4.')6

As the first date can not lie fully determined, it will be nccessai-y to

count back from the second date 2 Cib 14 IMol. which falls In the year
;-» .Vkbal. Subtracting 154. the j)receding days of this year, from ;-{.4."i6

and dividing the remainder l)y 365. we obtain '.» years sitid 17 days.

Deducting 5 for the added days. thei'(> remain 12 to be counted hack

on the last month of the year 8 Ben, which we find by counting l>ack

on table 3 is the year in which tlu> tirst date falls. This gives 4 .Vliau

8 Cundni. which is, no doubt, correct, as this date is a very common
one on the Palenque inscriptions.
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Mr Goodman, cafter ascertaining the number of days in the time
periods precisely as they are given above, proceeds as follows:

From these [1,388,996 days] we deduc-t as many calendar rounds as possible,

being 73, or 1,383,540 days, leaving 3,456. From these we take 155, the numl)ei' of

days fi'om the beginning of the year to 14 Mol, that being the only date we are cer-

tain of. This leaves 3,301 days. From these deduct all the years possible, being 9,

or 3,285 days. There are now but 16 days left. Reckoning back from the end of

the year, we find these reach to 8 Cumhu [according to his method of numbering
the days of the month], a circumstance that enables us easily to recognize the
strange sign as a variant of the symbol for that month. Turning now to the Annual
Calendar, we find tliat 4 Ahau-8 Cumhu occurs on page ~, and, jiassing over 9 years
till we come to page 1 7, we find that 2 Cib falls on the 14tli of ^lol in that year.

Thus we are satisfied that the strange month sign is a syml)ol for Cumhu, and that

the cycles, katuns, aliaus, chuens, and days represent the period l)etween the two
dates, the full reading l>eing: 9-12-18-5x16, from 4 Ahau-8 Cumlin, the l)eginning

of the great cycle, to 2 Cil)-14 JIol.

As our process is intended to be independent of Mr Goodman's
tables, it is necessai'v for us to divide l\v 3()5 in order to find the inter-

vening years, and to determine the full date including the year, which
Mr Goodman fails to do.

TABLET OK THK CKOSS

Proceeding now with the Palenque inscriptions. Attention is directed

tirst to that on the so-called Taldet of the Cross, the right slab of

which is fortunately safely housed in the United States National

Museum. The in.seription on this slal) is well known through the

excellent autotype in Dr Rau's paper entitled Palenque Tablet, but.

in order to place the record before the reader in as complete a form as

is possible, I have given a copy in iigure 17". and a copy of Maudslay's
photograph of the left sla)) in figure plate xl: a drawing of the few
characters above the arms of the right priest in the middle space is

shown in figure 17^'.

As this is the most important of all the known INIayan inscrip-

tions, for the purpose of testing Mr Goodman's discoveries, I shall

examine it somewhat fully, and to this end give below a list of the

dates and series in the order they stand, beginning with the large

initial on the left slab. It is necessary, however, tirst to notice some-
what particularly the initial series of the left slal).

The first character of this series is the large glyph covering spaces

Al. Bl, and A-2. B'2. This Mr Goodman interprets as the great cycle,

which is equivalent to the sixth order of units. I am inclined to

believe this interpretation is correct. The reasons for this l)elief

are the form of the body or chief element of the glyph, which is

similar to that of the ahau and katun: and the fact that it always
follows in the ascending scale (counting bacicward or upn'ard) the

cycle, there being, so far as known, no exception to this rule m the
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initiiil series. This i> -.Ikiwii iiol (nily in initiiil >eries like the one

here represented, where nuiner;il pictixes ;irc faee characters. I)ut

in a ninnUer of others where the ordinary units. l)alls and lines,

' \mkmm

Fm. l"n—Inscription im the right slab of the Tablet of the Cnis-,

l'alen(iiU'.

are prefixed to the <;lyi)hs repi-csenlinL;- tlie lower orders (cycles,

katuns. etc.). .Vnother reason for tiiis belief is that positive evidence

is found in tiie Dresden codex and in tlir in<rri])tions that thei'e is an
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ordei- of luiits above the lifth, or cycle; that i.s to say, a sixth, or great

cycle, as Mi- Goodman calls it. This being true, there is every rea-

FiG. 176—Inscription on the middle space of the Tablet of the Cross, Palenque.

son to believe that it would lie represented in the inscriptions l)y a

special character.

E.xamining the seven succeeding double glyphs in the order in whit'h

they stand, they are found to l)e as follows: A3. B3. a face character and
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tlu' cvrlf .symhol (sec riomi' llii); A4. I'A. ii faci' cliaiiu'tcr and the

kiituii .syml)ol (.s(M' figure U)'i): A5. B"). a face character and the ahau
symbol (see figure ',^f>): At'>. Hti. a face character and the chuen syinljol

(see ligure Sa); A7, IVT. an unknown diaracter (disc with hand across

it) and the syniho! for day (kin) iji ihc abstract sense, same as th(> lower

portion of the symbol for the month Vaxkin. At AS. Hs. a fac-e char-

acter and the symbol for the day Ahau: A'.>. Bl). a face character and
the symbol for the month Tzec. Tb(!se are interpreted liv ^Ir (xood-

man as follows: "58-12-llt-lH-4X20—S Ahau IS Tzec": that is to

say, the fifty-third great cycle. 12 cycles, l'.i katuns. IH ahaus. i

chuens. 20 days, to S Ahau IS Tzec. From this it is seen that he

interprets the prefixed face characters as numerals, assigning to each

a particular numbei' determined by the minor details or otherwis(\

Omitting, for tlic present, consideriition of the number given to the

great cycle, let us see if there is any reason for believing that he is cor-

rect in assigning numeral values to the face characters attached to the

time-period syuil)ols, or, as w(> term them, symbols of the orders of units.

Taking the known time-period symbols in this series, observing the

regular descending order in which they stand, and being aware of the

fact that in several other similar initial series the face characters are

replaced In' the ordinary numeral symbols (balls or dots and short

lines), the evidence seems to justify Mr (Joodman's belief. Another
strong point in favor of this belief is that at AS, Bs, and At). B9. which

contain the symbols for the day Ahau and the month Tzec. we most
certainly find a date which coiUd not be complete without attached

numerals. As the i)laces of the luuuerals are filled liy face characters,

the most reasonable conclusion is that they repi'esent these numerals.

The evidence therefore in fa\()r of Mr (ioodman's theory seems to

justify its acceptance. But here the tjuestion arises, what evidence

have we that the num})ers assigned to these face glyphs are correct ?

Admitting that th(>y are numeral symbols, it is certain that they do

not indicate nvimbers higher than 20. almost certainly not exceeding

19, as there are other symbols for full count or 20. It is also certain

that \ho one attached to the symbol for the day Ahau does not exceed

13. and that the one attached to the chuen symbol does not exceed 18.

We are thus enal)letl to limit very materially th(^ ti(^ld of imiuii'y. but

to be entirely satisfactory there nmst be actual demonstration. If S

Ahau IS Tzec could be connected by intervening numbers with a

following date this would be demonstration that the numl)ei-s given to

the date symbols are correct. .Vs will be seen farther on, Mr (Joodman
connects it by means of series 4: (left -slab), given below, with 9 Ik

(glyi)h R'.t): but the month date icached is 20 Chen instead of 2ii Zac.

as given in the inscription. While we may accept this as possibly or

even jjrobably a correct result, yet it is not demonstration: moreover,
(what appears to be an equally probable and more acceptable expluna-
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tion, us will l)e shown fiirthor (^n) by simply adding two days to the first

numeral series connection will l)e made with the date of the thii'd series.

There is, however, as will l>e seen, at least one initial series with face

characters in place of numerals where connection is properly made
according to Mr Goodman's number with a following date.

As there will be occasion to refer freijuently to the .series on the

different divisions of the tablet we give here a list of these serie.s in

the order in which they occur, beginning with the closing date of the

initial series on the left shib, the years being added in parentheses.

The numeral sei'ies are given in cycles, katuns, ahaus, chuens, and
days, followed by their equivalent in days placed to th(> right; and
where the sum is greater than a calendar round, the remainder, after

subtracting the calendar rounds, is also shown. The term " left slab "

(though not strictly correct) is used only to include the six columnsi at

the left; ''right slab," the six columns at the right; and "middle
space,"' to include the entire space between the six columns at the left

and the six columns at the right. The series as here given are based

on inspection:
Left "lil/j

Number
of series

1
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Right slab

(ETH. ANN. 19

10

11 ? 20P<II.

5 Cimi? 14 Kayab?

1 2 .=)? 14 8,084

1 Kan 2 Kayal)? (5 Akbal?)

11 Lamat ti Xul (10 Akbal)

18 3 9 4,749

2 Cabaii 10 Xul (10 Lainat

)

6 3 123

8 Ahau 13 Ceh (10 Lainat)

1 »• 1 IS
I

10,118

3 Ezanab 11 Xnl (10 Lamat)

1 1(> s? IS? 1 13,138

5 ? (Ahau?) 3 ? (Tzec?)

5 ? 20 Zotz

1 li) (1 Hi 14,176

5 Kan 12 Kayab (12 Ben)

2 2 4 17 15,217

1 luiix 4 ? (Zip nr Ceh)

1 1 1 381

7 Kan 17 ]Mol (7 Lamat)

2 8 4 7 17,367

11 Cib? 14 Kayab? (3 Akbal?)

16orl7? 8 2 7,002-.'

(No date follows to the close)

The firtst da\^ of the left slab—.S Ahau IS Tzec—has the miiiibers

given ill face characters, as has been stated; those given are according

to Mr (xooduian's interpretation.

Tlic date following iiumb(>r 4. left slab, is corrected by Mr Goodman
from 'J Ik 20 Zac to il Ik 2U Chen.

Mr (xoodman coiTects the nuiiiber of days in the sixth series, left

slab, from !»,51H to 9.512.

The month of the date (13 Ahau i> Xul; or Kayal) i" tlie middle

space. Mr Maudslay, in his drawing (part 5), probably inspired by Mr
(ioodman. is inclined to give as Kankiii. in wiiich he is probaldy cor-

rect. The nearly obliterate glyi)h wiiicii follows he gives as M

—

< 3

Kayab. This interpretation is. however, exceedingly doubtful.

Maudslay. in his drawing of the middle spat'e (part 10). gives 13 as

the number of chueiis in the second series. He is also evidently

inclined to give the, first date on tiie right slab (11—^ 20 Pop) as 11

Cat)an 2(1 Vn\): and the second. .'>("iiiii 11 Kayab. as is indicated in the

preceding list. Though there is some doulit as to the number of
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chueiis, tirst series, right sluli. this author follows Run's restorsitioii

and gives it as 5, yet it may possibly be 4 or but ;^>. as the o'lAph i<

exactly in the lino of a break repaired by Dr Rau.
The number of chuens as well as days in the fifth series of the right

slab is uncertain. Maudslay indicates 8 for the former and IS for the

latter, which is apparently correct. The two dates following this

series, except the month (20 Zotz) of the second, are almost entirely

oblitei'ated. I believe the day of the tirst to be Ahau. Maudslay
does not attempt a restoration, but agrees with my suggestion as to

the month. He suggests Caban as the day of the second date. Ho
gives Zip as the month in the date following the seventh series of this

slab. The date following the ninth series he gives as 11 Chicchan 1:^

Tax or Chen, his figure being uncertain. The number of ahaus in

the tenth series is left uncertain })y iiim; he apparently prefers 16.

though his figure may be construed as IS. The three lines (15) ai'e

distinct in the inscription, but the number of balls forming the fourth

line is uncertain: the number seems to me to be ItJ or 17.

lu referring to the inscription, Rau's scheme, given on page 61

of his Palenque Tablet—to wit, letters alwve for each column and
numbers at the sides for the lines—will be followed here (not

Maud.slay"s), it being reraembei'ed that the columns, where there ai-e

more than one, are to be read two and two from the top downward,
single columns from the tt)p downward, and single lines from left to

right.

Referring now to the left slab, we will first point out the location

in the inscription of the glyphs denoting the several dates and numeral
series, the latter being reversed to agree with the order in which they

come in the inscription, the tirst date—S Ahau 18 Tzec—l)eing that

with which the initial series terminated.

,S Ahau (AS B8) IS Tzec (A9 B9)

Series 1 Ahau (A16) 18 Zotz (B16)

First dav!^ r, chuens (Dt) 8 ahaus (C2)

4 Ahau (D3) 8 Cuuihu (C4)

Sefond 2 days 9 chuens (D5) 1 ahau (C6)

13Ik (C9) 20Mol (D9)
Third days 12 cluiens (D1.3) 3 ahaus {Cl4) 18 katuns (D14) 1 cycle (015)

9 Ik (El) ISCeh (Fl)

Fourth 2 days 11 chuens (E.5) 7 ahaus (F5) 1 katun (E6) 2 cycles (F6)

9 Ik (E9) 20 Zac (F9)

Fifth 2 days 12 chuens (ElO) 10 ahaus (FIG) (3 katuns (Ell) 3 cycles (HI)
9 Ik (F12) no month given

Sixth 13 days 7 cluiens (F15) 6 ahaus (E16) 1 katun (Fltj)

We begin, therefore, in our attempt to trace the series and con-

nect the dates with 8 Ahau 18 Tzec (as Mr Goodman interprets the

niuueral face characters), which falls in the year 2 Akixil. As it is

followed by another date (1 Ahau 18 Zotz) without an^- recognized
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intervening mimeral intended to he u.sed as si coiuieetiiig .series, we
must assume tlisit if it is contieeted witli unv of tlie following dates it

must l)e bv means of one of the series eoming after the second date.

Mr (roodman does not Itegin his attempts at tracjng the connections

in the inscription on this slah with tlie first date. ))ut, after noticing

the initial series, and taking 1 Aliau Ls Zotz as his starting point,

says (page 13o):

After three {rlyphs, whicli are probably directives stating tliat tlie computation is

from that date, there is a reckoninf; of 8-oX-O [that is, S ahaus 5 chiiens 20 <lays],

with tlie directive signs repeated, to 4 Ahau 8 Cunihu [the third date given above].
* * * This reckoning is a mistake. It should be either ()-14x20, the distance

from 8 -Vhau IS Tzec to 4 Ahau 8 Cuinhu, or 6-1.5x20, the distance from 1 .\hau 18

Zotz—more likely the latter, as it will presently be seen tliat other reckonings go
back to that date.

Before referring to Mr (ioodman's suggestions, we find by trial

that this first date (.s .Vhau 1<S Tzec, year -2 .Vkbal) will not connect

with any of the dates on the left slab, nor middle space*, by either of

the numeral series as given. If, however, we add two daj's to the

first ntuiieral series, making it 2.!t82 days, and count forward from
8 Ahau IS Tzec, we reach 18 Ik 20 Mol in the year 10 Aklial. the

date following tlie .second series. This, it is tru(\ ski))s over the

innnediatelj' following date (4 Ahau S Cundiu. year .s Ben), but if we
subtract the .secjnd numeral series (o4-2) from the first (ii.!>s2. as cor-

rected) the remainder, 2.44U, counting forward from the same date,

will bring us exactly to 4 Ahau 8 Ciimhu S Ben. Are these two
coincident correct residts to be c-onsidered accidentals They might
be but for the additional fact that if 54:3 lie subtracted from the stun

of the first three series (first, sec-ond, third) with added two days to

the first, the remainder, covinting forward from S Ahau l.s Tzei' 2

Akbal. will reach H Ik 15 Ceh 9 Lamat, the date following the third

numeral series.

Turning now to Mr Goodman's e.\))lanation of tht> first series and the

accomjianying dates, I notice first the fact that here as elsewhere he

interprets what I consider tht; symbol for naught (0) as equivalent

to 20; thus the numb(>r of days of the first series instead of 2.9SO woidd
be. following his e.xplaiiation, 3.000—that is to say. the nmneral series,

as he gives it, is 8 ahaus ."> chuens 20 days, my interpretation being

8 iihaus 5 chuens days. The chuen .symbol here is of the usual form,

that shown in tigure 1 '/: the ahau is a face form si-nilar to that shtiwn

at tigure 'Ih. That there is a mistake here, as Mr Goodman a.s.serts,

is evident, if the two dates given, 1 Ahau IS Zotz and 4 Ahau S Cumhii,

are to be connected l)y the intermediate time periods. As 1 Ahau 18

Zotz falls in the yeai 2 Akbal, and 4 Ahau S Cimiiui in the year 8

Ben, the interval is six years and the fractional days of the tw'o years
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{2 Akbal and S Ben), the total, in days, being 2,825, whereas the inter-

mediate time periods, as interpreted b_y Mr Goodman, give 3,000, or,

omitting the 20 days, according to Maudslay's interpretation of the

symbol, which appears to be correct, 2,980 days. It is apparent there-

fore that there is some mistake here—that is, supposing the theory that

the two dates are intended to be connected by the intermediate time
S3'mbols be true.

Mr Goodman suggests two ways of making the correction—first, by
assuming S Ahau 18 Tzec to be the date from which to count, and
changing the intermediate numeral series from 8 ahaus 5 chuens to (i

ahaus li chuens, thus making two radical alterations; in other words,
a new numeral series to fit the case. This he obtains by subtracting

the initial series as he has given it. from the 13 cycles composing his

fifty-third great cycle, thus

—

18— 0— 0— 0—0
12-19—13- 1—0

6—14-0
His other method is to change the intermediate time periods or
muueral series to G ahaus 15 chuens—which is also making a new
series—and to count from 1 Ahau 18 Zotz.

In making these pi'oposed changes Mr Goodman seems to drop out
of view his 20 days, as in fact he does throughout in his calculations.

He gives the full count—20 for days, ahaus, and katuns, and 18 for

chuens—in noting the numeral series, but appeal's to treat them as

naughts in his calculations. This is evident from the numbers he
gives in the present instance. As conclusive evidence on this point it

is only necessary to refer to the preface to his "perpetual chrono-
logical calendar" (op. cit., not paged), where he says of the series

9—15—20—18X20, "there are no days, chuens, pr ahaus in this date."

Mr Maudslay, in his illustration of Goodman's method of interpreta-

tion before the Royal Society of England, June 17, 1897, in which he
uses a newly discovered inscription (see figure 20), counts the char-

acter at the side of a chuen symbol (CI), precisely like that attached to

our chuen, as equivalent to naught. In the case he refers to there are

two lines above the symbol, counted as 10 chuens. Speaking of it he
says:

CI is the chuen sign with the numeral 10 (two bars=10) above it and a "full

count" sign at the side. Whether the 10 applies to the chuens or days can only be
determined by experiment, and such experiment in this case shows that the reckon-
ing intended to be expressed is 10 chuens and a "full count" of days—that is, for

practical purposes 10 chuens only, for as in the last reckoning, when the full count
of chuens was expressed in the ahaus, so here the full count of days is expressed in

the chuens.

In other words, that the character at the side simply means that no
19 ETH, PT 2 12
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daA's iiro to he counted, and so hi.s lijjure.s jj'iving the number of day.s

show. But this, as has tieen sliown. will not suftice to cori'ect the mis-

take in our example. However, a verj' slight change, as 1 have shown,
which Mr Goodman failed to find, which is simply adding i days to

the time pei'ioils, will suffice to ))ring the series into harmony with the

theory, and at the same time to verify his determination of tlic. face

nimKM'als attached to the terminal date of the initial series- S Ahau
IS Tzi>c (year a Akhal).

Although the initial series will he discussed farther on, it will per-

haps he Itest to indicate here the prohahh; processes h^^ whic-h Mr
Ctoodnian rea<'hed his conclusions in regard to the series now under
consideration.

According to the system which he has adopted and which he claims

was the chronologic systi'in of the inscriptions, 13 cycles, or units

of the fifth order, make 1 great cycle, or 1 unit of the sixth order,

and 73 great cycles couiplete what he terms the "grand era." As
this system will l)e more fully explained farther on, it is only neces-

sary to state here that he concludes from his investigation that the

dates found in the inscriptions all fall in the fifty-third, fifty-fourth,

and tifty-tifth great cycles. As these are taken by him to be abso-

lute time periods, each begins with its fixed and determinate day;

in other words, there is no sliding of the scale. According to this

scheme the fifty-third great cycle began with the day 4 Ahau S Zotz,

the fifty-fourth with 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, and the lifty-iifth with the day
4 Ahau 3 Kankin, these dates following one another at the distance

of one great cycle apart, which is correct on his a.ssumption that 13

cycles make one great cycle, a conciusioM wliicii 1 shall have occasion

to question.

Now, it is apparent that he assumes that 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, the day
following the first numeral series noted above, is the beginning day of

his tiftv-fourth great cycle. This being assumed, it follows that the

yjreceding dates, 8 Ahau 18 Tzec and 1 Ahau 18 Zotz (which precedes

the former in actual time by precisely one month), nuist fall in his

lifty-third great cycle; and as the foi-mer (8 Ahau 18 Tzcc) is the ter-

minal date of the initial series, therefore this initial series goes back

to 4 Ahau 8 Zotz, the beginning daj' of the fifty -third great cj'de.

As the time to })e counted ))ack from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu to reach the

closing date of the initial series is, according to the first nuiueral

series, 8 ahaus, 5 chuens, () days, or 2,980 days, it must necessaril}'

fall in the last katun of the lifty-third great cycle, which, according

to his peculiar method of numbering periods, will be the I'.lth katun

of the twelfth cj'cle. Counting back into this katun (using his tables).

8 ahaus and the .5 months carries us into the ahau lieginning witii 1

Ahau 8 Uo, as the only day Ahau of this period falling in the month
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Tzec—which the inscription requires—is 9 Ahau 8 Tzec, which
requires ii numeral series of 3,180 days, or 8 ahaus 15 months. As
Mr Goodman concludes that the face numeral pretixed to the symbol
for the month Tzec should be interpreted 18, the nearest position in

which a day Ahau the 18th of the month Tzec can be found, is in the

thirteenth ahau of this katun. From this date to i Ahau 8 Cumhu is

6 ahaus 14 chuens; hence his proposed change in the numeral sei'ies.

The question therefore to be answered before we can give full

assent to his conclusion is this, Are his renderings of the face char-

acters reliable? That they represent nuiubers seems to be evident,

as I show elsewhere, but the data presented in his work are not entirely

satisfactory. That the initial series now under consideration contains

one or more cycles, one or moie katuns, one or more ahaus. and one or

more chuens—or, as I term them, units of the fifth, fourth, third, and
second orders—is certain; and that the terminal date is a day Ahau in

the month Tzec is also true if the inscription be correct. The language
used by Mr Goodman in defining the face numerals indicates that

he has relied to some extent on his system of interpretation rather

than on the details of the glyphs in determining their value, but this

can be decided oidy hy a careful examination of all the inscriptions in

this respect, which it is my purpose to make in a supplemental paper
when Maudslay's figures of the Quirigua insci'iptions ai'e received.

When the count can be based on the glyphs his scheme will not inter-

fere with a correct count. For example, 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu of this

series may or may not be the first day of his fifty-fourth grand cycle,

for in either case the count will bring the same result; nor will the

fact that there are probably 20 cycles to the great cycle change the

result. However, the subject will be further discussed when we con-

sider the initial series, and for the present we will accept Mr Good-
man's determination of the face numerals with tlie aT)ove implied

reservation.

I have dwelt somewhat at length on this example in order to show
some of the methods of determining positively that there is an error

in the original, and the seeming impossibility in some cases of cor-

recting it. Occasionalh' this can be done by means of a connected
preceding or following series; or, where a single minor change will

bring all the members of the series into harmony, this change is some-
times justified, but such changes as those suggested al)ove by Mr Good-
man in regard to the example under consideration, especially where
the value of a sign is also in dispute, are not warranted without proof.

The next date is found in glyphs Cy, D9, and is 13 Ik

—

i Mol.
Here the numeral attached to the month is not a regular number
sj'mbol (dots and bars) and is interpreted 5 by Mr Goodman. In this

I am inclined to think he is wrong, as the symbol appears to be the
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same as that found in ylypli Fit. wliitli he inteiprets 20. Hisdescrip

tion of the series is as follows:

Then [after 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu] follows another reck<Miing of 1-9X- [1 ahan, 9

chuens, 2 days], succeeded by five unintelligible gh^ihs, to 13 Ik, 5 Mol. The com-
putation and the 13 Ik are right, but the month should be 20 Chen, as will be seen by
reference to the annual calendar. It will be evident pretty soon that the sculptors

got their copy mixed up. The 5 Mol should have gone with another date (p. 135).

The intei'iiiediate time periods are 1 ahau (of the usual form, «,

figfure 9), 9 chuens, and 2 days:
Days.

1 ahau 360

9 chuens 180

Days 2

Total 542

As the first date is uncertain, unless the explanation given above be

accepted, we must count back from 13 Ik 20 Mol, which falls in

the year 10 Akbal. 1 use 20 Mol, as I believe 20 to be the true

interpretation of the unu.sual number symbol, and it is really that

adopted hy ]Mr Goodman in his calcidation, though not expressed.

As 20 Mol is the one hundred and sixtieth day of the year, and the

count is backward, we subtract this from 542, and divide the remainder
))y 365, which gives 1 3^ear and 17 days; this brings us to the year 8

Ben. Deducting 5 for the intercalated or added days, and counting

back 12 days from the end of the month Cumhu, we reach 4 Ahau, the

eighth day of the month Cumhu, proving that this terminal date of

the preceding series is correct and that the error of that series must
be in the initial date or in the niuuerals attached to the intermediate

time periods. This result is in fact the .same as that obtained by
Mr Goodman, who commences his count of the days of the month
with 20, tran.sferring the last days of the columns in our table 1 to

the first place, as is shown in table 4. given lielow. which is simpl}'

a condensation of his "Archaic uiuuial calendar," where each of the

fiftj'-two years is written out in full.
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It will 1h' seen from tliis that ll! Ik, the last day of the month Mol

(voar 1(1 Akhal) in our tablft 1. hy the chanjifc madi; l)y Mr (roodnian

bcconios the 2<illi day of the month Chen, which is in fact the hpjvin-

iiini;- (lav of this month, and would in all ordinary caltulations l)e

counted llie lirst, or 1.

Although tlie iuunl)erino- of the days of the month and of the days

is not chan<>-ed l>y this transposition, it does make a ehanj^e in two

imiiortant resju'cts. First, the days which would l)e last in the month,

if the count of the days of the month bejifan with 1, become the begin-

ning davs of th(> following month, though counted as the 20th by Good-

man's method. Second, the position of the years in the 52-year period

is changed. Foi" exam])le, the year 10 Aklial of the .series exam-

ined, which will—as can be seen l)y reference to table 3—be the

4i»th year of the 52-year cycle, IxM'omes the 9th by Goodman's

method.
In the preface or preliminary remarks to his Archaic .\nnual Cal-

endar, this author states as follows:

I have put Ik at the head of tlie days l)ecause it is nearest to Kan of any of the

Archaic dominicals, and because the Oaxacan calendar shows a tendency toward ret-

rogression in tlie order of tiie days. There is no good reason, liowever, wliy any of

the other dominicals may not have l)een the first. In fact tlie frecjnent and jieculiar

use of Caban in the inscriptions and its standing as the unit of the numeral series

constituted by the day symbols would appear to go far toward justifying an ii-ssuuip-

tion that it was the initial day; but the former circumstance may be only a chance

happening, and the latter may attach to the remote pre-Archaic era when the year

began with the month Chen; so that neither of these considerations, nor tlie signifi-

cant recurrence of Manik in certain places, has had weight enough to induce me to

change th(^ order originally adopted; nor will it be worth while to alter it until some

style of reckoning from the beginning of the annual calendar is discovered not in

harmony with the i>resent arrangement.

In regard to thes(> statements, it may be affirmed that the reason

given for placing " Ik at the head of the days" is wholly insufficient,

as it is not. in fact, nearest Kan of any of the Archaic dominicals,

being nearer to Akbal, which certainly was a dominical, than to Kan;

nor, in fact, would this be any reason for the change were it true.

Second, as he begins the count of tlH> days of the month wdth 20. it

is in fact not first in the count. It is proper, however, to add here

that if Dr Brintoii (The Native Calendar, p. 22) has interpreted cor-

rectly his authorities. Ik was the inititil dominical day in the Qiuche-

Cakchi((uel calendar, though it must have been in comparativelj'

recent times, as will appetir from wluit follows farther on. Mr Good-

niiin's reiuiirk that "there is no g(K)d rea.son. however, why any of

the other dondni<'als may not have been lirst" i.s certainly correct.

But this stiitement involves the correctness of his entire calendar .sj's-

tem so far as the determination of the position of dates is concerned.

It is true, as he states in the paragraph next below that (piotcd, that

I
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''for all ordinary purposes tho point of beg'ianin<^- is of no iniportiuu-c,

since the annual calendar is only an orderly iv)tati(;n of the days until

each of them with the same niiiueral has occupied the seventy-three

places allotted to it in the year," if "all ordinary purposes" be limited

to tinding-the heginning. closing, and length of periods without regard

to the absolute position in the higher Mayan time periods.

To illustrate, I take the last day of the series just examined. If

the dominical days be Akbal, Lamat, Ben, Ezanab, in the order given,

as first declared by Seler, this day will be 13 Ik, the 2()th day of Mol
in the year 10 Akbal, and the forty-ninth year of the 52-year period,

where the count is by true years, and the 52-_year period begins with
the year 1 Akljal. According to Mr Goodman's sy.stem, using Ik,

IVIanik, Eb, and Caban as the dominical days in the order given (20 Ik
being first in tlie o2-year period), counting the beginning daj- of the

months as the 2()th, it would be (though absolutely the same day in

time) the 20th da}' of the month Chen in the year 9 Ik, the 9th year
of the 52-year period.

It is undoubtedly^ true that if the days were written out in proper
succession with the proper numbers attached and the months properly
marked, as in my Maya Year, we might, if the series should be made
of sufficient length, begin the cycle at any point where we could find a

day numbered 1 and standing as the first (beginning) day of the month
Pup. But the cycles of years begininng at different points would not

coincide with one another unless thej' were exactly 52 years, or a iiud-

tiple of 52 years, apart.

As the system has, for the periods above the year, no fixed historical

point as a basis or guide, the dates are only relative, that is to say, a

date though readilj- located in the 52-j'ear period, unless I'onnected

with some determinate time system, may z'efer to an event that occurred

200, 500, or 5,000 yeai's ago: in'other words, is but a point in each of

an endless succession of similar series.

It is possible, after all, that Goodman and I are Ixith in error as to

the initial year of the 52-3'ear period, though this will in no way affe<t

the calculation of series and determination of dates. The result in

these calculations will be the same with anv year as the initial one,

provided that the regular order of succession be maintained. If the

ordinary calendar among enlightened nations had nothing fixed l)y

which to determine relative positions in time, our centuries might be
counted from any one selected year, and all calculations made would
be relatively correct.

Although Mr Goodman's computations may be, as we shall doubt-

less find them as we proceed, usually correct, yet there is, if I read

him aright, one radical error in his theory. He has taken the appa-
ratus, the aid, the means which the Mayas used in their time counts

as, in reality, their time system. In other words, he has taken the
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Ciilc'uliitiuii as till' tliinji' calculuti'd. lie iiiakos tlu^ statement, ahead}-

quoted

:

It wa.« taken for <;r;uil(Ml that a yoar of 'Mi!S days iiiust necessarily enter inti) the

reckoning; wliereati, tlie moment the MayM (iejjartfd fnim H|)efifle dates and
embarked upon an extended time reckoning, tliey left their annual calendar behind
and made use of a separate chronological one.

It i.s the errof made in this stiitemeiit thtit vitiates the entire

stupendous fal)rie he has built upon it, though till of his computations
may be correct so far as calculation i.s concerned. The Maya, in

ordei- to calculate time, had necessarily, just as any other people, to

use some system of notation. Maudslay, though usually' so carefully

conservative, seems to have been led astray in this matter, tis he
remarks:

All the dates and reckonings found on the monuments which can be made out by
the aid of these tables are expressed in ahaus, katuns, etc., and not in years; but Mr
(ioodman maintains that the true year was known to the JMayas, and that it is by
the I'oncurrent use of the chronological and annual tables that the dates carved on
the monuments can be i)roperly located in the Maya calendar.

Dr Forstemann and Dv Seler seem also to have missed the true signi-

fication of this time counting. If the former intended to be imdcr-

stood, in .suggesting an "old year" of 360, that this nmnber of days
was at an early period in the history of the Maviin people iictually

counted as a year, as seems to be a fair inference from his hmguage,
it follows as a necessary consequence that the years and also the

months always commenced with the same d:iy, though not with the

.stune day-number (Zur Entzitt'erung der Mayahiuidschriften, iv, 1894,

and elsewhere). Although Dr Seler distinguishes the 360 days from
the true year of 86.5 days, he alludes to it as a real time ])('riod.

Speaking of the " katun," he says:

And hence the discussion—upon which many profitless i)ai)ers have been written

—

whether the katun is to be considered 20 or 24 years. The truth is, it consists? neither
of 20 nor of 24 years—the years were not taken into account at all by the oM cbron-
idens—but of 20 x 360 day.s.

His katun was therefore 7,:iOO days, the same as thtit al'tcfwards

adopted l)y Mr (ioodman.
As a Mayan dtitc is properly given when it iiicluilcs the da\ and day

iHim))(>r, !Uid the month and diiy of the nuuilli. this deteiiiiiiu's the

yeiir in the system iiiid the dominicid diiy. As dtiles arc found in the

oldest inscriptions tuid in the Dresden codex, the oldest, or one of the

oldest codices, and these dati>s show beyond quest ion a year of 365
days, :ind hence ii four-year series, there is no retison for beli(>ving

that there iire allusions, (>itlier in the inscriptions or ('odices. to :i year
of 3(i() days. The simple and oidy siitisfactory explanation is that the

360 is a mere counter in time notation.
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It would seem, therefore, that Mr CTOodniaii has taken the system of

notation in use among the Maya—their orders of units—to be, in real-

it}', their chronological system. It would be just as true to say that

the sj'stem of notation adopted by most enlightened people—the luiits,

tens, hundreds, thousands, millions, etc., used in calculating periods

of time—is, in fact, their time system. The Maya never left their

annual calendar behind them when embarking upon extended time

reckoning, a fact which is overwhelmingly proved by the constiint

reference to dates in the codices and inscriptions. The only proof

furnished by Mr Goodman as to the reality of his discoveries is based

upon this fact. The Maya time counts have only dates of the calendar

system in view. Of course the mystical or ceremonial use of the 260-

day period is not denied. Were it otherwise, their counting up of

high numbers would have no more meaning than the figuring of school-

boys to see what great numbers they coidd reach. However, addi-

tional evidence of the correctness of this assertion will become more
apparent when I come to the examination of the characters and num-
bers which Goodman assigns to his highest Mayan time periods. But
in the meantime, though pointing out his fundamental error in this

respect, we must not lose sight of his real and important discoveries,

which must have a material bearing on all future attempts at interpre-

tation of the codices and inscriptions.

Continuing our examination of the inscription of the Palenque
Tablet of the Cross, and starting now from our last date, 13 Ik 20

Mol, in the year 10 Akbal (as I have interpreted it), we take up the

succeeding series, explained by Mr Goodman as follows:

After half a dozen glyphs, unintelligible further than like most intervening char-

acters they are to be found elsewhere in the lists of period symbols, there is another

reckoning—1-18-3-12x20 from the preceding date to 9 Ik 15 Ceh [3 left slab].

This is correct, and in connection with the previous reckoning it proves cont'lusively

that the preceding date should Ije 13 Ik 20 Chen (p. 135).

This "reckoning''' signifies 1 cycle, 18 katuns, 3 ahaus, 12 chuens,

and 20 days. Here, however, occurs again at the left of the chuen
symbol the same character as that at the left of Dl mentioned al)ove,

which we counted as instead of 20, as interpreted by Goodman.
We count it as in this instance also:

Days

1 cycle 144, 000

18 "katuns 129, 600

3 ahaus 1 , OSO

12 chuens 240

Davs

?74, 920

Following our own count as given above from 20 Mol, let us see

what the residt will be. From the total (271,920 da_ys) we subtract 11
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calendar rounds or 265.720 days, leaving a l)alaiicc. of 9.200 daj's.

Subtractiiifjf from this 20,"). the remaining days of the year 10 Akbal,

and dividinijf the remainder by 365, we o))tain 24 years and 235 daj's,

or 11 months and 15 days. Referring: to talile 3, and eountini!- for-

ward 24 j'cars from 10 Akbal and passinir to the year followino-, we
reach 9 Lamat. Hy t.iblc 1 we tind that the loth day of the 12th

month of the year 9 Lamat is 9 Ik, the 15tli day of the month (Vh.

This is correct, and proves (what Mr Goodman also claims for his count)

that our decision as to the dates and the naught symbol is also correct.

We pass to tlie series which follows (4, left slab). Tliis is described

by Mr Goodman thus:

Six unintelligibleglypliy follciw; thi'ii tluToisa reckoning of 2-1-7-11 X-, sncci'i'ded

by four directive sign.«, to 9 Ik \H) Zac. I call attention to the directive signs'. Two
of them are the bissextile character and its coadjntor, which I think are employed
in Palenque to denote different numbers of calendar rounds. These should denote

fifteen, if intended to indicate the length of the reckoning; if to express an addi-

tional period, it is uncertain how many. The other two directive signs are identical

with two of tliose used after 1 Ahati 18 Zotz to show the reckoning is from that

date. This reckoning is also from that date; hence the glyph consisting of a bird's

head and two signs for 20 over it probably indicates an initial date, or a substitute for

it, as 1 Ahau 18 Zotz would appear to be in this case. The month symliol is wrong
here also. It should be Yax instead of Zac.

The next date is at E9, F9. which, as there given, appears to !»> 9 Ik

20 Zac, and the series is 2 days, 11 chuens, 7 ahaus. 1 katun. and 2

C3'cles at E5 to F6, the symbols being of the usual form. As this will

not connect 9 Ik 20 Zac with the, preceding date. 9 Ik ]."> C'eii (El Fl),

we will reckon from 1 Ahau 18 Zotz (A16 BIG), as Mr Goodman sug-

gests. This date falls in the year 2 Akbal. '

The cf)unt 2-1-7-11X2. when con\(>rt(Hl into days, is as follows:

Duys

2 cycles 2SS, 000

1 katun 7, 200

7 ahaus 2,520

1 1 chuens 220

2 days 2

T. .tal 297, 942

Subtracting from this 15 calendar round.s—284,700 days—we get

13,242 days. Sul)tracting from this 2S7. the remaining days of the

3'^ear 2 Akbal, after 1 Ahau IS Zotz. and dividing tiic remainder

by 365, we obtain 35 years and isi) days, or 9 niontiis. C'ounting 35

years from 2 Akbal. on table 3, we reacli U Ezanab. As tlie ne.xt

year will be 12 Akbal, by coimting on table 1 nine montlis in this

year, we reacli 9 Ik, the 20th day of tlic inontii Ciicn. 'I'his coi-respond.s

with the inscription exc('])t as to the month, wliicli is 20 Za<'. The
count as given by Mr (Joodman is 20 Ya.\, which is identical in liis

system with 20 t'iicn according to tiie svsteni I am following. His
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suggestion, thereforo, that the reckoning is to 1)0 from 1 Ahau 1<S Zotz

appears to be correct; at least it connects this date with that follow-

ing the series, when allowance for the correction mention(>fl is made.
Although this irregularity, of taking tlie series step by step from a

given date for a time and then skipping back to anothei' date as the

starting point, arouses suspicion of something wrong in the proceed-

ing, yet it occurs more than once both in the inscriptions and codices,

and hence is not necessaril}- an evidence of error. The two dates

which precede the first series indicate two points from which the count
in some of the following scries is to begin. Did we fully vmderstand
the intermediate glyphs, we should probably find this explained; at

any rate we nuist follow at present what seems to lie the most proba-

ble rule, trusting that futui'e investigation may correct' any errors

into which we have fallen. Mr Goodman, who has sought to learn

the meaning of what he calls directive signs, says in regard to those

connected with this series, " Two directive signs are identical with

two of those used after 1 Ahau 18 Zotz to show the reckoning is

from that date." There is, however, but one that is similar, and it is

an oft-repeated glyph. At any rate the proper result appears to be
9 Ik 20 Chen in the year 12 Akbal, as in no possible way can 9 Ik 20

Zac, which falls in the year 11 Akbal, be reached; and the daj' 20 Zac
in the year 12 Akbal is M Ik, whereas the plan of the series appears to

require 9 Ik. That the count should be from 1 Ahau 18 Zotz—that is,

1 month back of 8 Ahau 18 Zotz—or that the llchuens in the numeral
series should be 10, is shown in another way, thus: To obtain the lapse

of time from the last preceding date, 9 Ik 15 Ceh, we deduct 9,200 days

(third series) from 13,2-12 (fourth series), and from this deduct 2,982

(first series), over which, as we have seen, the count skipped; this

leaves 1,060 days. Counted forward from 9 Ik 1.5 Ceh (year 9 La-
mat), this number of days brings us to 3 Ik 20 Yax in the vear 12
Akbal, just 1 month later than 20 Chen. This calculation is based on
8 Ahau 18 Tzec as the starting point; hence we must count from 1

Ahau 18 Zotz, or assume that the 11 chuens in the numeral series

should be 10. That the 20 Zac is wrong seems to he evident. Basing
the count on 4 Ahau 8 Cunihu and 8 Ahau 18 Tzec will bring the same
result, as will be seen by subtracting 2,440 fi'om 13,242 and counting

forw'ard from the former.

The series (5 of the left slab) following the last date—9 Ik 20 Chen

—

as corrected, is described by Mr. Goodman as follows: "The reckon-

ing which follows, 3-6-10-12 X 2, from the beginning of the great cycle

is correct. It is here the 5 Mol should have gone, that being the

month date." These number symbols, 3 cycles, 6 katuns, 10 ahaus, 12

chuens, 2 daj's, which amount to 479,042 da3rs, are followed at F12 by
9 Ik without any accompanying month symbol. The cycle and ahau
svmbols in this instance are face forms. Bv assuming as the month
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date 5 Mol. and counting- back, ]\Ir (loodnian reaches 4 Ahau S Cunibu

—

D3, F-i. That the count l)ack\vard from t» Ik 5 Mol will reach 4 Ahau
8 Cunihu is true, but here aj^ain is leaping over series as though they

were inseitcd without plan or system. Moreover, Mr (loodman's

remark that the count reaches back to the beginning of the great cycle

apiK'ars to be inconsistent with his own figures uidess we change his

"full counts" to naughts. M'he initial series which he gives is, as has

been shown, 53-12-19-13-4X20 to 8 Ahau 18 Tzec. Now, from this

date—8 Ahau 18 Tzec—to 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, according to his own
count (page 135) is 6-14 X 20. Let us add these together.

Cycles Katuns Ahaus Chuens Days

12 19 13 4 20
6 14 20

13 2

This reckoning runs baclv beyond the beginning of his 13th cycle,

and hence, by his method of stating series, past the beginning of his

great cycle, by two months, using his own figures. If the 20 daj's in

the two series had been counted as 0, his calculation would have

brought him to the beginning of a great cycle accc)i(ling to his scheme.

Although, as has been stated, he does not use the full counts in his

calculations, reference is made hero to his method of stating lunneral

series in order to guard students from being led into error thereby.

In every case where he uses 20 for days, ahaus, or katuns, and 18 for

chuens, the true figure is 0.

Another fact to be taken into consideration in deciding wiiether the

evidence in the last count is satisfa(!tory is that, as Ik might fall on

the 5th, 10th, 15th, or 20th of the month and any one of the months

might be ciiosen, there are 72 (4X18) vaiiations to be tried to bring it

into accord with the preceding date. If it could be connected by a

following Tuimeral series with some other date, the evidence would

then ))C entirely accepta))le, but this does not appeal' to l)e the case.

However, I am not entirely satisfied with the result in this case, as

the omission of the month date seems to imply that the !• Ik is to fall

on the 20th day of the montii. If we follow tlie same rule as in the

two preceding series, and subtract tlie 4th (297,942 days) from the 5th

(479,042), and from the remainder the tii'st numeral series, taking off

the one month as before, and counting from the last preceding date

—

9 Ik 20 Chen as corrected—we reach 9 Ik 20 Mol, year 6 Akbal. Or,

subtracting tiie first series from the 5th (the 4,542) and counting for-

ward from I Ahau 18 Zotz, we reach 9 Ik the 20th day of tiie montli by

dropping the same troublesome one niontii. The.sc facts lead me to

suspect tiiat the true sf)lution of tlie ))rolilem has not yet been reached.

Following the last date, afti'r some ti\e unknown glyphs are passed,

comes, at F15, F16, the numeral series (ti, left slab) 13 days, 7 chuens,
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6 ahaus, 1 katun, equal to 9,513 days. As no date appears in the

remainder of the columns of this left slab, the question arises, Is the

left inscription complete in itself and this the close, or is there con-

nection with that of the middle space or right slab? This question

will be discussed a little farther on. However, it may be stated here
that by using the last (tenth) numeral series on the right slab (7,002 ?

days) and counting forward from 1 Ahau 18 Zotz 2 Akbal, of the left

slab, we reach 9 Ik .5 Mol8 Ezanab, of the fifth series of the left slab;

but this would seem to be an accidental coincidence.

As additions to the evidence already adduced in regard to the use of

face characters to represent numbers, attention is called to others on
this slab in regard to which there can he no question. One of these

representing the ahau, or third order of units, is seen at FIO; one
denoting the cycle, or fifth order of units, at Fll ; another repre-

senting the ahau is seen in front of the anklets of the left priest at L13,
and another denoting the katun or cycle is under the feet of the left

priest.

The inscription in the middle space begins with the date 9 Akbal 6

Xul—including the two glyphs G and H above the head of the left

priest. These are distinct, and are probably to be accepted as correct,

as the inscription in the middle space of the Tablet of the Sun, which
appears to be similar in several respects to that on this tablet, begins
with precisely the same date, in the same relative position. The
numeral .series (1) which follows consists of glyphs L12 and L13, imme-
diately in front of the anklets of the left priest. These are 17 days, 8

chuens, 1 ahau, which equal 537 days. It is possible, however, that

the large glyph on which the left priest is standing, which indicates 9

katuns or 9 cycles, is to be included in this series. If they are katuns,
then the total number of days is 65,337, from which deducting three

calendar rounds (56,940 days), leaves 8,397 days to be counted; if they
are cycles, the total number of da3's is 1,296,537, from which deduct-

ing 68 calendar rounds (1,290,640), leaves 5,897 days. The date which
follows at glyph L14 is 13 Ahau and apparently 18 Kayab ? or Xul ? or
possibly Kankin, though the month svmbolcannot be determined with
positive certainty by inspection of the photograph or of Maudslay's
drawing. The corresponding date in tne Sun Tablet is 13 Ahau 18
Kankin; and what is worthy of notice is that counting forward 537
days from 9 Akbal 6 Xul, year 8 Ezanab, lirings us to 13 Ahau 18
Kankin, year 9 Akbal; this is probably the correct date. Using the
katuns or cycles we can make connection with none of the given dates;

hence the glyph on which the priest is standing may be omitted from
the numeral series. Neither 9 Akbal 6 Xul, nor 13 Ahau 18 Kankin,
nor 13 Ahau 18 Kayab will connect with an}- of the dates on the left

slab by any of the numbers given.

Taking for granted that 9 Akbal 6 Xul is the date intended by the
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ahoriyiiuil iirtist to be yiveii at lliis poiiil, we next try the comiections

forward.

Tlio othei- dates and series in the middle space after IS Ahan 18

Kaukiii '. (oi- Kayal) '.). ali'eady mentioned, are the following: A date

at 01, 02 over the hands of the right priest. This is too badly defaced

to be detcM'mined: all that can Ite positi\'e]y asserted is tliat the iiumlier

of the day of tlie month is 3, thus i-enchM-ing it certain tiiat it must lie

Ahau, Chiochan. Oc or Men. Tlie nunil)er of ihe day was small.

seemingl_v 3 or 4, but evidently not exceeding 8: Mau(lslay"s drawing

gives 8. The corresponding date on the Tablet of th(> Sun as given by

Goodman is 8 Oc 3 Kayab, and the same date is found correspond-

inglv on the Tablet of the Foliated Ci'oss. Th(> next nuniei'al series

(2. middle space) is found in the second and third glyphs of column R,

immediately Itehind the shoulders of the right priest. This appears bj'

inspection to be f! days. 11 chuens, fi aiiaus = 2. 386 days. ^laudslay,

in liis drawing of this inscription in part In of his work, makes the

numtier of cluiens 13, taking for granted, as seems to be indicated,

though it is somewhat doubtful, that the two out<M' dots have been

broken away. This would increase the total number of days to 2,426,

while the true number appeai-s to be 2,386.

Before attemptino- to make connections between the dates on the

middle s])ac(^ and those which follow we will pass to the coluiuns of the

inscri])tion on the right slab. The tii'st date is found in glyphs T2,

S3, viz: 11 — '. 20 Pop. Thi; day can not be determined In' inspec-

tion. However, it must be Caban. Ik. Manik. or Eb. these lieing the

only days which fall on the 20th day of the month. The number pre-

fixed to the month in this instance is the full-count or 20 symbol, two
semicircles. Hefore reaching a numeral series another date occurs at

glyphs S4, T4, as follows: .5

—

'. 14 Kayab? The da}- can not be

determiii(d with certainty, but is appai'cntly Ciiui. or Cib. most likely

the formei" the month symbol is somewhat indistinct, but a])i)ears to

be that of Kaysib. The corresponding date in the inscription of the

Tal>let of the Sun and also of the Tablet of the Foliated Cross is 2

Cib 14 Mol. but in the foi'iner it is pi-eceded by 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. whose
position is occupied in the Tablet of the Cross now under consideration

by the 5 — ? 14 Kayab ^ above; mentioned. There is no recognizable

numeral series in the middle sj)ace of (>ither the Tablet of the Sun or

Tablet of tiie Foliated Cross. t)ut it is a singular fact that the second

numeral sei'ies of the middle spa<-e of the Tablet of the Cross, given in

the above list as 2,38t) days, is exactly the lapse of tinu' (counting

foi-ward) from 8 Oc 3 Kayab lo -J Caban 14 Mol in the Tablet of the

Sun and 'i'abjet of the Foliated Cross, and the .537 days of the tirst series

in this space also connects the tirst and second dates in the middle space

of the Sun Tablet, viz: !• .\kbal ti Xu! and 13 Ahau 18 Kankin. It is

possible that these three inscripti(nis are dependent to some extent one

upon the otln'i', or are based upon an okler ami lost original.
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Neither of the two dates preeedinw the tirst series of the right slab,

as determined ])y inspection of the inscription, makes a satisfactory

connection with any preceding or followino- date: the pi'oper day. lint

not the proper number, and even the day of the month, is reached, but

there is no complete agreement, nor can the result he followed up
with proof of its correctness. If we deduct 8 days from 8.034, the

first numeral series of the right slab, and count back from .5 Cimi 14

Kayab 10 Ben, we reach 13 Ahau 18 Kayab 1 Akbal, which may pos-

sibly be the correct date following the first series in the middle space.

But this will not connect with !> Akbal <i Xul by the intermediate 537

days, but with It Akbal 6 Chen, year 13 Ezanal). However, if we
deduct 8 days from 8,034. leaving 8,02*). and count forward from 13

Ahau 18 Kankin. year ',» Akbal. the second date of the middle space, as

found b}' calculation fi"om 9 Akbal 6 Xul 8 Ezanab. this will bring

us to 5 Cimi 14 Kankin, year 5 Ben, which may he the second date

of the right slab, though the month symltol appears to be that of

Kayab, and is so interpreted in Maudslay's drawing. This will change
the days of the glyph T4 from 14 to 6, liut these are exactly in the

line of the break in the slab and have been restored by Dr Rau.
Nevertheless, as 5 Cimi 14 Kankin will not connect with any following

date by the numeral series as they stand, the result is not satisfactory.

The tirst date, 11 — ? 20 Pop, if construed to be 11 Manik 20 Pop 5

Lamat, will, hj counting forward with 15,217, the seventh series, bring

us to 5 Kan 12 Kankin. year 7 Ben. the date of the sixth series, except

that the month is Kankin instead of Kayab as in the inscription. Can
it be that these supposed Kayab sj'mbols should be interpreted Kankin ?

That some of them differ materially from the others is apparent. If,

however, the date is construed to be 11 Ik 20 Pop, year 5 Akbal, and
series 2 and 3 (4,749 and 123) be subtracted from the tirst series

(8034), the remainder, 3,162, will, by counting forward, reach 1 Kan
2 Kankin. year 13 Akbal. the date following the first sei'ies except as

to the month, which in the inscription appears to be Kaj-ab, though
uncertain. The day symbol of the first date, 11 — ? 20 Pop. does not

appear to be Ik. though too nearly obliterated to be determined by
inspection. But it appears, on the other hand, as has been stated,

that if we assume this tirst date to be 11 Manik 20 Pop, year 5 Lamat
and count forward 15.217 (the seventh series), we i"each 5 Kan 12

Kankin, year 7 Ben, date of the sixth series except the month,
which is Kayab in the inscription, or what has usually been taken as

Kayab. and is of the form given in the Dresden codex to this month
symbol. And lastly, it may be stated that Maudslaj'"s drawing is

evidently intended to indicate Caban. As neither of these results can

be followed up with other satisfactorj' connections they must ])e con-

sidered as merely accidental coincidences. The same remark applies

also to the next date. 5 Cimi (or Cib<) 14 Kayab. Nor can any satis-

factory connection be made with the next date—1 Kan 2 Kaj^ab. By
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reudinii' it 1 Kuii 2 Kuiikiii, couuectioii e-iii be iiiadL' in llic iininnrr

mentioiK'd above. If the date of the fifth series, left slab. l)e con-

strued to be y Ik 20 'SUA. which it may as well be as 5 Mol. by coiintiiij^

forward 4,54:^ da\-s we reai'h 1 Kan -2 Kayalj 5 Akbal, the apparently

correct date, according to the inscription. If this reckoning Vje

accepted it will form a I'oimoction between th(> inscriptions of the

right and left sUibs.

The second date following tiic tirst nuincraj sci'ics on tiiis slab is

found in glyphs SIO, TI(». Tiiis is IL Lamat ti Xul, year lU Akbal;
following this, at S12, Tlii, is the numeral series 1» days, 3 chuens, 13

ahaus, which equal 4,749 days, and following this series, at S14, T14,

is the date '2 Caban 10 Xul. year 10 Lamat. The two last-mentioned

dates make connection, as b}^ counting forward 4,749 days from 11

Lamat 6 Xul 10 Akbal we reach 2 Caban 10 Xul in the 3'ear 10 Lauiat.

Immediately following the last-mentioned date, at S15, is the short

numeral series (3, right slab), 3 days, 6 chuens, or 123 days, which, count-

ing forward, bring us to 8 Ahau 13 Ceh, year 10 Lamat, the date which
follows at T17, Ul. The rule therefore holds good as to these dates and
the two intervening numeral scries. It would seem to follow, there-

fore, that the arrangement or plan of the series on this slab, when
found, should coincide with the determination as to these two series;

but from this point to the end of the inscription there is no connection

of dates—with possibly one exception—without some change in dates

or numbei's from what they appear to be by inspection, or change in

the direction of the reckoning. I shall therefore note the position

of the dates and series which have been mentioned in the preceding
list, and then add some remarks in regard to the relation of the dates

and series to one another. I do this because Mr Groodman has left

unnoticed the series of the inscription on this right slab, po.ssibl3'

because of the ditKculty and seeming impossibility of bringing them
into harmony witii his theory.

Immediately following the last date mention(>d there is at U2 a

symbol denoting 9 cycles, or ninth cytde, l)ut judging by the rule

adopt(>d b}' Mr. Goodman this is not to be considered a part of the

numeral series (4) which follows immediately after at U3 to U4, viz,

IS days, 1 chuen, 8 ahaus, 1 katun=: 10,118 days. At U7, V7 is the

date 3 Ezanal) 11 Xul, the day somewhat indistinct, but so rendered,

apparently correctly, by Maudslay. Following this at US, U9 is the

muncral series (.5), IS? (or 17?) days, 10? (or 8?) chuens, Itl ahaus, 1?

katun. The numbers of this scries in the inscription have been injured

to such an extent as to render uncertain those marked as doubtful; the

number of days is assumed to be 13,138. which is j)r()l>ably correct,

liut the error, if there be one, is such that it should be readily discov-

ered by means of connecting series, if these be correct.

Following the last series, at UlO, VlO is a date so nearlv obliterated
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that it (jan not be determined (except tlie nuiiierals) with positive cei*-

tainty; it appears to be 5 Aliau '^> Tzee. Glyplis V12, UlS give another

date, 5 — ? 30 Zotz. The features of the day synabol are completely
obliterated; the prefix to the month ylyph is the symbol for 20. Imme-
diately foUowing, at V13 V14. is the series (ti) IC, days, 6 chuens, 19

ahaus, 1 katim (14-,176 days): at U17, V17 the date 5 Kan 12 Kayab; at

Wl, W2 the series (7) 17 days. 4 ehuens. 2 ahaus. 2 katuns (15.217 days);

at X5, W6 the date 1 Imix 1 Cell (or Zip), month symbol somewhat
doubtful, but one of the two named, apparently Ceh. Following this

at X6, W7 is the brief series (.s) 1 day. 1 chuen. 1 ahau (381 days), fol-

lowed at XlO, Wll by the date 7 Kan 17 Mol; this is followed at

Xll, X12 ])y the series (9) 7 days, -1 chuens, 8 ahaus, 2 katuns (17,367

days); following this at W14. Xll is an uncertain date—11 Cib. Cimi,

or Chicclian. 11^ (or 13^) Kayab< The day symbol and its number are

distinct and clear, })ut the symbol is unusual; the number prefixed to

the month symbol has been partially l)roken away; tiiere were cer-

tainly two lines (10) and some two, three, or four balls. The month
symbol is uncertain, but is apparently the same as that of the date 13

Ahau 18 Kayab^ or Xul, in column L, though it has something addi-

tional on top. It is possible the sj'mbol is intended for Chen or

Kankin.
FoUowing the last date (11 Cib?) at Wly, Xly is the series (10) 2 days,

8 chuens. 16, 17, 18, or 19 ahaus. The three lines (15) prefixed to the

ahau syml)ol are distinct, but the additional t)alls or dots have been

injured to such an extent as to render the numbei- uncertain (7.002

days, counting lit ahaus). There is no date or other series in the

remaining portion of the inscription.

If it be possible to determine the plan, succession, or arrangement
of the series in this inscription, an important step will have been
gained and a basis laid for the correct determination of the associated

glyphs. The pecidiarities of Mayan time system and notation so

often lead to deceptive results that extreiue caution is required, and a

single connection or proper result is seldom sufticient evidence of a

correct interpretution.

Taking the list of the series as given we are at once impressed with

the strong general re-semblance to the plan of the series on many of the

plates of the Dresden codex, where .several different series are found,

some reckoned in one direction and some in another, as. for example,

plate 73, where there are one entire series, parts of two others, and
dislociated parts of two; or plate 70, where there are, in whole or in

part, some half dozen series still in a tangle which has not yet been
straightened out; also other plates.

Taking merely the numerical .series in the order they stand and
changed to days, there is certaitd}' in the irregularly ascending scale

an indication of arrangement, of and relation between the series.

19 ICTH. PT 2 13
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Tlicst'. Iicoiiiiiiiit:- willi tiic lirst in tlie iiiiddlc sjiact' aiul rollowitiir

with the riylit siah and tlicn witli the left, arc as follows:

MithUi' splice

1 537

2 2,386?

liiglil xlitli

1 S,034

2 4, 749

3 123

4 ]i),ll,S

5 13,138

() 14,176

7 l.\217

8 381

i> 17,367

10 7, 002-?

Lrff k/iiI,

1 2, il80

2 542

3 274,920

4...... 297,942

5 479,042

6 9,513

It i.s apparent from lliis list that there is an irroirularly aseendinjf

scale following tiie order L;i\-en. I)ut so far no eoiiunon di\isor forniinj;-

u basis of the ditl'ereiiees has hetMi found; nioreoxer, the introduction

at some three or four points of slioit periods seems to break in upon
the idea of special references to I lie dilfei'ences, as is usual in the

Dresden codex. Ht^sides this. th(> ditlerences do not ser\e to coimect

dates, (>xcept ])ossibiy in two instances, while in one-lhii'd or more
cases successfully traced individual numeral series do.

As the exce])tions alluded to abo\(' may ])ossibly provi' to he impor-
tant factoi's in determinin<i' the relations of the series on this t;il>let. it

will not l)e amiss to ai;:iin notice them here.

As is shown abo\'e. if we add two days to tin- lirst numei-al series on
the left slab, malviny it 2,982, and cDunt forward fi-om S Ahau 18 Tzcc
(2 Akbal). we shall reach IH Ik 20 .Mol (ID .\kbal). the date followinj;-

llie seconfl numeral series, if now we add the lirst numeral series ;is

corrected—2,1*82—to the third numeral sei-i(>s (after deductinji' calen-

dar rounds)

—

!»,2()(>—niakin<i- a total of 12.182, and count forward

this number of days fi-om S Ahau IS Tzee (2 Akl)al). we reach !• Ik 1.")

Ceh (!• Lamal). the date followiuLi' 'he third numeral series. If we jyo

back now and subtract the second numeral series—;")-t2— from the

first 2.'.t82 which lea\-es 2.4-411 days, and count foi'ward this nund)er

of da\s fr<im s Aliau Is 'IV.ec (2 .Vkbal). we reacli I .\liau s('unihu
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(8 Ben), the date following the second numeral series. These agree-

ments can scarcely be accidental, and if not, they establish two
facts: First, that (roodmairs intei'pretation of the face glyphs giving
the date s Ahau is Tzec is correct, or at least brings a correct

result: and, second, that the emendation of the first numeral series by
adding i' daj's is also correct. Other relations of dates on the left

slab have been given, besides w'hich no further connection by using
the difl'erences of the numeral series can be obtained.

Turning to the right slab, if, as has been suggested, we assume the

first date (11 — « 20 Pop) to be 11 Ik 20 Pop (year 5 Akbal), and sub-

tract series 2 and 3 (4.749 and 123) from the first series (8,034), the

remainder. 3.162. counting forward from 11 Ik 20 Pop (5 Akbal) will

bring us to 1 Kan 2 Kankin 13 Akltal. the date following the first

numeral .series, if the month symbol is interpreted Kankin instead of

Ka_yab. This result, however, is not so satisfactory as that of the left

slab, as the day in (11 — ^ 2(» Pop) does not appear to be Ik, though
indeterminable by inspection: but it has been referred to in connection

with the reckoning in regard to the inscription onthe left slab, as it

may tend to show that these minoi- series are to be deducted in

tracing connection of the dates.

After a somewhat lengthy and careful study of the inscription on
this tablet, testing the relation of the series by calculation in every
possible way, I have failed to find any satisfactory evidence of connec-

tion in a continuous line. The indications point rather to two or more
parallel lines. There are, however, difiiculties in the way of obtaining

a clear understanding of the plan adopted by the original artist which
I have been unable to overcome, so great, in fact, that were it not for

other evidence, the correctness of Goodman's theory in this respect

would be left in doulit. It was probaljly on account of these difficul-

ties that this author omitted any reference to the inscription on the

right slab, the best known and most accessible to students of all the

Central American inscriptions. Some indications of difierent lines of

series are found in the overlapping of reckonings in the inscription of

the left slal) already given.

At glyph U2 of the right slab, immediately after the date 8 Ahau
13 Ceh which follows numeral series 3 of this slab (see list of series

above), is the sym))ol for it cycles, which, as we have stated, is not con-

nected with any numeral series. This is, as will t)e found in other

instances, probably intended to indicate that at this point '.i cycles have
been completed from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, the date following series 1 of

the left slab. The day 8 Ahau 13 Ceh is the first d:iy of the 10th cycle

as given in Goodman's chronological calendar. It is, however, cer-

tain that all the numeral series preceding it on the tablet fall short of

amounting to It cycles. Moreover, some of them appear, as has been
shown, to reach liack over others, thus lessening the number to be
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actually counted. These facts seem to indicate that there is some,

omission, in truth a very large one; but with our present kno\vledij;e

we are unal>lc to s<)l\e the problem.

1 luive already alluded to the ([uestion of connection lietween the

left and riylit slal)s, direct, or by means of the charactei-s in the mid-

dle space. Mr Goodman evidently follows the iflea that the beirinning

of th(> inscrijjtioii on the right slal) (six cohuuns) follows directly the

close of that on the l(>ft slab. He does not make this plain in his

notes on this tablet (op. pp. 135, 136), but when liis remarks and figure

on a previous page are considered (p. 9(i) it becomes evident, as the two
up|>er glyphs of this ligure are the last (El 7 and FIT) of the inscrip-

tion on the left slab, and the other three the first three (Si, Tl, and
S^) in the inscription on the right slab. Tn connection therewith he

remarks as follows:

The reckoning here iw from the beginning of a great cycle. A iiotatinn of

1-6-7x12 (the 12 erroneously appears as 1.3) precedes the glyphs anti is to l>e incor-

porated with tlieni. The reckoning shows the difference Ixrtween the dates in the

annual calendar.

His reckoning (l-t>-7xl2) is 1 katun. 6 ahaus, 7 chuens, 12 days=
9,512 (given in the sixth series of our list of the left slab as 9,513). If

it were true, as he states, that the ""reckoning shows the difference

between the dates of the annual calendar," meaning the date preced-

ing and that following the numeral series, this would be strong proof

of connection, Init unfortunately Mr Goodman is mistaken in this

instance, as neither the last preceding date (9 Ik 5 Mol), nor the initial

date, nor any other date of the left slab connects ])y 9.512 or 9.513

with either of the tirst two dates of tiw, right slab, or any otiier date

thereon. If then> ))e an\' connection lietween the dates in the flirt'erent

spaces, it is between those of the middle space and those of the rigiit

slab, reading forward, and the last date on the inscription of tiie right

slab and one of those on the left.

It is evident from what has been shown that the proof of Mr (Jood-

man's theory, drawn from the Tablet of the Cross, is not \cry satis-

factory, as not more than one-third of the dates thereon can be

connected thereby. But where two and three s(>ries connect in suc-

cession th(! probability of tlie double or tre})le coincidence is .so

extremely remote that the theory as to the numeral symbols and their

u.se may be acc<'pted as demonstrated. If the double connection

occurred but once in the whole range of the inscriptions it would Uo.

Ix'st to <-onclude this to be a mere (^oincid(^nce, but as this occurs again

and again in the inscri])tions, and even, as will be seen, a succession

of three anil four, the j)roof is too strong to be resisted. Even without

this mathematii'al demonstration the sti'ong. in fact, evident resem-

blance of these nutnerical sei'ies to those of th(^ codices is almost,

if not <iuiti'. sutlicieiit to justify (ioodman's interpretation of t\w

lumierai symbols to whiili allusion lias been made.
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TABLKT CF THE SUN

Wo turn to the iiLScriptioii on the Tal)let of thp Run—of v/hioh we
also ha\e a photograph by Mr Maudslay, shown in oui' phit(> xli—and
to Mr Goodman' J comment, which is as follows (page I'M}):

Initial date: 54-1-18-5-3x6-13 Cimi 19 Ceh. The month symbol comes after one
of the gl}'phs of the initial directive series. A reckoning of 1-2x11, with three

unintelligible glyphs following, points to a date which appears to be 1 Caban 10

Tze<'; l)ut as that is not the date to which the intelligible part of the reckoning
would lead, both the date and direction are uncertain. Thirteen glyphs foUiiw,

some of them of recognizable purport, but the exact meaning of which in this con-

nection I do not know. Then comes a restatement of the initial reckoning,

l-18-5-3xfi, from the beginning of the great cycle, followed by nine glyphs whose
use here is unintelligible, though four of them are signs with whose meaning we
are acquainted. Next in order comes a reckoning of 9-12-18-5X16 (followed by
four glyphs nearly identical with a series in the preceding inscription), from 4

Ahau 8 Cumhu, the beginning of the great cycle, to 2 Cib 14 ^lol. This is correct.

After five incomprehensilile glyphs occurs the date 3 Caban 15 Mol. In the annual

calendar the last two dates adjoin each (jther, Ijut whether the latter is here intended

t<.) l)e the succeeding day, or whether some calendar rounds are indicated b\' the

characters preceding it, is something we are at present imable to' deternune.

Sixteen baffling glyphs follow, and then there is a reckonins; of 7-<5-12x3-12 Ahau
8 Ceh. There are no recognizable directive signs here, but by trial we discover that

tlie reckoning is the distance between 12 Aliau 8 Ceh and 9 Akbal 6 Xul, a date that

comes after six intervening glyphs. Eight more imintelligible glyphs occur, and
then a reckoning of 6-2x18 (the 18 should be 17), 2 Cimi 19 Zotz. The directive

signs are unfamiliar, but as the reckoning is backward to 9 Akbal 6 Xul, they

probably denote that fact. Next is 1-8X17, 13 Ahau 18 Kankin, which is declared

to l>e a 10th ahau, the reckoning being the distance from 9 Akbal 6 Xul to that

date. Both of these dates are subsequently repeated for some reason, and the i-ecord

ends with 8 Oc 3 Kayab. followcil V}y ten glyphs whose meaning is not ajiparent.

This is a puzzling inscription so far as its numeral or time series are

concerned, a fact aj)parent from the comment which Mr Goodman
mulves on it. Although there are several series with sufficient data for

the purpose of tracing them. Tint few of the dates can ]w connected,

and these not satisfactorily.

The s(>rit\s and dates in the order in wliich they <'ome in tlie inscrip-

tion are as follows, adopting Goodman's interpretation of the initial

series:

Lfft uliih

I "ays

1 .54 1 18 5 3 13 Cimi 19 Ceh i9 Laniat)

2 1 2 11 1 Caban? 10 Tzec (3 Lamat) 411

3 1 18 5 3 6 (No date) (275,466) 9,746

4 9 12 IS 5 16 (No date) (1,,388,996) 3,456

9 Akl)al ti Xul (SEzanab)
1 (Unintelligible) 13 Ahau 18 Kankin (9 Akbal)

S (),? 3 Kayali? (U Lamat?)
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I!if/lit x/fib

4 Ahaii 8 Cunihn (8 Ben)
2Cil) 14Mol (SAkbal)
8Cabaii 15 Mol (5 Akhal)

1 7 6 12 3 12Ahaii 8 Ceh? (6 Ben?) (52,803) 14, S43

!) Akbal 6 Xul (8 Ezanab)
2 6 2 18 2Cinii 19 Zotz (2 Laniat) 2,21S

3 1 S 12 13 Ahau 18 Kankin (9 Akbal) rv:,-:

For convoniciu'O of reference the series of each division arc num-
bered at the left; the year to which the date refers is given in paren-

thesis following the date, and the equivalent in days of the time

series—after deducting the calendar rounds where greater than one
round—is placed at the right. The positions of the vai'ious dates and
series in the inscription are given as we proceed.

In this inscription, as that of the Cro.ss, the numbers pretixed to the

periods of the initial .series are face characters instead of the ordinary

number symbols, except the number pi'etixed to the month symbol
Ceh, which consists of the usual lines and dots. This initial .series

—

54-1-18-5-3-6—interpreted, is as follows: The fifty-fourth great

cycle, 1 cycle, 18 katuns, 5 ahaus, 3 chuens. tS days, to 13 Cimi the

19th day of the month Ceh. Mr Goodman's interpretation of this

inscription, so far as it extends, is given above. It appears that he

places, as seems to bo his rule, the in.scription in the middl(> space

after that in the right slab. It is possible, as is indicated by what fol-

lows, that he is right in this instance.

That 13 Cimi 19 Ceh, the first date, will not connect with the next

date bj' 1 ahau, 2 chuens, 11 daj's (411 day,^), the .second numeral sei'ies

(in reverse order)—glyphs A13, B13—is certain, as the reckoning
brings us by counting forward to S Caban 5 Muan, year 10 Ben. Yet,

notwithstanding the radical error on the part of the original artist

implied l)y the assumption that the last is the correct date here, there

are some gi'ounds foi- the assumption. As there are no more dates on
the left slab, (loodman a.ssumes that those attaclied to tii(> 3d numeral
series, which is precisely the same us the initial series, are the same
as those which precede and follow that sei-ies. \i/,. 4 Aliuii s Cunihu,
beginning of the 54th great cycle, and 13 Cimi l'.» Ceh. But this

result, it must be remembered, is l)ase(l upon the assumption that Mr
Goodman's interpretation "" 13" Cimi of the first given date is a correct

rendering of (lie face runueral. In this case his detei-miiiation has

l)een reached not from file details of the face character, but from his

theory tliat his 54(h great cycle begins witli 4 Ahau S Cunihu, as

coimting forward i-18-5-3-6 (y,74<i days after deducting the calendar

rounds) reaches 13 Cimi 19 Ceh (!' Laniat). This is apparent from
his statement on page 4H of his woik. wliere he gi\es ligures of face,

signs for 13:

I do not Uiiiiw what to i-omiIikK- alimit the \u,<\ fai-c in the list, which is the ilay

niiiMcral in Ihi- initial ilale "S the Tcinple fi the Sun. rali-ni|nc. it is incirc liki- the
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clnien sign tliaii any other. Ijnt the nunienil is unniistakal)!^ 13. It i.-* more rea-

sonable to suppose that the sculptor niaile a mistake m the kill sign, thau that the

t'huen symbol should have been used to represent both lo and l-'i.

The third number series is found (in reverse order) in glyphs C7,

D7, C8, Ds, the ah:iu :ind evele symbols—D7 and D8—being face

characters.

The fourth series, !>-12-18-5-l»>. or 9 cycles. I'i katuns, 18 ahaus,

5 chuens, 1(5 days, is found (in reverse order) in glyphs Cli to 016,
inclusive. Here the daj's are not joined to the chuen symbol as usual,

but have a separate symbol (014), a face character with the numljer
prefixed. The chuen symbol (Dll) is also a face character. The series

reduced to da\'s is 1,388,996, from which subtracting 73 calendar

rounds leaves 3,456 days to be counted. Counting forward this num-
ber of days from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu (8 Ben) the beginning of (xoodman's

fifty-fourth great cycle, we reach 2 Cib 14 Mol (6 Akbal). Both dates

in thi.s instance are found after the numeral series and on the right

slalj—4 Ahau (P2) 8 Cumhu (03); 2 Cib (04) 14 Mol (P4.). Phicing

the dates together before or after a numeral series which denotes the

lap.se of time between them is unusual, but not without precedent.

Using the last result, we may perhaps find the proper connection

with 13 Cimi 19 Ceh, the first given date. Subtracting the third series

(275,466 days) from the fourth series (1,388,996 days) leaves 1,113,530

diiys, from which sulitracting 58 calendar rounds (1,100,840 days)

leaves 12,690 days to be counted. Reckoning back this number of

days (12.690) from 2 Cib 14 Mol (5 Akbal) we reach 13 Cimi 19 Ceh
(9 Lamat) the first date of the left .slai). Of course it follows that

counting forward from 13 Cimi 19 Ceh (9 Lamat), the difierence

between the third and fourth series, we reach 2 Cib 14 Mol (5 Akbal).

Subtracting the third series from the fourth in order to get back to 13

Cimi 19 Ceh is certainly proper, as the former is included in the latter.

These results would seem to be correct, and if so, justify Goodman's
interpretation "VS'- of the face numeral joined to Cimi, and form
a second connection ])etween the inscriptions of the left and right

slabs. However, using the last number. 12,690 less 411 (12,279). and
counting back from 2 Cib 14 Mol, we reach 8 Caban 5 Muan (10

Ben) instead of 1 Caban 10 Tzec. As this is, as it should be, also the

date reached ))y counting forward 411 days from 13 Cimi 19 Ceh (9

Lamat), I am inclined to believe that it is correct, and that here the

original artist has by mistake given an erroneous date. It is apparent

that to use 411 daj's in counting forward from 13 Cimi 19 Ceh, year

9 Lamat, must of necessity bring us into the year 10 Ben, therefore,

as 1 Caban 10 Tzec can not be connected with any other date by sub-

traction, addition, or .skipping, and the date 8 Caban 5 Muan will

connect both backward and forward, it may be accepted as probal)l\'

correct.

As there is no numeral series in the middle space, these may be left
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to 1)1' doteniiiiied l>y the thilcs. oi- lioiii the iimiicnil scrit's in the cor-

rospoiiding position in the, Tahh't nf the (Jro.ss. Be this as it may, it

is cortain that the tirst numeral series in the middle space of the

latter tablet—537 days—measures exaetly the laps(> of time from !)

Akhal (I Xtd to IM Aliau 18 Kaiddn of the Sun Tablet: and that 2.3Kfi

days, the second series in the middle space of the Tablet of the Cross,

is exactly th(> time from M Oc 3 Kayab (middle space) to 2 Cib 1-i Mol.

second date on the right slab of the Tablet of the Sun. 1'his result,

however, would seem to l)C contrary to the evidence adduced of the

direct connection between the inscriptions of the left and right sla))s;

nevertheless it is a remarkable coincidence which depends on .some

fact in regard to the series not yet a.scertaiued. Po.ssil)ly these form
a separate succes.sion of series.

I have been unable to find any connection between either of th(>

dates of the right slab which precede tht> first numeral .series and .my
one which follows. This series in reverse order is 3 days, V2 chuen.s

(glyph PKi), G ahaus (Ql), and 7 katuns (Rl). equal 52,808 days. oj\

afti-r subtracting 2 calendar i-ounds, 14,843 days. ITsing th(> latter

and counting forward from 12 Ahau (Q2) 8 Ceh (R2), year <1 l^en. we
reach ii Akbal (Qti) 6 Xul (R6), year 8 Ezanab. Here also botli date.s

follow the numeral .series.

Following the last-iuentioned date, atQll, Rll is the numeral series

18 days, 2 I'huens. ti ahaus, or 2,218 days. This is followed at Q12
R12 by the date 2 C'imi 19 Zotz (3'ear 2 Lamat), which is followed at

Q14, R14 by the numeral series 12 day.s, 8 chuens, 1 ahau (left portion

of R14). and this is followed at R14 (right portion) and Q15 by the

date 18 Ahau 18 Kaidvin. It will ])c observed that two of these dates

are the .same as the tirst and second dates of the middle space. It seems
from the reckonings which follow that the number of days in the second

numeral series should be 2,217 instead of 2.218. Subtracting 2,217

from the first .series (14,848), the remainder—12,626 day.s—exactly

measures the lap.se of time from 12 Ahau 8 Ceh, year 6 Ben, of the first

series, to 2 Cimi l'.> Zotz, 3-ear 2 Lamat, of the second series. Count-

ing forward 2,217 days from 2 Cimi lit Zotz we reach !• Akbal 6 Xul,

year 8 Ezanab; this may be th(> first date in tlie middle spa(;e, and not

the 9 Akbal •! Xul which i)recedes the second series of the right slab, as

Goodman contends, which would be a backward count as stated in the

(juotation on page 7r>] : orit maybe an omitted date. Counting 587 days

(582 in third .scries right slab should evidently be 537. the number given

between the .same dates in the middle space of the Tablet of the Ch-o.ss)

from !• Akbal Xul, we reach 13 Ahau 18 Kankin, third .seriesand last

date on the right slab; or, adding together the second and third series

—

the 2,217 and 587, making 2,754 days—and counting forward from 2

Cimi W Zotz, year 2 Lamat, we also reach 18 Ahau IS Kankin. The.se

results seem to justify the slight corrections made in the munerals.
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The data also spein to favor Goodmairs conclusions except in one or

two cases where his statements are palpably erroneous. He gives 17

as the number of days in the third series right slab without I'efercnce

to the fact that the inscription shows 1^. I think that 17 days ai'e to

be counted here, but the inscription shows clearly 12.

TAHLET OK TIIK FOLIATKl) CROSS

Tli(> next inscription to which attention is directed is that on the

so-called Tablet of the Foliated Cross. Here we are favored with Mr
]\Iau(lslay"s excellent photograph, of whi<-h a copy is given in our

plate XLii.

The numeral series and dates in the order in wiiicii they stand in tlie

inscription, including the initial series as interpreted by Goodman
((>xcept as to the 2U days), are as follows:

T,rft xfaJ,

nays.

1 54 1 ]S 5 4 1 Ahau l:; Mac (il Lamat) (275,480) 9,760

2 14 19 1 Cauac 7 Yax (10 Benl 299

3 114 14 2 Ahaii :i ITayeb (4Ezaiiai.i 12,520

1 Ahau 13 Mac (9 Lamat)
4 7 7 7 3 It) (nciclate) (1.080,996) 17.096

Miilil/r spair

8 ()c3 Kayal) (11 Laniat)

2Ci)) 14 Mol (5 AkV)al)

3Caban? 15 Mol (5 Akbal)
1? 6 9 3 (no date; doubtful .-eries thoucrh distinct) 2,343

2 2 9 6 4 8 Ahau3 Uo? (12 F.zanab?! orS Oc3 Kayab... 17, 764

3 6 11 6 (no date) 2,380

4 1 12 4 8 Ahau 8 UoV (7 Ben?) 604

5? 13 II (no date; probably not a counter
I

(17,6S0?)

As in the lists heretofore given, for convenience the series are num-
bcivd at the left, the years are added in parentheses, the mnnber of

days are indicated l>y the numeral series placed to the right, and the

remainder is shown after the calendar rounds have )>een subtracted

when the total exceeds a calendar round. In place of the 20 days

given by Goodman I have in each case sulistituted (i days, as I thus

interpret the symt)ol in the inscription.

As the reader nuist ha\'e the inscription before him to find the posi-

tion of the nimieral series and dates and is presumed now to l)e suf-

ticiently posted to hnd them from the list given abo\e, it is deemed
unnecessary to give here a list of the glyphs. Such reference to

special glyphs as is deemed necessary will ))e made as we proceed.

The munerals to the time periods in the initial seriesof this inscripti(jn,

as in the two which have been examined, consist of face characters,
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oxcojit the l;! to tlic inoMtli Muc For their dctornii nation W(> are

iiulclitt'd ciiiorty to Ml' (ioodniuii. tiic evidence so far as oi)tained

beinu; sutKeient to (Miiilile us to identil'v some of tiieni. The date from
whicii this series is eouiited. tiie Ijeiiiiuiiny of Mr ( ioodiiian's so-called

tifty-fourth <;freat eycl(\ is. of course. 4 Ahau ^s Cuinhu. in the year

8 Bi'M. ('ouutiiiu' forward from this date '.Mtiu days, the number
after the calendar lounds are subtracted, brinys us to 1 Aiiau [''> ^lac

(!l Lamat). tiie first i-ecorded date. As it is with the latter date, which

is desio-nated tiie •"initial date." tiiouyh it is not strictly so. that Mr
Goodman lieyins iiis i-eci-;oninL;'. we <;'i\'e liere his comment on the

inscription:

Iiiitiiil .late: .S4-1-1S-.5-4X20-1 Aliau i;> Mac. This ilate is just fourteen days later

than the initial date (if the precediii;: inscription [Talilet of the Sun]. Tlie.direi'tive

series follows, succeeded by a reckonin<r of 14 chuens and til days to 1 Cauac 7 Yax.

Elevi-ii unreadalile ^dyphs come next, and then 1-14-14x20, whic-h, after four uncer-

tain directive characters, is declared to l)e a reckoning to the lieginning day score of

the second cycle, 2 Ahau -i Uayeh. It is correct. Then come two reckonings in an

unfamiliar style, the first from the beginning of the great cycle, the second from 1

Ahau \'.i Mac. 1 am positive of this, for the very next reckoning will show that

there are 40,000 days to be accounted for somehow, and they can be represented

only by one of the.-^e counts. That reckoning is: 7-7-7-.!/ lt>, t<i 2 C'ib 14 Mol.

Subsequent computations show tliat date to be the one to which W-ri-lS-SXlH led

up in the preceding inscription; lience the necessity for something to explain the

missing 40,000 days. As from this on the reckoning and dates of the two inscrip-

tions are nearly the same, it is not worth while to repeat them; I will, however,

give a synopsis sliowing tlie position of the dates in both:

lo Cimi ".!• ("eh

1 Ahau IS Mac
1 Cauac 7 Yax
2 Ahau .'5 I'ayeb

12 Ahau SCeh
2 Cimil 111 Zotz

it Akbal (iXul

13 Ahau IS Kankin
8 Oc :i Kayal)

2 C'ib 14 Mol
S Ahau 8 Uo

Beo-iiinino- witii tiic first date. 1 .Vhaii ]''< Mac (wliich falls in the year

9 Lannt). in reo-ard to which we follow .Mr (ioodman"s determina-

tion, the ]iretixed luimberand the day also beino- face olyphs, we count

forwiird lit days and 14 chuens, or 2!t'.t days. This reckonino- readies

1 Cauac 7 Vax in the year in Hen. This is correct, as this date is found

at HlH. A14 iinniediately followino-. This result is important, as it

furnishes strong- evidence of tlu> correctness of tin' ruimlicr assio^ned

b}^ Mr Goodman to the face gl.vph attached to the day .Miau. 'i"ho

rcekoninjjf hi're is forward, which is presimied l<i be the direction

followed ))y th(^ other series.

.Vs the next inMuc;;il series (CiJ to 1)4, reverse of usual ord(M") is. as 1

(1)
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count it, 1 katuii. 14 ahaus, 14 chueii-i. () days. or. in all, 1^.520 days, the

reckoning is forward this number of days, presumably from 1 Cauac 7

Yax in the year 10 Ben. No connection is made by this count; but

when 299 days, the amount of the previous series are deducted, the

remainder—12,221 days—will carry us to 2 Ahau 3 Uayeb (or the third

added day) of the year i Ezanab. This is correct, as we tiiid this date

following the series at C'8, 1)8. By using the whole numeral series

—

12,520 days—and counting from the first date—1 Ahau 18 INIac (9

Lamat)—we reach the latter date—2 Ahau 3 Uayeb—as. of course, we
should. We thus have proof not only that ]Mr Goodman has correi'tly

interpreted the sj'mbol at Ds as that of the Uayeb, or .5 added-day
period, but also additional evidence in favor of the number assigned

by him to the face character of the first date. It may be said that this

tirstdate was found by counting backward from after dates. Be it so,

this method is perfectly legitimate and is the only means of determin-

ation in such case unless his theory of counting from the })eginning of

the great cycle and also his interpretation of the face mmierals be

accepted. The symbols of the month and day of the month are clear,

and limit the day to one of four—Ahau, Chicchan, Oc, Men—none of

which, save Ahau, will connect with the following dates. I therefore

deem the evidence sufficient for acceptance.

As 1 Ahau 13 Mac is reintroduced at D14, C15, it would seem that a

new reckoning should begin from this point. The result of the trial,

using the entire numeral series which comes immediately after the

date is as follows:

Days

7 cycles 1, 008, 000

7 katuns oO, 400

7 ahaus 2, 520

3 chuens 60

Days 16

Total 1 , 060, 996

Deduct 55 calendar rounds 1, 043, 900

Remahider 17, 096

As 1 Ahau 13 Mac falls in the year 9 Lamat, we reckon from that

date, counting forward 17,096 days, and reach 2 Cib 14 Yax in the

year 4 Akbal. This is correct except as to thi> month, wdiich, as shown
l)y glyph Ml, is certainly Mol. It is evident, then-foi'e, that ^Ir Good-
man is wrong in assuming that the series 7-7-7-3-16 (or 17,096 days

after casting out the calendar rounds) connects 1 Ahau 13 Mac of the

left slab with 2 Cilj 14 Mol, the first date of the right slab, unless

the month is corrected to Yax. What he means l>y "40,000 days to be

accounted for." and that they are to be accounted for ))y the reckoning
'•'7-7-7-3-16 to 2 Cib 14 Mol," is not clear. According to his

"synopsis showing the position of the dates in both [inscriptions]"
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gfiven above, the lapse of time, as eaii he seen hy subtractiti','' series 2

from series Id. is r)i;.520 days, thus:

Series 11.. 9 12 18 5 16

Seriei'2... 1 IS 5 4

7 14 1:5 1 16

F( 111 rth series left slab Foliated Cross 7 7 7 3 16

7 5 16 0=52,520 days.

He maizes tlie lapse of time from 1 Ahau 13 Mac to 3 Cib 14 Mol
7-l-l:-13-l-lti=l, 113,516 days, or 12,676 after easting out the calen-

dar rounds. That this number of days will connect the two dates is

certainly true, but where is the evidence to justify this radical change
of the mnueral series by the addition of 52.o'2<) daj's? Where is the

proof tliat these two dates are to }>e connected 1)V the; fourth rumieral

series^ \ mimber can be found to connect any two dates, but there

must ])c demonstration first that thev arc to be connected according to

the plan of the aboriginal ai'tist. The direct connection l)et\veen the

series of the left and right sl:i))s is thei-eforc not jii'ovcd. tiiougli the

r(>ckonings given al)ove seem to indicate it.

Passing over the middle space to th(> I'ight sial). th(> tirst date (LI.

Ml), already noticed, is 2 Cib 14 Mol; the next, found at M5, L6, is

3 Caban 15 Mol. which is tlu^ ne.vt day in the calendar after 2 Cib 14

Mol. both l)eing in the same year—5 Akbal. Following the latter iit

LI6, M16 is what appears to be :i numeral scries (1). to wit, t! ahaus, y

chuens. 3 days. Whether this is to be recognized as a numeral scries

which is to be counted is uncertain, as it is immediately followed at

M17. ^'1. 01. I)y tiie scri(>s (2) 4 days, <i chuens, 9 ahaus. 2 katuns

(17,764 days). 'I'hc latter is followed at N5, ()5 by a souunvhat uncer-

tain date, S Oc 3 Kayab. or S Aiiau 13 Uo. The day is a face syml)ol

and the nionth symlidi is unusual, but more like that for Kayab than

any other. It is iuc-ludctl in (ioodman's syno]isis as S C)c ;> Kayab.
This is followed at N6. Oti by the series (3) (! days. 1 1 cluiens. (i alums
(2,3S6 days), which, in turn, without any intermediate recognizable

date, is followed at ()i3. NL4 by the series (4) 4 days, 12 chuens. 1

ahau (604 days). This is follow(>d at N15 by the date 8 Ahau S I'o.

Immediately following, at ()i5. is the symbol for l:'> katuns, which is

foll()W(>d by no date.

We tind by trial that neither 2 Cib 14 .Mol nor 3 Caban l."> .Mol will

connect by the tirst series, 6-t)-3 (2.343 days), nor the second. 2-9-6-4

(17,764 days), with eithei- of the dates which follow. 'i"he i-cckoning

forward of 17,764 days from 2 Cib 14 Mol, year .'> .Vkbal. reaches 8

Ahau 13 Uo, year 2 Lamat. which might be accepted as correct, as the

day symbol, which is a face character, is much like that for .Vhau. liut

for three reasons: First, the month symbol is wholly dilVerent from that

denoting Uo. though somewhat unu>iial. being aiipaiently that for
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Kaviib; second, S Ahau 13 Uo will not connect with the following date;

third. S Oc 3 Kayab will answer more requirements of the position than

will 8 Ahau 13 Uo. Assuming 8 Ahau 13 Uo to he correct, the only

connection is backward by the second numeral series, 17,76-i. with 2

Cib li Mol, first date of the right slab. Assuming the date to be 8 Oc
3 Kayab and counting forward 2,386 days, the third numeral series

followed by no date, we reach 2 Cib 14 Mol, year 5 Akbal, which is

presumed to fill the place of the missing date. Counting forward
from this 604: days, the fourth numeral series, we reach 8 Ahau 8 Uo,
year 7 Ben, the date which follows. 1 am inclined, though with con-

siderable doubt, to accept this as the correct solution, as Goodman
seems to have done, but it leaves us without anj' connection backward
from 8 Oc 3 Kayab. Similar duplication of dates is found in the

inscription of the Tablet of the Sun.

In this case, as well as in the preceding inscription, if we count

2,386 daj's (the number in the second series of the middle space in the

Tablet of the Cross) from 8 Oc 3 Kayab in the middle space, we con-

nect with 2 Cib 14 Mol, fii'st date on the right slab.

Let us examine now Goodman's synopsis (page 766). B}- compar-
ing it with the lists of the series of the Tablet of the Sun and the Tablet

of the Foliated Cross (pages 761, 76.5), it will be seen that he begins

with the first series on the left slab of the Tablet of the Sun (date 13

Cimi 1!> Ceh). His next series is the first of the left slab of the Tablet

of the Foliated Cross (date 1 Ahau 13 Mac) the lapse between the

two being 14 days. His next (3) is the second series, left slab of the

Tablet of the Foliated Cross (date 1 Cauac 7 Yax); his next (4) is the

third, left slab of the Tablet of the Foliated Cross. This skips over
the second series of the left slal) of the Tablet of the Sun (date 2 Caban
10 Tzec). Moreover, the fourth series (4), which he gives here as

2-20-20-18-20 (the 20s and 18 each being in fact counted by him as

0, as can readily be shown by his own figures, 2-0-0-0-0 making the

connection he designates), is made not by adding the third series of

the left slab of the Tablet of the Foliated Cro.ss (1-14-14-0) to his

series 3, but to series 2, the second series of the tablet (14-19) being
included, as I have shown, in the third (l-14r-14-0). In other words,

the count from 1 Cauac 7 Yax to 2 Ahau 3 Uayeb is to be obtaint>d ])y

su])tracting series 2 (l-J-lil) from the third series (1-14-14-0), left

slal) of the Tablet of the Foliated Cross. The next three dates, 12

Ahau S Ceh, 2 Cimi 19 Zotz, and 9 Akbal 6 Xul, appear to have been
located b)' his theoretic scheme and not by the data obtained from
the inscriptions. This may be shown as follows:

From 2 Ahau 3 Uayeb, third .series of the left slab of the Tablet

of the Foliated Cross, he skips to 12 Ahau 8 Ceh, first series on the

right slab of the Tablet of the Sun, making a jump from the begin-

ning of the second cycle (2-(Mj-( )-( i) of his fifty-fourth great cvcle to
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l)_3_l_15-(( (3 kutiiiis. i iihuu. :uicl L.") iliia-ns on tlu- iiiiitli cytlc). and

thenoe liy tlic next .stop (t!) to !>-l()-2-0-(i. 2 Cinii 19 Zotz, the date of

the second series of th(^ rii>ht slul) of th(> Tal)let of the Sini. This <rives

as the count forward from his date 4 to his date n, 7-3-l-l.")-U, which,

it is true, expresses the exact laps(> of time between these two dates.

But ujion what evidence in the inscriptions is this succession founded^

Accordinij- to his own statiMucnt tiic lapse of time from 4 Ahau s

Cumhu, l)egimiinir day of his tifty-fourth great cycle, to -1 ('i)( 14 ^lol

is 9-12-18-5-l»). while in his synopsis the distance to Vl Ahau 8 Ceh
is o-iven as it-3-1-15-0. It is apparent, therefore, that he places 12

Ahau .s Cell ))ack, in the order of time, of 2 Cib 14 Mol, 9-10-8-16 or

70,67(5 days. As any given date will i-eappear in each calendar round

or 52-year period, the position in the great cycle, even on his theory,

should l)e determined by the series of the inscription. This is done in

regard to 18 Cimi 19 Ceh, 1 Ahau i:^. Mac. L Cauac 7 Yax, 2 Ahau ?>

Uayeb, and also in regard to 2 Cih 14 Mol. but there is no (>vidence to

show that it has l)een done in regard to 12 Ahau 8 Ceh. nor is any

backward connection indicated l)y which the position of this date can

be a.scertained.

Starting with 12 Ahau s Ceh mid the series (,">) of his synopsis with

w^hich it is connected, as a basis, his count (6) to 2 Cimi 19 Zotz and

thence (7) to 9 Akhal 6 Xul is in accordance with the numeral series,

if we assume with him that the count from 2 Cimi 19 Zotz, second series,

right slab of th(> Tablet of the Sun, though forward in the order of time,

goes bai'k in the arrangement oi the inscription to tlii' 9 Akbal (! Xul
which precedes it. But it is ecjuall}' true that if. as he holds, the mid-

dle space follows the right slab, comiection will he made with the 9

Akbal of the middle space. Ilowex'cr, as the figures agree with the

inscription, making the two minoi' changes in the numbers heretofore

suggested, we pass to the following dates.

The connection of 9 Akl)al (i Xul with his date (S) IM Ahau 18 Kan-
kin is coi'rect. the change h(n-etofore suggested in the third luimeral

series, right slal), from 582 to 587, l)eing made. But when we pass to

his next series (9), date 8 Oc :5 Kayab. we find the interval 2-1-12-10

(15,010 days), whit'h is evidently the date of the second series right slab

of the Tablet of the Foliated Cioss. This reckoning will, it is true,

(arrv us back to 18 Ahau Is Kankin, presumably the last date of the

Tablet of the Sun, the same date a])i)earing also in the middle space;

but it is without any authority in the inscription. This is followed in

his synopsis (L(i) liy 2 Cib 14 Mol. which appears in the same ivlativc

position both on the Tablet of the Sun and the Tablet of tlu> Foliated

Cross, but I'cfers hei'c to the date to l)c supplied, as has been shown,

to the third series m\ the right slab of the Tablet of the Foliated

Cross. The interxal he gives between the two dates is (i-ll-<>. which

is in accordance with the inscription. This is followc<l (II) liy S Ahau
8 I'o with an interval of 1-12-4. which is also correct.
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It will be seen from this diseussioii that there are some hreaks in his

synopsis whieh will, until they are explaiiK>d. lea\ e it in an un-^atisfae-

tory condition. Nevertheless, as has been suijsiested. the two inscrip-

tions appear to t)e based on the same genei-al plan and intimately

related; in fact, they jiresent substantially the same chain of series.

TK.Ml'I.K OF INSCRirTlONS

We turn next to the inscrijition found in the so-called Temple
of Inscriptions, where we have the benefit of Mr Maudslays photo-

graphs and drawings and, to .some extent, of Mr Cioodman's interpri>-

tation. As parts of the inscription have been badly defaced it is

tj V^—cJ

Fig. 1.S—Part of the inscription on tlie wall oi" the Temple of Inscriptions, ralcii'iuc.

impossible to give the series and dates iu connected form. Attention

will therefore be directed only to such portions as are sufticiently dis-

tinct to be determined M'ith probable correctness by inspection. As
Mr Goodman has given, on page Hi of his work, a copy of part of the

inscription with comments, reference will be made first to this portion,

of which a copy is gi\-en in our figure 18. This portion is lettered and

numbered .separately in the usual manner.
Mr Goodman's comments, as gi\en on pages 114 and 11.") of hi^ work.

are as follows, the breaks and parentheses being his own:

Tlie reailiiiir '<( the above, >'ii far at; ] can make it mit, is as fellows: (To the) HI

Ahaii lo Yaxkiii I that is i 1 calendar round i from :i. or

the same) date a]ipearini: some distance liack—S days, 9 cimens (there is what
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appeal's almost like a trick here; the iniiiiber ni rhiietis i^' not designated liy three

dots, but by three signs for 3) (and) IL' ahans reckoning l>ack-

wards, (by) katuns (probaV)ly a manner of denoting the reckoning to be a long one)

(to) 8 Ahau 13 Pop (Ii040) bissextile periods (in atldi-

tion. It is impossible, with our imperfect knowledge of the Maya numerals, to say

just how this number of bissextile jieriods is expressed; but a subseijuent reckoning

shows that 80 calendar rounds, or 1,040 four-year periods, are implied here. )

reckoning backwards (an unintelligible glyph; though, as is very like some
we have just seen employed in scanning the katuns, it probably has the same signifi-

cance as the katun sign previously made use of to indicate a long reckoning)

(to the) 5 Lamat 1 Mol (that is) 8 days, 4 chuens (and)

2 ahaus (from the) 3 Ahau, beginning a katun 3 Zotz a

twentieth ahau (or beginning of a katun)—1 day, 12 chuens 1 ahau
9 katuns (and) 2 cycles (the count covering) 18 calendar rounds

(from, or to—for it is uncertain if the reckoning is intended to fix the posi-

tion of the date 5 Lamat-1 >Iol more circumstantially, or is a separate reckoning

back from it) the tenth score (or fifth doublt; score) of days, (in the) seventh cycle

(and) 7 ilays (from the) twentieth (or beginning score) 1

Manik 10 Tzec (there is a mistake somewhere, as the date at that point

is 9 Manik-20 Zotz) the beginning of a seventh day (or 7-day period).

Reckoning backwards, (by) katuns (an unintelligible glyph, though it prob-

ably indicates a period of some kind) 8 days, 5 chuens 10 ahaus

11 katuns (and) 10 cycles (to) a date appearing some dis-

tance back (8 Ahau-13 Pop: the reckoning here is an exact repetition, though in a

different style, of the first of the preceding ones) (from the) 5 Lamat
1 Mol (that is) 1 calendar round (and) 8 days (an unin-

telligible glyph) (from the) 10 Ahau 13Yaxkin appearing

some distance back.—5 Lamat-1 Mol 4 Manik 10 Zip (I have no
notion what these two isolated dates can mean, unless the former is a mere redundant
repetition of the date from which all the reckonings have been made; but the latter

has no apparent relation to anything else in the text).—1 cycle 9 katuns

(and) 16 ahaus (an unintelligible directive sign; the reckoning,

however, is from 10 Ahau-13 Yaxkin, beginning the fouth ahau of the tentli katun

of the tenth cycle—showing an abrupt and unaccountable leap forward) (to

the) twentieth (or beginning) score days begiiming the twelfth cycle.

1'he dates and numeral series in this portion of the inscription, tsiken

in the order they come in the figure jjiven al)ove, are as follows:

10 Ahau 13 Y'axkin (8 Lamat) Days

1 12 9V 8 SAhau 13 Pop (9 Lamat) 4,508

5 Lamat 1 Mol (8 Lamat)
2 2 4 8 3Ahau 3 Zotz (t> Ezenab) 808

3 2 9 1 12 1 1 Maink 10 Tzec (3 Ezenab) (353,401) ll,7<il

4 10 H 10 5 8 5 Lamat 1 Mol (8 Lamat) (1,522,908) 4,508

5 8 10 Ahau 13 Yaxkin (8 Lamat) 8

5 Lamat 1 Mol (S Lamat)
4 Manik 10 Zip (7 t^zenab)

6 1 9? 16? (no date) (214,560?) 5.780?

The first date (Al. Bl) is 10 Ahau IH Yaxkin; the next (Ao. Bo) is 8

Ahau 13 Pop. The glyph A'2, which is one calendar roiuid, i.s not

included in the inti'rniediate count. Tim intermcdiiitv luuncral sym-

bols (A3, B3) arc >^ days. 3 or It chu(>ns, 12 ahaus. Altiuuioh tlicre aic

onl}' 3 dots or halls I'cpresentino the chuens, they are, from their >izo
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and certain marks on thoni, interpretpd ?> times 3 by Goodman. The
next date (A5. Bo) is 8 Ahau 13 Pop, followed at CI, Dl by 5 Lamat 1

Mol without any intermediate numeral series. Following- the latter

date, at C2, D2, is the numeral series 8 days, -i chuens, 2 ahaus (808
daj^s). This is followed at C3, D3 by the date 3 Ahau 3 Zotz, and this,

at D-i to Cfi inclusive. 1)}- the numeral series 1 day. 12 chuens. 1 ahau.

9 katuns. 2 cycles (353.401 days). At D6 is the symbol for 18 calendar

rounds, followed at El, Fl by the date 1 Manik 10 Tzec; and this is

followed, at E4- to F5 inclusive, by the numeral series 8 days, 5 chuens,

10 ahaus. 11 katuns. Id cycles (1,522.908 days). At F6 E7 is the date 5

Lamat 1 ]\Iol. This is followed immediately (F7) by the symbol for 1
calendar round, and this at Gl by the symbol for 8 days. Following
this, at G2, H2, is the date 10 Ahau 13 Yaxkin; and this is followed
(H3, in one symbol) Ijy 5 Lamat 1 Mol, and the latter, at Gl, Hi. by 4
Manik 10 Zip.

^Ir Goodman sajs the reckoning from the first date and generally
in this inscription is backward, but it is certain that the count back-
ward of 4,508 days (first series) from 10 Ahau 13 Yaxkin will not
reach 8 Ahau 13 Pop, the next date, nor an}- following date given in

the foregoing list. This first date (10 Ahau 13 Yaxkin) is probably
connected with some preceding date not included in the portion of the
inscription given by Mr Goodman which is now under consideration.

If we count forward 4,508 days from 8 Ahau 13 Pop, year 9 Lamat,
the second date (first series of the list), we reach 5 Lamat 1 Mol, year
8 Lamat, the date next following. It is true that both dates come after

the numeral series, but this occurs more than once in the inscriptions.

If we subtract 808 days (the second series) from 1,508 (first series), the
remainder is 3,7O0 days; counting forward this numl)er of days from
8 Ahau 13 Pop, year 9 Lamat, we reach 3 Ahau 3 Zotz. year 6 Ezanab,
the date of the second series. This, it will lie rememliered, is the rule

which seems to prevail in two of the preceding inscriptions.

The next series (3), 11,761 days after the calendar rounds have been
subtracted, is followed by the date 1 Manik 10 Tzec. This date ]\Ir Good-
man says is a mistake, "' as the date at this point is 9 ^Nlanik 20 Zotz,"

which, according to the system I am using, would be 9 Manik 20 Zip.

It is certain that 1 Manik 10 Tzec can not be connected liy 11,7()1 days
with any preceding or following date, whether the reckoning be for-

ward or backward. If we adopt Mr Goodman's suggestion that the
date should be 9 Manik 20 Zip (year 2 Lamat) and count forward
11,761 days, we reach 5 Lamat 1 Mol (year 8 Lamat), the date which
follows. Although there is no second connection to confirm this

suggestion, 1 am inclined to think it is probably correct. Counting
forward 1,508 daj's (fourth series) from 8 Ahau 13 Pop, year 9 Lamat
(first series), we reach 5 Lamat 1 Mol (year 8 Lamat), the date follow-

ing the fourth numeral series; and counting eight days (fifth scries)

ll* KTH, 1>T 2 11
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from IM Ahiui lo Yiixkiii bring.-* the ivekoniii<,' to 5 Laiiiat I Mol. the

next followiiiff date.

It ap):)e:irs. therefore, from these results th:it tlie reekoniiij;' so fjii- is

forward and not baekward, as Mr Goodman maintains.

As the next numeral series (6 in the list {fiven above) has the ])r(>-

tixed numerals, except the 1 (cycle), <j;iven in utmsuai symbols, and there

is no recognizable date following within reasonable distance, we will

turn to Mr Maudslay's photographs and drawings of the in.scription,

noticing such additional series only as otl'er sufiicient i'ecogniza])le data

for examination. We take that following the })ortion which has been

exanuned. This will be foiuid in his photograph, plate 59, vol. n . and
drawing, plate 62, same volume. The numbering and lett<n-ing on

his plate 62 will be foIlowcMl. While I feel doubtful as to a luuii-

ber of the glyphs on th(> jjlate of drawings, judging by the' nearly

obliterated forius in the photograph, yet, as Maudslay had an oppor-

tunity of observing the original and of carefully studying the casts,

1 shall accept the drawings generally, expressing doubt where I d(>em

it necessary.

Attention is called tirst to the somewhat doubtful glyph 07, denoting

7 Cimi 19 Ceh. Following this order, the reverse of the usual (P7 to

P8), are the countei-s !t cycles, 7 katuns, 11 ahaus, S chuens, days
(1,350, -±20 day.s); subti'acting 71 calendar rounds— 1,347,5SU days

—

leaves 2,840 days to be counted. As the countei's are reversed in order,

our count will be backward from 7 Cimi 19 Ceh, ytnir 3 Lamat. This

we find will reach 1 Cimi 19 Pax in the year ,s Lamat, the next date,

found at OlO, PIG. As the agreement with the inscription is exact,

the count appears to be correct. The cycle and ahau symbols here

are face glyphs.

The series commencing with the date 7 Caban 1.5 Pop (Q6, K6) has

as its counters 1 day, 6 chuens, 7 ahaus, 2 katuns (Q7 to (^S). (>i|ual

tx) 17,041 days. As 7 Caban 15 Pop falls in the year 6 Akl)al, counting

forward this number of days we reach 5 Ezanab, the 6th day of Kan-
kin in the year 13 Ben. This agrees exactly with the inscription, as

we tind 5 Ezanalj 6 Kaidvin farther on at Qll, and the counting in

this case is forward, as has been found to be the rule of this inscrip-

tion with the one exce])ti()n noted. Counting forward fi-om th(> last

date—5 Ezanab 6 Kankin—2 days 11 chuens (Kll) and !> ahaus (Q12),

or 3,462 days, we reach 9 Ahau, the I8th day of tlie niontli Zotz in

the year 10 Akbal. This is correct, as the latter dati' is found in lhi>

double glyph SI. The last chuen sj'mbol (Kll) is a fac^' glypii.

As these arc the oidy series of this in.scription presenting data >uHi-

cient for satisfactory computation, I will notic(; one or two glyphs and

pass to other in.scriptions. At LS and P5 are ahaii symliols, which
appear to take the place of katun .symbols, but 1 am unaltle to prove

this by count. In the latter instance th(M-e is a dale innucdiately pre-
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cedint,' and dates following, but I am unable to make connections by
including or excluding the above symbol, either bj' counting backward
or forward, though the date which follows is clearly determined by a

computation, given above.

TiKAL Inscriptions

Our next examples will be from the Tikal inscriptions, l)ut here we
will use Rosny's photograph of the so-called '"Bas-Relief de Bernoulli"

(Les Docs.. Ecritsde L'Antiq. Aniericain, Mem. Soc. Ethn. vol. i, ISSI),

Maudslay's ligui'es not being at hand. Rosny's plates 10-11 represent

a standing individual literallj^ overwhelmed with ornaments and over-

arched by a great serpent, from whose wide-open jaws protrude the

head, shoulders, and arms of a human form. In the upper left-hand

and right-hand corners are the inscriptions, each of four columns. The
carving in this case is on wood. The inscription in the upper left-

hand corner is shown in part in our figure 19.

The first two glyphs (Al, Bl) represent the date 3 Ahau 3 Mol,

which falls in the year 4 Ezanab. At B3, A4 is the

next date, 11 Ik, and apparently 15 Chen. The
number symbols between these are (B2), 2 days, 2

chuens, and (A3), 2 ahaus, together equal to 762

days. Counting forward 762 days from the first

date (3 Ahau 3 Mol), we reach 11 Ik 15 Chen in the

j^ear 6 Lamat, which is correct.

The inscription on plate 12, same work, com-
mences, like the first, with 8 Ahau 3 Mol, but the

numbers are too nuich injured, until the lower half

is reached, to trace the series correctly. The seventh

glyph in the right column and eighth in the left give

the date 7 Ben 1 Pop. Near the bottom are two numeral symbols
giving 7 days, 2 chuens and 3 ahaus, equal to 1,127 days, followed

by a date 3 Ahau 13 — 'i the month date being nearly obliterated.

Counting forwai'd from 7 Ben 1 Pop in the year 7 Ben 1.127 days,

we reach 3 Ahau the 13th day of the month Uo in the year 10 Lamat.
This is correct, as the portion of the month symbol remaining is not

inconsistent with the Uo symbol in the Dresden codex.

It is noticeable that all the chuen symbols in these two inscriptions

are face forms, the ahau symbols ordinary and face forms. It may
also be remarked in passing that the glyphs in these inscriptions are

the most delicate!}' and tastefuUj^ ornamented of any which have so

far been found in Central America or Mexico.
On plate 13, same work, is a brief inscription from the saine ))as-

relief. The first date is — i Ahau 13 Pop, the number to the left of

Ahau being defaced. Following these are the numerals 18 days, 7

chuens, equal to 158 daj-s, and the date 11 Ezanab 11 — ? the month

Fw.li)—I'an cii ilir in-

scription at Tikiil.
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symbol indicatint;' Chen or Muaii. appai'ontly the formor. If we
assiimo the day of the tiist (late to he 4 Ahau, the count is eorrcct

and the Uittei- date is 11 Ezaiiah I 1 Chen.

COPAN IXSCRIPTIONS

We turn now to Maudsliiy's photographs of the Co])an inscriptinns.

coinniencini;- with that on Stela A. accoi-dini,'' to tiie method adopted

by this explortM' of d(>signatini>- the monoliths of this locality. As ]\[r

Goodman refers to the inscriptions of this place, we will notice his

conmients so f:ir as is deemed nec(>ssary.

8TELA A

The (Treat cycle which Mr Goodman numbers 54 being omitted, the

remainder of the initial series in which the attached numei-als are of

the usual form—dots and lines—is as follows: 9 cycles. 14 katiuis. in

ahaus. 8 chuens, days, to 12 Ahau 18 Cumhu. The symbol here

int(M'prt^ted Ahau is an unusual, inclosed face glyph. The two ))arts

of the date are some distance a})art. the .\iiau at B3 and the Cunihu at

B8. After passing over several glyphs, we reach at C13 the symbol
for 3 chuens, H days, and passing over twelve pair of gly]ihs reach 4

Ahau 18 Muan. According to Mr Goodman, the first date is to !»'

connected with th<> second by counting backward. Counting liack 3

chuens or Ho da^-s from 12 Ahau 18 Cumiiu will l)ring us to 4 Ahau
18 Muan, but this omits from consideration a number of intermediate

glyjihs with attached numerals. If the reckoning be correct, it will

prove that the face glyph at B3 is Ahau.

STELA B

The initial series on Stela H, like the ]ireceding one, has ordinary

numerals prefixed to the ti.ue period or order-of-units symbols, though
the latter are face cdiaracters. This s(>rics is .54—9-15-0-0-0, or fifty-

fourth great cycle ((roodman's numbering), 9 cycles, 15 katuns.

ahaus, chuens, days, to 4 Ahau 13 Yax'. According to Good-
man's intei-))rctatioti as ap])licd to his scheme of the Mayan time sys-

tem, the terminal date of the initial series of this inscription should

be precisely loilmensor 20n days later in time than the terminal date

of the initial series on Stela A: this, however, as will be shown far-

ther on, does not prove to be so.

STKLA C

As there are no other recognizable series on Stela B. we pass to

Stela C In regard to this insci-ijition Mr (ioothnau appears to be

in much doubt. His remarks are as follows:

Nearly evcrytliint; about this iiiscriptiiin appears to be wrong. The princijial

reckoning tioes not accord witli tiie dates given. The initial date to the left is 6
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Ahau IS Kayal), designated )>y the first irlyi''> t" be a certain number of score days
in a 13tli cycle. As all the dates are indicateil to l)e the beginning of ahaus, this

particular date must be in the 13th cycle of the 55th great cycle, as no ahau in the

13th cycle of the 54th great cycle begins with 6 Ahau 18 Kayah. In the 55th great

cycle it is 13-2-18-18x20. From this date, according to the glyjihs as drawn, there

is a reckoning of 11-14-5-18X1 to either another 6 Ahau 18 Kayab or to an 8

Ahau 13 Muan; but such a reckoning would reach neither of those dates—both of

which are designated as beginning an ahau—even if there were no odd day or

chuen. The only explanation I can conceive is that the reckoning is, or was intended

to be, 11-17-5-18x20, which is 5 ahau rounds; and as the same ahau date recurs

at each round, the 6 Ahau 18 Kayab would be correct in that event. But this would
leave the next date, 8 Aliau 13 Muan, still a mystery, it appearing to have no
connection with the preceding dates. As the beginning of an ahau it could not occur

anywhere in the vicinity except at 54-12-16-1-18X20. The second section, like the

first, begins with a glyph indicating the date to be certain scores of days in the 13th

cycle. The day number is given as 15, but of course that is impossible. From a

later examination of the stone Maudsley thinks it may be 9 or 5. It is prolialily

the former, the date in all likelihood being—55-13-2-14-18x20—9 Ahau 18 Cumhu.
In this event, the character under the ordinary numeral accompanying the month
symbol must represent 10. The re.st of the inscription is unintelligible, except the

two dates, 4 Ahau 18 Uo and 5 Ahau 8 Uo.

Unfortuiiatply IVIaudslay'.'^ i)hotop:r!iphs of the inscriptions on this

stela are not sufficiently distinct and clear to enable us to thoroughly
te.st his drawings by inspection, and the latter are not entirely

satisfaetoiy.

The initial series in this instance appears to consist of the single

symbol denoting 13 cj'cles, followed immediately by 6 Ahau 18 Kayab.
This, written out after the method adopted, would he 54—13-0-0-0-0,

to 6 Ahau IS Kayal), or tift3'-fourth great cycle^ 13 cycles, katuns,

ahaus, chuens, days, to 6 Ahau 18 Kaj'ab, assuming the date

to be in Goodman's supposed fifty-fourth great cycle. However,
according to this author, no ahau in his fifty-fourth great cycle begins

with 6 Ahau 18 Kayab. but. as he finds bj^ reference to his scheme as

shown in his tables, that it does begin the eighteenth ahau (according

to his method of counting) of the second katun of the thirteenth cycle

of the fiftj'-fifth great cycle, he places it there. It is apparent from
this fact that he has determined the nimiber of the great circle not ))y

an in.spection of the initial or great c\'cle glyph, but from his system.

Has his determination of the numbers of the other two great cycles

he mentions been reached in the same way? I am strongh' inclined to

think that it has, as the process to be followed in determining the

numbers from the details of the initial glyphs is not clearly given nor
fitlly explained anywhere in his work.
There is an initial series to another inscription on this stela, but it

is imintelligible to me and apparently so to Goodman. There is one
numeral .series in the first inscription, but it will not connect dates.
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STELA D

The iriiscriptioii on Stela D presents the unusiml feature of giving

the symbols in the form of the entire body of the person or animal,

instead of simply the head, of which a parallel, so far as I am aware,
is found only in some of the Mexican codices. No series except the

initial one is recognizable. Some aid, however, may be obtiiined from
this singular inscription in determining the signification of the time

and numeral symbols. For example, the cvcle and katun .^yiubol.s

have each, as an essential portion of the glyph, a bird form in connec-

tion with the human figure; the ahau has a nondescript monster; the

chuen, what I take to be a frog, and tlie .symbol for the month Zotz
(if Mr Goodman be correct in his determination), the hgure of a leaf-

nosed bat. The grand cycle, or initial glyph, has as the sidepiece

(each side) a tish. I am inclined to b(>lieve that these figures, which
(with the exception of the l)at) appear to be unessential for the deter-

mination of the time periods or orders of units, are used as symbolic
of the names assigned to these periods.

The initial series in this ca.sc, as determined bj' Mr Goodman, is

54-9-6-5-0-0 to 4 Ahau 13 Zotz.

STEL^ E AND F

Stela E presents no recognizable initial or other series or determin-
able dates. The same may be said of Stela F, though Mr Goodman
gives an initial series which is confessedly presented "irrespective of

the reading of the inscription."

STEL^K H AND I

Pa.ssing over Stela H, whose in.scriptions present no connected dates,

we come to that on Stela I. Fortunately we have good photographs
by Maudslay of the inscriptions on this Stela. The initial series as

given by Mr Goodman is 54th great cycle, 9 cycles, 12 katuns, 3 ahaus,

14 chuens, days—5 Ahau

—

''the month date should be 8 Uo, but the

glyph which here follows after the initial directive series is oljliter-

ated."' The ahau .symbol is here the figure of a bird's h(>ad, and the

number a symbol. The month sjnibol, which Mr Goodman says is

obliterated, is, on the contrary, quite distinct, the only injury being

a slight break in the attached numeral, which appears to be 8. The
month sj^mbol is apparently that of Chen; if of Uo, it is a quite unu-
sual form. However, as this does not connect with any other date, we
turn to the inscription on the north side.

Mr Goodman's statement in regard to this inscription is as follows:

There 10 Ahau 13 Chen is designated as the beginning of a katun—an 8th katun as

given * * * There follows a reckoning of 8 days and 10 chuens from 10 Ahau
13 Chen to 10 Lamat—the moutli date not given, but we know it must be 16 Pop.
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MaiicLslay's photograph of this third row as published in his plate

65 is, so far as the first group, which includes the date mentioned, is

concerned, too dim and imperfect to determine the gh'phs with even

a reasonable degree of certainty, l)ut as Mr Goodman had original

photographs, and Maudslay's drawings are more complete, the original

inscription may have been clearer than the published photograph
(autotype). From the drawing, the Ahau symbol is seen to be of the

usual form, but the attached numeral, if it be such, is a face character

similar to the second form of 10 given l)y Mr Goodiuan. The number
13 over the month symbol is of the usual form (balls or dots and lines);

the month symbol is incomplete, l)ut the remaining portion, as given

in the drawing, with the exception of the cap piece, which is like that

of Chen, is more like Yax, Zac, or Ceh. The symbol for 8 days in the

reckoning is separate from the chuen symbol. The number over the

chuen is a face form, the same as that noticed above as 10. The 10

Lamat which follows is distinct and of the usual form. It is followed

inmiediately by a glyph with the usual numeral symbol for 9 attached.

Although Mr Goodman says •'month date not given," this glyph
resembles almost exactly that in the inscription on the back, which he
calls Uo, but which is more like Chen. The only objection to assuming
it to be a month symliol is that Lamat is never the itth day of the month,
but similar errors in this respect have been observed. It is true that if

we count 8 days, 10 chuens ( = 208 days) from 10 Ahau 13 Chen, we will

reach 10 Lamat 16 Pop of the following year; but the test is never

satisfactory without the month and day of the month, except in case of

continued series, as in the codex, where the error, if one is made, can

be corrected b}' the preceding or following diflerences. Let us in this

case change the number attached to the glyph following 10 Lamat to

11, and call the month Chen, which it most resem))les. Counting back

we vary but one da}^ from 10 Ahau, but the month will be Kayal).

This series is therefore not sufficiently certain to decide positivelj- that

Mr Goodman's assignment of the numV)er 10 to the face glyph over

the Ahau symlwl is correct, but we are justified in accepting this face

character as a numeral, as characters denoting or 20 are never
attached to symbols representing particular days.

STELA J

One of the most important inscriptions at Copan is that on the north

and south faces of Stela .1. the two sides forming one series. This is

shown in plates xliii*/ and XLIII/^ which are as nearly as possible copies

of Maudslay's drawings, these l)eing selected rather than the autotype,

which in some places is a little dim. As the glyphs are all numbered
except the upper two on the north side, marked A and B, they will

be cited ))y the nunil)ers.

A slight glance over the inscription is sufficient to call attention to
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the fre(}uent ivpotition of the so-ciilled ahuu time or minieral symbol.

By beifiiiiiinji' witli y'lyph 1 and foUowinj^ down the tirst two cohimns
and then down the seeond two as niim))ered. it will he seen that they

have numerals attached, heoiiuiinji' with 1 and proceedin<r in regular

order, 2, 3, ete, up to Ui. 'I'he remaining iuunl)ei's. 17-20, do not

appear to have been given on the Stela.

As jNIr (xoodman's conuuent on this in.seription reveals his method
of ascertaining numeral characters, it probably will be best to give it

in full:
First Ahau—300 Days

Second (jhiph—The upper cliaracter is one meaninj; beginning, or from tlie begin-

ning, a.s we iiave learned from its use elsewhere with directive and ])eriod signs, so

there will be no necessity for speaking of it again. The inference is plain that the

characters under it represent the number of days in tht^ single ahau that has passed.

They consist of a conii)Osite sign surmounting two 0]»posed coils—the coil, however,
not being as plain in tliis particular instance as in succeeding ones. We have long

suspected all forms iif the coil, where it went beyond a mere curve, to be indicative

of 9, and the subtix of the ahau syml)ol has pretty well satisfied us of it. Now, these

are identical with the coils in tluit sul)lix, Init tliey have not the center])iece between
them wliich there uuiltiplies them by 4. Hence, these must stand for 18 simply,

one of the commonest constituents of 360, the aliau number of days. In that case

the other factor must be 20, rejiresented by the composite character above.

Tliiril ijlyjih—Here we recognize the doul)le cauac character, which we know
stands for 20 days, from its employment in tlie symbols for the calendar round and
cycle. It follows that the head above .t must imjily 18, but unfortiuiately it is too

mutilated to clearly make out if it has the characteristics of the ordinary 18 face or

is a variant.

Second Arau—720 Days

Secoiiil {i/jiph—The same two coils; lience the composite character above them
here must denote 40.

Third gUiph—The 10-day sign quali tied by three characters that should aggregate

72. We should not be able to make them out but for knowledge subsequently

gained. If you will look down to the seventh ahau you will see, in tlie second glyph,

the under one of these three characters. Its jiosition there proves it to be 35. The
middle numeral is a bar with a band crossing it obliquely in the center—a sign for

9; but here there are two other partial bands, so that presumably it is three times

nine, or 27. We are yet ten sliort of tlie necessary total. In the top sign, we know
the (ihau stands for 4, the hand ordinarily for 5; but as the upright thumb by itself

means 1, the hand in tliis position evidently lias the value of 6.

Third Ahau—1080 Days

Si'roiiil ghiph—One of the coils disappears here and a sign for 3 takes its place.

.\s the S» element, which is an indispensable constituent of the ahau total, would be

lost l)y addition, this 3 nuist serve as a multiplier—9X3=27X20=540X2=1,080. The
multiiilication also shows us that the duplicate character at tlie liottom has here but

a single value.

Thii-d f/lijpli—The j/rr.r character wliich in tlie month symbol lias the value of 4, an

outdaring sign wliich in another inscription distinguishes a (ifteenlh katun, and a

character that nnist signify 18, to make up the complement of days—15x4=
60X18=1080.

Foinih (jl>i)>li—We must infer this to be an arl)itrary sign, equivalent to a third

ahau, or three ahaus.
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Fiii-RTii Ahat—1440 Pays

It will lie observed tliat the reekunin!,' of the days is missing here—a fact tliat will

become important when we reach the next ahau.

Second ghipli—Xii a portion of this is obliterated we will pass it by. It is a waste

of time to study illegible glyphs when the missing part is not restorable from what

i.s left or from the context.

Tliinl glyph—Same remarks.

Fifth Ahau—1800 Days

Second (/f(/p?i—18X40=720X2=1,440; hence this glyph should have gone with the

preceding ahau.

Third ghjph—A syml)ol which apjiropriately denotes the beginning of a fifth ahau

in several other places in the inscriptions. I call attention to the peculiar character

of the wing, or whatever it may be termed. It is not the ordinary form, signifying

20, but must have the value of 36—10x5=50x36=1800.

Sixth Ahau—2160 Days

Second gh/ph—The under number Ijeing 4 here, the character above the coils shoul<l

represent' 30, but instead it represents only 25—18X25=450x4=1800; hence this

glyjih should have gone with the fifth ahau.

Third glgph—The 20-day sign again, qualified by a character which the connection

requires to be a sign for 108—108x20=2160.
Fourth ghjph—An arbitrary sign, probably, for 6 ahaus or a sixth ahau.

Seventh Ahau—2520 Days

Second glyph—18X4=72X^?'=2!S20.
Third gli/ph—Two oi the characters encountered above reappear here, associated

witli a knot which we know to lie a sign for 5 or some of its multiples. As neither

10, 15, nor 20 added to the other characters would form a number that would bean

even divisor of 2,520, we must consider this a sign for 5 and the character underneath

it to represent 60—10+27+5=42x60=2520. The subfix here, consequently, not-

withstanding its resemblance to the character representing 72, can have no value,

liut must serve merely as a pedestal, as it does under the day symbols.

Eighth Ahau—2880 Days

Second glyph—

1

8 X40=720 X 4= 2880.

Third ^Z.vp/t—18X40=720X4=2880. Tlie subfix is without value here also.

Fourth glyph—Too defaced to justify any estimate of it.

Ninth Ahau—3240 Days

The computation, if there was one, and the equivalents are defaced beyond the

possibility of recognition.

Tenth Ahau—.3600 Days

The ahau sign here differs from all the rest. It is the symbol used in a Tikal

tablet to denote a date to be a tenth ahau.

Second glyph—The two coils do not appear here, only one; but that one is qualified

l>y a curve, signifying 5. As it can not be added without destroying the 9 element,

it must serve as a multiplier—9X5=45X40=1800X2=3600. The 2 sign here looks

something like the ahau character for 4, but the context requires it to be 2.

Third glyph—The symbol that everywhere denotes a tenth ahau or an even 10-ahau

reckoning, with the character that commonly constitutes its center placed beside it.
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Eleventh Aiiat—3!(60 Days

Second glyph—The stone is »o baiUy iimtilateil that this glyph can not be restored

with certainty. If tlie characters tliat are tolerably preserved be .5, 9, and 2. tlie

other should l)e 44, but I ilistrust their identity.

Tliird gliiph—There may be two glyphs here, though I think not. The 20-day

perioil ))eing the factor to be raised, it requires 198 for a multiplier to bring it to the

necessary total. The character to the left of it being 1, there is good reason for

supposing it to represent 73, and the right-hand sign at the top being 18, it follows

that (here can be no multiplication of these numerals, but that they must be added;

hence the remaining characters must aggri'gate 107. The <-r)mb sign—though dupli-

cated here, as in many other places, to give it a more ornamental effect—probably

represents liut 20. That leaves 87 to be accomitcd for by the remaining character.

It is a sign that occurs many times, but its central part is seldom twice alike, some-

times being a single bar, sometimes two, and again something quite different. Here
it has the appearance of the spire in the akbal sign, which stamls for 7. On either

side is a comb sign for 20, raised to twice that value by a line of dots. It is possible,

therefore, that the two together may represent 80, the particular center part in this

instance raising the full value of the character to 87.

TwELiTH AiiAi-—t:i20 Days

Second glyph—At first view the principal factors appear to be identical with the

characters rei)resenting 108 and 18. But the ball in the center of the first is double,

and there is cross hatching on both, which may modify the meaning. The character

at the bottom seems to be only a beginning sign, thougli its form is somewhat
unu-sual. If the right-hand sign be IS and the subfix nothing, the other character

must represent 240; but there is ton nmcli uncertainty involved to warrant confidence

in this deduction.

Tliiril glyph—Here again we are nonplussed. We know the bouquet sign for 6

(the same as that over the symbol forZac) and the ymix characterfor 5; but the lat-

ter has a ])eculiar marking at the toj), and we do not know how that may alter its

value. The character over it may l)e a multiple of 20, as it has the general appear-

ance of the wing sign for that number with a qualifying mark at the left part of it.

For a reason that will be made ex'ident later on, we will assume that it rejiresents

120, and the ymix character (i—120 X 6=720 X 6=4320.

Thirteexth Ahat—4680 Days

Second glyph—Here the signs for 9, 5 and 4 are plain, indicating that tlie other

character must be 26—9 X 5=45 X 4=180 X 26=4680.

Tliird glyi>h—The chief factor here is a 260-day sign which we encounter else-

where. It consists of the ahaii sign, doubled in value by the surrounding row of dot«,

and inclosed in the j/(«i.r character for 5—1x2=8 — 5=13, and then multiplied by
20, denoted by the duplicate comb sign below—13 X 20=260. There are just eight-

een (if these periods in 13 ahaus; hence the character to the right nuist represent 18.

Fourlli glyph—.V beginning sign before a glyi>h that mnst necessarily be a symbol
for a thirteenth ahau or 13 ahaus.

ForRTEExrn Ahau—5040 Days

Second glyph—There is doulit if this was inteii<led for a single glyph, "r if two
glyphs were artfully or accidentally mixed up. The characters, moreover, being .-io

nearly illegible that tliere is no certainty about them, it would be useless t<i attempt

a snlution of the puzzle.

Tliird gly/ih—A head thai ajipears to lie a compound of the chuen and ahau heads.

As it i)rol)at)ly rejjresents an ahau, the sign in front of it must stand for 14.
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Fifteenth Ahat—5400 Days

Second ffb/ph—The 9, 5, and 4 signs are plain iiere; the other character, therefore,

must be 30.

Third r/hiph—The o-ahau cliaracter, qualified l>y a sigu that must represent 3—the

whole being a symbol for a fifteenth ahau, or 15 ahaus.

Sixteenth Ahau—5760 Days

Second rjhfph—A different character qualifies the coil here. It must stand for

4-9X4=.36X-4=l-i4X40=5760.
Third ghjph—The same form of the ymix character encountered at the twelfth ahau

is again the central figure, but here it has a 20 sign under it, which presumably
raises it to 120. If so, it recjuires to be multiplied by 48 to make uj) the total num-
ber of days. The signs for 18 and 10 leave 20 to be supplied by the other character,

which is the skeleton jaw, an invariable sign for 10, here doubled in value by the

row of dots in the upper part.

The manner of piecing out the numerals in some of the above instances has been
too forced fijr the result to be regarded as altogether trustworthy. There are also

several inconsistencies or errors; but, take it all in all, the number of occurrences in

perfect accord with our assumption is too great to be attrilmtaljle to accident, and
we are therefore justified in believing our theory to be correct, however we may
have erred in particular applications of it. We have gained a great deal more than

is apparent at a first glance. Not only have a considerable number of equivalents

for different ahaus and symbols for minor time periods been identified and the value

of many new nmneral signs established, but—more important than all this—we have
satisfied ourselves that there is a plan underlying the employment of a portion of

these signs which is capable of almost unlimited variation and extension.

A.s our inve.stigatious so far appear to confirm .sufficiently for gen-

eral acceptance Mr Goodman's interpretation of the symbols denoting

the orders of units, or time periods as he terms them, we may now
inquire how far the data bear out his announcement of various other

numeral symbols. That there appears to be sufficient basis for his idea

that certain face characters are used as numerals has already been
noticed, though the evidence is as yet not entirely satisfactory as to the

values assigned .some of them. In his comment on the inscription now
under consideration he goes more into detail in this direction, assign-

ing number values to the component parts of and appendages to

glyphs. In our examination of this inscription we shall notice briefly

some of these ideas as we proceed.

In the paragraph immediately preceding the long quotation gi\'en

above he remarks as follows:

We start with the assumption that every glyph following a particular ahau repre-

sents it or its value in another way. The fact that there is no twentieth ahau

—

which, so far as the symbol that numeral is attacheil to is concerned, means no ahau
at all—shows that one full ahau, or 360 days, is considered to have passed when the

table begins.

Here, at the outset, we are met with an assumption which seems to

cover half the groiuid to be examined. On what grounds does he base

the opiniiiii that " every glyph following a particular ahau represents
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it or its \:iliie in uiuitlicr way;" Tbi-s, in the ui)S('ii(i' of proof, is

hut siniplt' giiesswoi-k. Howcvor. before we exanii no it, itttention is

called to the further ussuinption thiit what would. !i((<)rdint>- to his

system, be the liegiiining ahau of the series, which he would number
20, is omitted because it is considered as already passed. He observes

in a quotation which will })e found on a previous page of this paper,

that ahaus are numbered 20, 1, 2, 3, etc., up to IK, but the evidence to

establish the correctness of this assertion is nowhere given in his paper.

I presume, therefore, that it is l)ased upon the chronologic system

that he has constructed, of which further notice will be taken before

closing this paper. But how does it happen they are found numbered
1, 2, 8, etc., in an inscrijjtion when Mr (xoodnian tells us that in the

katuns, taken in their ord(>r, they were numbered 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7,

8, 12, 8, 4, 13? That, in telling in a ninueral series how many ahaus

are to be add(>d, the inunl)ers must be given 1, 2, 3, etc, is very evident;

but if ahaus were real periods in the Maya chronology, and not simply

units of the third order, as we have stated, why are they not numbered
in this inscription in the order in which they come in the katun ? It

may readily ])e seen that the succession !>, 5, 1, 10, 6, etc., arose from
counting by the day numbers 1-13 b}' divisions of four, as in the series

in the Cortesian codex, the count being l)ackward; as, for example,
counting upward from the bottom of one of the other columns in table

3, or by the 3t)0-day periods, as referred to elsewhere and as asserted

by 'Sir Goodman.
He quotes the following from Perez (page 12):

There \va.« another mimV)er which they called »« katun, ami whicli ^^lrvell them as

a key U> find the katuns. .Vi'i'ording to the onler of its march it falls on the days of

the itiiyelj ijaiih and revolves to the end of certain years: katuns 13, 9, 5, 1, 10, C, 2, 11,

7,3,12,8,4.

On this lie remarks us follows (loc. cit.):

Poor Don I'iol To liave the |)earl in his fjras]) and be unaware of its priceless-

ness—like so many otiiers! But I must not exult too much yet. The succession of

the katuns, reckoned aci-ordinf; to this j)rineiple, is yet to be ascertained before my
fancied discovery can be established by a crucial test. 1 score the ahaus off in the

forejioing order, and, sure enough, the twentieths give the desired result: 11,9, 7,5,

3, 1, 12, 10, 8, (>, 4, 2, 13. Knreka! The jierturbed spirit of the .Maya calendar, whiclt

has endeavored so long to ini|)art its message to the world, may rest at la.at.

.•\s the ••uaycli haal>" signities tiie live added days of the year and is

so recognized i)y him. how is it possible to reconcile this count, wliich

falls on the days of tiie uayeb liaab," with the coiuit of his ahaus
which only covit litlo days each ami recognize no ."> added days, which
only come into notice when the year of 3(iS days is considered, whicii

he says the .Maya left behind when they entered on a chronologic

count; It srcrns doublful, therefore, whether this explanation will

allay "the pei-tiirlied spirit of the .Maya calendar."
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By reference to his coinment on the ahiius of thi.s inscription, as

quoted above, it will l)e seen that he uses the coils and other parts of

the attached and accompanying' glyphs as multipliers, assigning values

to them that bring out the desired number. It is unnecessary to fol-

low his process, as it is given fully in the quotation. But ail tiiis is

presented without proof that the values assigned are correct, oi\ in

fact, that the characters are number syinl)ols. Until evidence render-

ing such interpretation at least probable is presented, it is nothing

more than a guess. However, it must not be talvcn for granted that I

reject all these sj-mbols and appendages as not indicating numbers, as

two or three already noticed (besides face characters) appear from
satisfactory evidence to have been used as numerals; and it will be seen

farther on that there are reasons for believing there are some append-

ages which are also thus used. The point made above is that Mr
Goodman fails to present reasons for his assei'tions in this respect,

which necessitates going over the entire record to verify or disprove

them.
That the symbols in this inscription wliich ^Ir Goodman designates

))y the name "ahau" are to be counted as equivalent to :><i(i days each

must be admitted. I)ut the name ahau. it must be remembered, is, as

applied here, merely an arbitrary designation, and its use is wholly

diti'erent from that made of it by the natives, so far as the preserved

records show.
ALTAR K

The inscription on Altar K contains nothing recognizable save a

poi-tion of the initial series which is given in' Mr Goodman as follows:

54—9-12-16-7-8—3 Lamat 16 Yax, or fifty-fourth great cycle. 9 cycles,

1'2 katuns, 16 ahaus. 7 chuens, 8 days. As no photograph is given t)y

Maudslay. we havt> no means of testing his drawing (plate 7?>, part 3).

The pi'efixed numei-als in this case are the usual dots oi' l)alls and short

lines, but are not sutliciently distinct to verify (xoodnian's interpi-cta-

tion; in fact, the number prefixed to the chuen symbol looivs more like

10 than 7— is 10 if Maudslay's drawing be accepted—and the day glyph
is wholly oV)literated. The series and date as given by him are there-

fore largely conjeetui'al, the latter having evidently been <)F)tained by
calculation according to his system, and not from an inspection of the

inscription.

STELA JI

The initial series on Stela M, as given by Goodman, is 54-9-16-.5-

18-20—S Ahau 8 Zotz, or, changing the 18 and 20 to 0, as we have
found to be correct, the fifty-fourth great cycle, 9 cycles. It! katims, 5

ahaus, chuens, days, to 8 Ahau 8 Zotz. The prefixed numerals in

this series are of the usual form, balls and short lines, and agree with
Goodman's interpretation.

19 ETH. PT 2 15
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STKl.A N

Of the inscription^ on Stela N. Mjuidshiy gives l)oth photOf>niphs and
drawings, the former soniewliat indistinet, l)iit thc^ latter very clear.

The initial series on the east side as given l)y ^Ir Goodnian is as fol-

lows: 54-9-l()-l(i-lS-:i()— 1 Ahau 8 Zip. or as we write it, fifty-fourth

great cycle, 9 cycles. It) katuns, 10 ahaus, chuens, days to 1 Ahau
8 Zip. This is connect, if the month synil)ol, which is inverted and
stands at some distance from the day glyph, has been correctly inter-

preted, sa the prefixed numerals are of the ordinary form and dis-

'tinct. Mr Goodman says "the month symbol is wrong; it should be

3 Zip." This is true if we accept his theory that the count is to be
from 4 Ahau S Cumhu, the assumed initial date of his tifty-fourth

great cycle.

As an important (juestion arises in regard to the series on the west

side of this Stcda, we quote the following from Mr Goodman in regifi'd

to it:

At the top of the second cohinin occurs the sign that indicates a reokonin<r liack-

ward. It is followed by seven glyplis, which I think give in another form the sub-

stance of the snbsequent reckoning, which is the longest that occui-s in any of the

inscriptions, embracing a period of 75,26-i years. It is given as 14-17-19-10-18X20
from tlie initial date to 1 Ahau 8 Chen, the beginning of a katun, etc. The reckoning

is not only wrong, l)ut is absurd as well. The cycles run only to K^, and no such
reckoning l«ick\vard or forward from the initial date would reach a 1 ,\hau 8 Chen.
But fortunately, despite all the blundering, we can see what the intention was. 1

.\hau 8 Chen begins the 17th katun of the Sth cycle, and thence to the initial date

is just 19 katuns and 10 ahaus. The fact that these are the numbei-s of katuns
and ahaus expressed in the reckoning would lead us to suspect that it was to go
backward even if the directive sign had not already so informed us, for that would
do awa\' with the odd katuns and ahaus and leave the reckoning in even katun rounds.

If it were to have gone forward, the odd numbers would have been 3 great cycles, 7

cycles, 9 katuns, and 10 ahaus. A little figuring will show the difference. . . .

It will be Ijorne in mind that 3 great cycles, 8 cycles, and 9 katims are the equivalent

of a katun round—that is, the time that nuist pass between two occurrences of any
given date as the beginning of a katun.

In thinking of the od<l 19 katuns and 10 ahaus, they l>lundered in respect to the
total period. 1 think it should lie 14-8-1.5-10-18x20. If so, the reckoning goes
back to the 40th great cycle; if it went forward, it would extend to the 69th. It is

not material whicli way it bo decided. The important fact is that in either case

they ranged over a period of more than 75,000 years, which substantially proves my
estimate of the immense reach of their clironological calendar. There are a few
glyplis following the reckoning and date in the same column, but they do not assist

us, nor can anything beyond the dates and a few disconneitcil charactei-s be made
out of the rows of glyphs around the liase.

The numbers of the long series mentioned are given correctly except
as to thi^ IS and :'JK which should l)e (•. The reading as it stands in the

inscription is as ft)llows: days, chuens. loahaus. lit Uiituns. ITcycles,

l-l- great cycles, ti) 1 .Miau 8 Chen. This .series, as it cleiuly stands in

the inscri))tion. seems, as has been noted on another page. j)ositive

evidence against Mr Goodman's theory that ll! cycles make 1 great
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cvL-le, or, according to the iioinciiclature we have suggested as correct

—

that 13 units of th(> tiftii oi'der make one of the sixth order. It would
indicate (unless it can lie shown that the 17 cycles is an error) that the

sj'^stem in use at Copan was the same as that in the Dresden codex,

the count being -JO. It is true that the series will not connect the Hrst

date (1 Ahau S Zip) with the 1 Ahau 8 Chen which follows, hut the

length of the sex'ies indicates, as we have so often found the case, that

the count is back to some initial date. The order of the series, not-

withstanding Mr Goodman's contrary opinion, seems to indicate that

the count is forward to 1 Ahau 8 Chen. Counting back from 1 Ahau
8 Chen, year 3 Ben, we reach 12 Ahau 13 Zotz, year .5 Lamat, which
would be the initial date.

Counting 20 cycles to the great cycle, as we are justified in assum-
ing is correct, would of course put out of order Mr (ioodiuan's

tables so far as they relate to great cycles and the numbering of the

cycles, though it would not affect the order of the katuns. The date

12 Ahau 13 Zotz is, as we find by his table, the first day of the sixth

katun, sixth cycle of his fifty-fifth great cycle. This, however, will

be further noticed when we come to the discussion of the initial series.

STKLA r

1 pass by Stela P, as I believe Mr Goodman's interpretation of the

initial series (tiie only part noticed l)y him) to be largely guesswork,

and as there are no recognizable minor series.

ALTAR Q

We turn next to the inscription on the top of Altar Q, of which

Maudslay gives a large and clear photograph and a good drawing.

This is to be read by double columns, as usual, commetu-ing at the upper
left hand. The first two glyphs give the date 5 Caban 15 Yaxkin.
Passing over three characters, we reach another date, 8 Ahau IS

Yaxkin. There is no intermediate numeral series, but a reference to

our table 1 will show that these two dates are l)ut 3 days apart.

At the bottom of the first cohuun is the symbol for 12 daj's, 7 chuens,

which is followed at the top of the third and fourth columns by .5 Ben
11 Muan. The 12-day numeral to the left of the chuen symbol should

certainly be 13, notwithstanding the fact that Maudslay's drawing gives

it as 12. An inspection of his photograph shows a middle prominence
which appears to be part of a ball, though he renders it without any
evident reason a cross. Counting forward 7 months and 13 days in

the year 1 Akbal (in which the.se dates fall), on our table 2, from 8

Ahau 18 Yaxkin, we reach 5 Ben 11 Muan. which is correct. At the

bottom of the third column is the sj^mbol of 17 katuns, which does not

appear to be a counter, but which Mr Goodman interprets seventeenth

katun. Following this at the bottom of the fourth column is Ahau,
and at the top of the fifth column 13 Kayab. The next date, which is
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jit the l)ott()iii of tlif iiftli (•oliiiiin, is T) Kan 13 I'o. hotwccii wlii<-li and

the ])i('<'i'diiig is tlic coiiiitcr 4 days, ii chucii.s, ('(jiial t>4 days. As
Ahau 13 Kayal) fails in the year 12 Lamat, we count foi-ward t'i4- days

from this date, wliich hrini>'s us to 5 Kan, twelfth day of the second

month (ro) in the year 1.". Ren. This is con-ect, as Kan may he the

twelftli day of the montii luit not the tiiirteenth.

The date liiyphs in this inscription are of the usual form found in

the Dresden codex, and th(» nunor numerals the ordinaiy dots or liall.s

and lines; and with tiie slight and evidently necessary corrections

noted, the series conform to the rule. However, thert^ is a t)reak in

the interpretation and calculation which remains unexplained. Frc)m

5 Ben 11 Muan, which is in the yeai- 1 Akhal, as the pi-ecediny date,

to 6 Ahau 13 Kayal) in the year 12 Lamat, there is a foi-ward jump of

37 j'ears and 42 days unaccounted for. This appears to indicate that

the 17 katuns passed over (bottom of third colunni) and possibly .--onic

other nifmber g'lyplis should l)e bi'ought into the count. Mr (iood-

man merely says (page 134):

An unintelligiljle rcckoniiif; follows [.t Hen 11 Muan], .^lu-ccecicil by a 17th kalun

sign anil 6 Alum Ki Kayal), Iho. date j)r()bably being indicated by the one liegin-

ning the Sth ahau of the 17th katun of the 0th cycle.

AI.TAK S

W(! refer next to Maudslay's Altar S. the initial series on which, as

given 1)3^ Goodman, is 54-9-lo-'2M-ls-iin—4 Ahau V-'> Yax, oi- as we
write.it, fifty-fourth great cycle, It cycles, 15 katuns, ahaus, o chuens,

days, to 4 Aiiau 13 Yax. Thi'se munbers appear to be correct

except the katuns, Maudslay's drawing showing 13 or 11. There are

two short lines and thre(> balls or dots, but the two outer ones are

darkened with lines indicating that they may possil)ly be loops. Mr
Goodman appears to ha\'e changed the number of katuns in this case

to form connection with 4 Ahau S Cumhn, bt^ginning day of his tifty-

fourth great cycle, without explanation.

On this idtar we find ver\' distinctly shown these dates, 4 Ahau 13

Yax and 7 Ahau 18 Zip. Between the two are four glyphs, one of

whiih indicates .5 katuns. This count (3(),()(H» days) preei.sely connects

the two dates.

We have now noticed all the series of the Copan in.scriptions which
ati'ord any means of testing M r Goodman's discoveries, following his

explanations so far as this was necessary.

In.sckh'tion at I'lKDHAs Nkoras

Before coiududing reference to the inscriptions. I call attention to one
more receidly disi'overed l)y ^Ir TiMjbert ]\Ialer at Piedras Negras on

the I'sumacinta river. 'I'his, as copied from Mr Maudslay's drawing,

which he made from the photograj)!!, is given in our lig-ure 20. .Vs

^Ir ^laudslav has subjected it to ]\Ir (ioodman"> tiieory. we oi\c here
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the result in his own words, after stating- that the initial series as

Goodman would read it is 54—0-12-2-0-lG to 5 Cib 1-t Yaxkin:

Iriviril'tii III ;il

Tile next three glyphs are uiideciphered; then comes another reckoning:

CI is the chuen sign with the numeral 10 (two bars=10) above it, and a "full

count" sign at the side. Whether the 10 ajjplies to the chuena or days can only be
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(leterniinetl hy experiment, ami such cxperiineiit in tliis ease sliows that tiie reckon-

ing intended to be expressed is 10 chuens and a "full count" of days—that is, for

])ractical purposes 10 chuens only, for as in the last reckoning, when the full count

of chuens was ex])ressed in the ahaus, so herf the full covuit of days is expressed in

the chuens.

The next irlyjih 1)1 is an ahau sign, preceded by the nuiiK'ral Ti. This gives us:

Diiys

12 Ahaus ( 1 2 X 360 ) 4, 320

10 Chuens (10X20) 200

4,520
4,380=12 years

14(1

Adding 4,520 days, or 12 years and 140 days, to the date 5 Cib 14 Kaiikin it

brings us to the date 1 Cib 14 Kankin in the thirteenth year of the'annual calendar.

Turning to the inscription we find at C2 (passing over the first half of the glyph)

1 Cib followed by (the first half of D2) 14 Kankin, the date at which we have
already arrived by computation.

Passing over the next three glyphs we arrive at another reckoning. P4 gives 10

days 11 chuens 1 ahau, and the first half of C5 gives 1 katun.

Da.v.s

1 Katun 7, 200

I Ahau 360

II Chuens (11X20) 220

10 Days 10

7, 7110

7,665=21 years

125

Adding 7,790 days, or 21 years and 125 days, to the j^revious date, 1 Cib 14 Kankin,
it will bring us to 4 Cimi 14 Uo in the thirty-fifth year of the annual calendar, and
we find this date expressed in the inscription in the glyjihs D5 and C6.'

Passing over tlie next three glyphs we arrive at another re(-koning (El ), 3 ahaus,

8 chuens, 15 days:

Day.'i

3 Ahaus 1,080

8 Chuens 160

15 days 15

1,255

1, 095=3 years.

KiO

Adding 3 years and 160 days to the last date, 4 (^iini 14 Uo, brings us to 11 Yniix 14

Yax in the thirty-eighth year of the annual calendar; this is the date we tind

expres.sed in the glyphs E'2 and F2 of the inscription.

It is true that in tfie sign in the glyph E2 is not the sign usually employed for the

day Ymix, but that it is a day sign we know from the fact that it is included in a

> He counts lUe side number of chuun s.vmbol, cbuens.
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cartouclie, and I am inclined to tliink tliat the more usual Ymix sign (something

like an open hand with the fingers extended) was inclosed in the oval on the top of

the grotesque head, hut it is too much worn for identification.

Passing over seven glyphs, the next reckoning occurs at F6, which gives:

Days

4 Chuens 80

19 days 19

99

Adding 99 days to the last <late, 11 Ymix 14 Yax, brings us to (i Ahau IS Mnan in

the same year, and we find this date expressed in F7 and FS.
' The last glyph in the inscription is a Katun sign with the numeral 14 above it,

and a sign for "beginning" in front of it, and indicates that the last date is the

beginning of a fourteenth katuii. If we turn to the table for the ninth cycle of the

fifty-fourth Great Cycle, from which we started, it will be seen that the fourteenth

Katun of that cycle does commence with the date 6 Ahau 13 Mnan.
It is simply impossible that the identity of the dates expresse<l in the inscription

with those to which the comjiutations have guided us can througliout be f(jrtuitiius.

Summary

Having now conchided my examination of the inscriptions, I may
state that I am satistied on the following points: That the .signitica-

tion and numeric value of the symbols (each represented in two or

more forms) which Mr Goodntan names, respectively, day in the

abstract, chuen, ahait, katun, cycle, and calendar round, are as indi-

cated above and must be accepted as correct; that the usually large

(quadruple) initial glyph represents the sixth order of units, or, as

Goodman terms it, great cycle; that certain face characters and
also some two or three characters not face glyphs are used as n'lmber

symbols. These are undoubtedly the most important discoveries yet

made in regard to the signification of the glyphs in the inscriptions;

and although they seem to throw but little light on the codices, tliey

must influence, to a considerable extent, attempts at interpretation

of these records.

The use of face characters for days and time periods should not l)e

considered as something peculiar to the inscriptions, as an examina-
tion of the codices will show that this change of ordinary symbols
into face forms is by no means unusual. In the Troano codex the

sjnnbol for the day Eb is oftener a face form than otherwise, and
those for the da}^s Men and Oc are often changed into faces. The sym-
bol for the day Ix is occasionally radically changed so as to represent

a face. A remarkal)le change in the Chicchan symbol in order to

give it a face form is seen in phite 31. lu one or two instances, as on
plate 23, what are presumed to be symbols for the ahau have a pre-

fixed face character possibly d(>noting a numeral.

Wo pass now to the consideration of some other questions which
are Ijrought up by this investigation.
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MK GOODMAN'S SYSTEM OF MAYAN CHRONOLOGY

First. 1 will cxpliiin ))i'iefly Mr (ioodiiiiin's iiitcipi-ctiitioii of the

luirit'iit Mavaii systciii of chronology. It iiiiist. however, he horiie in

iiiiiul that his •aichaic chroiioiooical caloudar" or system is distinct

from the well-known Mayan calendar system comprising' years of Stio

days and IS months, 5:^-year cycles, (>tc.

Attention has ah'eady been called to his time periods from the day
up to and including- the cycle, and also to the fact that these are iden-

tical with the oi'ders of units in the Mayan system of notation, a fact

which seems to negative the idea that they should be called time peri-

ods. These periods, with his names and the values assigned them,

are as follows:

1 <lay.

20 day.H make 1 chucn.

18 cliueu make 1 aliau.

20 ahaiii' make 1 kaliiii.
~

20 katuiis make 1 cycle.

1.3 cycles make 1 great cycle.

73 great cycle.« make the grand era.

If we follow him carefully throughout his work, it becomes apparent

that, after he had arrived at the conclu.sion that the orders of units or

steps in notation were veritable chronologic periods, it was a natm-al

consequence that he should conceive the idea that the system nuist reach

back to a number or period that would round out evenly as a great

common nndtiple of all the lower factors. This is apparent from the

following passage near the commencement of his i)apcr:

'

If, as i.s probable, a more satisfactory answer should be found by many in the

assertion that I am in error as to such an era, and I be asked how I know tluvt it

exists, my reply would be that it is self-evident. Its exi.stence is estabilished by all

the certainty of mathematical demonstration. The evidence of the inscription does

not go hand in hand with us to the ultimate destination, but it leads us far on the

journey, and leaves us only when it has pointed out an unmistakable way to the final

goal, which an intellectual necessity compels us to reach before we can rest satisfied.

The inscrii>tioiis show us that every separate chronological period must be rounded
out to eotniileteness before the calendar itself can lie complete. We see the years,

ahaus, and katuns come back to their respective starting-points, thus rounding out

the ])eriods of which they are the units. Of necessity the cycles and great cyi'les

must do the same, el.se the system would be an incomplete creation, without form

and void. No fair-minded person, I think, will contend that the Mayas elaborated

almost to its conclusion a design not only suscejitible of l)ut inviting the most jjerfect

finish and then willfully or blindly left it disproportioned anil awry. If they did not

do this—a thing alien and repugnant to human nature—then their grand era embraces
374,400 years. There are two unmistakable indices pointing to this conclusion. The
moment the cycle and gieat cycle ai)))ear ujjon the scene we know by the unchange-
able law governing the calendar that they nuist go forward until they commence

' The Archaic AIay« Inscriptions, !>. 6.
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a;jraia with the same date from vvhich they started. Such a result in the case of the

former requires 949 cycles, and in that of the latter 73 great cycles, each of which
reckonings constitutes a period of 374,400 years.

It i.s also apparent in the following expression (p. 26):

The grand era is composed of seventy-three great cj'cles and comprises 374,400

years, or 136,656,000 days. It is the period in which the Maya chronological calen-

dar completes itself, just as their annual calendar does in a period of 52 years.

This number of days is the product of the factors 20xl8x20x20X
13x73. Now let us examine his reason for introducing the 13 and
73 instead of carrying on the count according to the usual Maya
vigesimal notation, as Dr Forstemann has done. This is easily .seen.

Having conceived the idea that all the factors of the calendar svstem
are time periods and must come into harmony in the highest period,

it was absolutely necessary to ))ring these prime num))er.s> into the

count. The 13 is necessary to the day numbering and to the .52-year

period (-IXlS), and the 78 to the 36.5-day period (5x73), and as 4 and
5 are factors of the lower periods (as 20) the prime numliers only were
neces.sary to complete the scheme. As the attempt to introduce both
these into one period would have required the use of the very large

multiplier 949 (.see his use of it, p. 27), the 13 was introduced into the

grand cycle. We might ask, and seemingly with good reason, why
not in one of the lower orders!' The answer is apparent—the records

show beyond question that, up to the cycle, the multiplier, except in

the case of _the chuen, was 2t). But in passing from the CA'cle to the

grand cycle, but a single example has been found in the in.scriptions

showing a higher number than 13, and this, as has already been stated,

Mr Goodman decides must be erroneous.

As the introduction of the 13 somewhere is ab.solutely necessary to

round out his grand nutltiple. how, we may ask, was the .system com-
pleted in accordance with the Dresden codex which he admits (page 3)

"pertains to the archaic system in the main, though reckoning 20
cycles to the great cycle"!: Unless 9-19 is introduced as a multiplier

in the next step, M'hich can not l)e supposed possible, the entire .scheme

is destroyed and the se\'eral steps reduced merely to those of notation,

which in fact they are. The idea that the Mayan tribes of Chiapas,

Guatemala, and Honduras had siu'h a magniticent rounding-out system,
while the Yucatec tribes, though having a system similar in other

respects, failed to introduce the rounding-out factors, is, to say the least.

ver\' strange. In order to include the 365 daj's of the year in the great
multiple, it was also necessary to introduce the prime number 73,

which is not a divi.sor of any of the lower periods. This explains Mr
Goodman's theory of a great cycle composed of 13 cycles and a grand
era conqiosed of 73 great cvcles, as he could not otherwise have a

general roiuiding-out period. These are of course necessary to this

scheme, but the crucial (juestion is, did the Maya have any such scheme,
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or i'\i'r iiii;it;ine sucli a one ; Where is the proof to t)e found '. Thi^ fact

that the scheme works out nicely according to the figures is no evi-

dence that it was ever in use, ever adopted, known, or even iina<rined

by the most advanced Mayan pi'iest.

Speaking of the grand era, his great rounding-out period, Mr
Goodman says:

As tile existence of this period is very likely to be questioned, I will give my rea-

sons more fully here for lielievinf; in such an era. The numbers 73 and 049 are as

important factors in the IMaya chronological scheme as IS and 20. This results from
two features of the system not liitherto touched upon, which may very properly be
termed the minor and grand rounds of the periods. After 7.'5 occurrences, and not

until then, every perioil of the chronological calendar begins again with the same
day of the same month; but (with the exception of the burner and great cycle) with
a differejit day number. This is the minor round. Thirteen of these, or 949 occur-

rences, constitute the grand romid, when the periods begin again not only with the

same day of the same month but with the same day number.

There is no doubt that the calculation here is all right, and that 78, 18,

and their nmltiple, 9-i!) (73x13), will be divisors of any product of

which they have been multipliers. Hence there can be no (juestion

that the results he gives in the two tables following the paragraph
quoted are correct, but after all he is simply taking apart the pieces he

has put together. In other words, no amount of figuring in this way
will furnish proof that such a scheme as his was in vogue among the

Maya. That they did have a notation with the following multipliers:

20Xl8x:i(lX20, and another, presumably 20 (admitted by Mr Good-
man to have been 20 in the Dresden codex) we know; but it can hardly

be granted that the great scheme he has built up on this foundation

is justified. There is just as much evidcMice, in fact much more, that,

the count went on after the second order of units according to the

vigesimal system, than that Mr Goodman's scheme was in vogue.

That there was a count or order of units above the fifth or cycle is

evident l)()th from the codex and from the inscriptions, and T am inclined

to believe, as heretofore stated, that Mr (Toodman is right in interpret-

ing the large initial glyph of the Tai)let of the Cross, Palenqiie, and
the other similar initial glyphsi as the .symbol of such coiuit, order of

units, or great cycle, as he prefers to call it. Hut I find no evidence

in the codices of inscriptions that the count was ever cari-ied beyond
this sixth order of units or great cycle, though there is nothing in the

.sy.stem to prohibit it more than there is to prevent counting lu'vond

billions in the decimal .system. That this order of units a]>pears to

have? Iteen the limit of computation is inferred in part from the promi-

nence and position given the syiubol, and from the fact tiiat no higher

count has been found. Altliough there is no satisfactory evidence in

the in.scriptious of the muubering of these so-i'alled great cycles,

except the .series on Stela N, C!opan, yet it is known from the Dresden
codex that they wei'e numbei-ed; but the limit, unless we assiune that

it was governed i)V the vigesimal system, is unknown.
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That tho symbols of this order forming the initial olyph of various
series in the inscriptions ditier in some of their parts and append-
ages is evident, but that these elements and appendages are used to

indicate luimerals has not yet been estal)lished l)v Mr (ioodman, as

is evident to anyone who will examine his explanation of the ahaus
on Stela J of Copan in the quotation given above, which shows his

method of arriving at the num})ers indicated by glyphs. There is

too much guessing in the l)uilding up of numbers by piecing together
the parts to justify acceptance by those who are in search of positive

results.

I have stated again and again that I believe the so-called time
periods to be nothing more than the orders of units used by the Maya
tribe in its system of notation. That they are the same up to the cycle,

or fifth order, is known from the evidence furnished by the codices

and inscriptions: and that the same vigesimal system is continued to

the sixth order in the Dresden codex is admitted by Mr Goodman
and proved by the series on plate 31, which has been given al)ove

(page 728). As positive proof that the nineteen cycles here are to be
counted it is only ne<'cssary to state that the series connects with 13

Akbal. which may be tiiat Ijelow or that to the left above. Let the

count be either way, it begins and ends with this date.

The gi'eat time series on Stela N of Copan heretofore mentioned,
which Mr. Goodman brushes aside as " not onlj' wrong but al)surd as

well," deserves more consideration than has been given it. The
attached numerals arc of the ordinary form—l)alls and short line.s

—

and are quite distinct in Maudsiay"s photograph and drawing. It is

absolutely necessary to Mr Goodman's theory as to the Mava time
s^-stem that this series be etiectually disposed of. And yet, so far as

any evidence beai'ing on tlie case can be found, tiiere is no other reason

for rejecting it than tiiat it conflicts with a theory.

This series as given in the insci'iption is as follows: 14-17-19-10-0-0,

or. written out. 14 great cycles. 17 cycles. 19 katuns, 10 ahaus. chuens,

days. This is an innnense stretch of time, amounting to 4j!.9()S.4O0

days, or 117,557 years and ;i."> days, counting :20 cycles to the great
cycle, as I believe is correct, or over 75,000 years, counting 13. The
great cycle symbol is in this case a face character, as are the cycle,

katun, and ahau symbols. The chuen symbol, which has the days
attached, is of the usual form. The dav which follows is 1 Aliau 8

Chen.

If we assume that the 1 Ahau S Zip which terminates the initial

series and is found in the cohimn on the east side of the Stela is to be
connected by the long series with the 1 Ahau 8 Chen in the column on
the west side (the series f)eing in the same colunni). it is true, as (rood-

man remarks, that the numeral series as given will not make the con-

nection. But this fat-t is by no means conclusive evidence that tiiere is

an error in the series; f(n-. in the first place, taking into consideratioy
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tho fact that thciv is an inscription I'linnini; arotuul the l>u.-«' which

may nr may not he a part of the wiiolo, it i.-; hy no means cci-tain

that tlic ahorii^inal artist intended to connoct those two dates by this

numeral series; and. in the second place, it is ])ossihle and even proh-

al)le tliat this lono- series wa.s intenileil to connect tiie foliowine- date

witii some ])receding- initial date, as Mr Goodman insists is true with

reuard to series in several other in.scriptioiis. Nor is it a rare txi-ur-

renc(^ that th(> first following date does not connect with the terminal

date of the initial series. We think, therefore, that it is more reason-

ai)le and more in accordance with the rule in otlu-r inscriptions to

conclude that this numeral scries was int(>nded to connect the date

which follows with some initial date, and this, unless th(> count was
forward, whic-h Mi' Goodman does not admit, would be far back of 4

Ahau S Cumhu, the first day of his lifty-i'oui-th jireat cycle, to which

he has coMmionly referred. As will })e seen ))y reference to the quo-

tation fjiven alxive from his remarks on this .series, he accepts as

correct the 14 yreat cycles, ))laces the date 1 Ahau 8 Chen in his

tifty-fourth <;ieat cycle, and carries back the count from tiial date,

ri'aciiine- th(> fortieth ereat cycle. It is evident, therefore, on his

theory, that it was not the intention to connect the two dat(>s 1 .Vhau

S Zip and 1 .Viiau s (.'hen by this series, as both, accordinjJ' to his own
showino-, fall in the tifty-fourth lireat cycle. As proof that this is his

view, we (|uote his words: "1 think it should ))e 1-1—S-1;")- 10-18 x:2(>.

If so. the reckoning;' goes hack to the fortieth yi-eut <'VcIe; if it went

foi-ward it would extend to the sixty-ninth." As lie says (p. 148)

that the latest date of the in.scrii)tions is ''55-8-19-2-18 X 20." and,

in another ])lace that Mayan count always ielate(l to past time, it is

clear that h(> carries this count back 14 great cycles from the tifty-

fourth.

It follows, from the conclusion reached in the |)i-ece(ling jjaragraph,

and fi-oui Mr Goodman's scheme, that, counting bai'k from I Ahau
,S('hen. the "8-15-10-18X20" of the s(>ries '• 14-8-15-10-lSX 20," as

he corrects it, should bring us to I .\liau S ( 'umlui. the commencement
of his tifty-foui'th great cycle: but it does not bring this result. It

must also l)e admitted that, counting back, the 1 7-l!l-10-O-O of the series

as it stands in the inscription will not bring us to 4 .Miau S Cumhu.
Hut it must be i)orne in mind, as has been statt<(l. that counting 20 cycles

to the great cycle or sixth order of units (as there are good reasons

for believing is the pro]ier method) would lire:d< u]i the order of

Goodman's tables so far as they relate to th<' great cycles antl the

numlieiing of the cycles, though it would not alfecl the order of the

katuns. The cycles, katutis. and lowei- ]ierioils wduKI follow in regu-

lar order, the iintial days of each de])endirigoii the day with which the

count begins. .\s 17 is given as the numlier of cycles, it seems cKnir

(unless evidence to the contrary be iireseuted, which .Mrtioodman
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fails to do) that the theory of 13 cycles to the great cycle is

erroneous and that the count follows the vigesimal system, as in the

Dresden codex. It is signilicant, however, that by simply clianging

1 Ahau 8 Chen to 13 Ahau 8 Chen, counting hack lT-lH-lU-(^-<t we
reach 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu.
Moreover, if the Dresden codex, which, so far as appears, follows

the same time system that is found in the inscriptions, can have cor-

rectly 19 cycles, where is the evidence to be found that 17 cycles

would necessarily be erroneous in the inscriptions^ Mr Goodman's
objection seems to rest wholly on his theory of the chronologic system.

This is insufficient to justify belief in such a radical diti'crcnce between

the systems of two records which in all other respects are so nearly

alike.

Following Mr Goodman's interpretation of numeral symbols, an

additional fact bearing on this question, we tind in certain details

of the great cycle and katun symbols. According to him, the comb-
like figure similar to those on the katun symbol has the value of ^0.

If it plays any part in making up the numerical value of the katun, it

may reasonably be assumed that it performs a similar office in <-onnec-

tion with the great cycle symbol, of which it is a usual accompaniment.

It is true that Mr Goodman has furnished no proof that this particular

chai'acter is a numeral symbol denoting 20, but in accordance with

his theorj' it should have the name value in connection with the great

cycle gh'ph as elsewhere.

In this series we have the only evidence in the inscriptions of which
I am aware that the great cycles were numbered, 14 ))eing the higiiest

number given. But this numbering is just as the numbering of

oui' thousands or millions; we say 10 thousand and 10 million. In

the Dresden codex four of these periods are noted in some four or fiv'e

series. These are the highest counts, so far as is known, that the Maya
reached, their notation seeming to have spent itself in the sixth order

of units. We conclude, therefore, that, though the data are not suffi-

cient to settle all these points by absolute demonstration, as all the evi-

dence obtainable is against the theory of 13 cycles to the great cycle

and in favor of 20, and as the only evidence as to the numbering of the

great cycles indicates that they go above 13, it is safest to assume that

the vigesimal system was followed throughout after the count rose

above the chuen or second order of units.

It is often justifiable to advance into the field of speculation in order

to clear away .so far as possible obstructions to advancement and to

fix the limits of investigation, but the result of speculation can not

safely be u.sed as a factor in mathematical demonstration, and Mr
Maudslay has candidly stated the necessity for further investigation

in this respect.

We have noticed the numbering of the ahaus by the day numbers,
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thus. 9, 5. 1, 1»). (5. ^. U. 7. 8. IM. S. 4. IS. !. 5. 1. otc. Si'lcctiiii,^ in a

tontinuod series of days in jjrojjer order, witli the day nunihers

attached, any day Ahau. for instanc'e 1 Ahau. andconntinj^ forward StjO

days ((ioothnan's ahau period), we rtnd that the next Stio day period

heL-ins witli K* Ahau: that the third period beo:ins witli 6; the next

with '2\ the next with 11, and so on in the order given above. P>ut

the same is true if we select any other day. as 1 Aivbai in our table 1.

or begin at any point in the continued series, counting 8(i() days to

each step.

As Mr Goodman holds that eat-h ahau begins witli the day Ahau. it'

follows, according to this system, that the katuns, which contain just

20 ahaus, must begin with the same dav. By this it results that katuns

begin with day numbers running in the order 11, it. 7, 5, 3. 1. etc.

This is apparent if we write out tht^ ahau numbers—the 9. 5. 1. 10,

etc. — in a contiMut)us series and take each twentieth one. As there

ar(> twenty katiuis in a cycle, the latter must also, according to this

system, begin with the day Ahau. Writing the numbers 11. 1*. 7, 5,

3. 1. etc.. in a contiimous series, and taking each twentieth one, the

result will Ije the series 11, 10, 9, 8, 7. ti. 5, -4. 3, 2, 1. 13, 12, 11, etc.

If the correct count be. as Mr (ioodman asserts, 13 cycles to the

great cycle, the latter will all begin with the same day and same day
number, but if 20 be the correct count, th(>n the order will be 11. -4.

10. 3, 9, 2, 8. 1. 7. 13, 6, 12. 5, 11, 4, etc.

But after all, this kind of tiguring is a mere source of amusement
except where th(> knowledge conveyed may aid to more certain and
ra})id counting. It is as though we were to take the days of our
almanac in regular order as named, beginning the tirst hundred with

Sunday: the second hundred would begin with Tuesday, and. so on.

By taking these and phu'ing them in consecutive order we could pick

out e\'ei-v tenth one as the begiiuiing of the thoasands. This might
amuse us. and niiglit under possible circumstances be an aid to us in

counting time. l)ut it woidd be no ex[)lanation of our calendar system,

and wiiuld not be a part. t)ut a result thereof.

That these ahaus or 3H0-day counts always began, as Mr Goodman
as.serts. with a day Ahau, is not pi-oved; moreover, there is no reason

for believing the assumption to be correct, but there ari> on the con-

trai'v, good reasons for believing it to be incori('<-t. It may be true, as

w ill seem to be the case fi-oni what follows, that Ahau was more usually

selected as an initial date than any other day. is. in fact, the initial day
in most of the insci'iptions and is also prominent in the Dresden cod(>x,

t)ecause. periiaps. some gi'eat event took ])lace or was supposed to have
taken place on a day Ahau. But it can l)e demonstrated that the initial

day of some of the series in the 1 )|-es(len codex where the 3(!0-day period

is one of the counters is Kaii. which, in th(>se. is necessarily the i)egin-

ning of the ahau count, it is true. liowcNcr. that the ahau or 3()0-day

period must, if the >uccession be continucius and luibroken. begin on
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the .same day. a fact to \vhi<-h I hav(^ heretofore called attention

(see The Maya Year, pag-es -iT and 53). But the series may be arl)i-

trary: that is. the eno-raver or painter may have chosen to begin t)ne

series with one day and another with another day. This, however,

goes to the very root of the subject, as Mi- Goodman's systxmi al)so-

lutely requires that the ahaus or ?)6i>-day counts shall all begin with

the same day, and as worked out l)y hini with a day Ahau. Dr
Seler. impressed by the result of Dr Forstemann's investigations, has

been led to l)elieve that most of the series of the Dresden codex have

4 Ahau N C'umhu as their initial date, or the day to which they refer.

^Vhile I athnit that this is undoul)tedly the day which seems to be

most prominent in tiiis codex, my investigations do not lead me to

indorse his conclusion.

Now. it is true that the series on plates -iB-.oO of the Dresden codex,

of which there are in reality Hit sectional, or 3 complete, have Ahau
as the initial day, but the initial days of the three series are not all

360 days or an even multiple of 3t;o days apart, as they should be if

Mr Goodman's theory be correct. But the series are all exact multiples

of 260, showing that they are l)ased on a 260-day period.

The long series on plat(\s .51-58 does not commence with the day

Ahau. whetlier we consider the upper line or lower line of days the

proper one to count l)ack from. It is also apparent that in this case

the series is based primarily on the 260-day period. As the least

common nudtiple of 260 and 360 is 4,680, it does not appear possible

to bring those series based on the 260-day period into harmony with

the Goodman theory except where the total nimiber of days is a

multiple of 4,68n. uidess we suppose that there are two series of non-

coincident factors running through them. It is true that we may use

the week of tmr calendar in counting lOO-day periods l)y allowing for

the supplementary days, as is undoubtedly done in some of the series

of the codices and inscriptions: but the theory that the ahaus are time

periods which can not overlap (thus indicating two starting points not

consistent with the idea of uniform unbroken succe.ssion) is the point

aimed at in the above references to the series of the Dresden codex.

Another point in connection with the series on plates 51-58 dithcult to

account for on this theory is that the first day of the cliuens (suppos-

ing the munbers in the lower order of units to represent the day of

the chuen) is Muliic throughout. It is true that the number in the

lower order of units may commence anywhere in the chuen. l)ut if

these are fixed time pei'iods and the chuens (but not tru(> months) as

well as the ahaus conmience with Ahau it seems that such important
series as this one would reveal this fact somewhere in the reckoning.

In the inscription at the end there are two sj-mbols of the usual type,

one indicating 1 katun, the other 13 ahaus= ll,880 days, while the

sum of the series is 11.960, or 80 days more.
The series on plates 71-73 has, if we may judge by the number.^
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in tlic lower order of unit.--. Hen as tiic tirst day of the ehiien-. and
5 Kl) as tiie tirst day of the series. While these examples do not

fiirnisli j)ositi\e proof in reoard to the cpiestion at issue, they at

least, in connection with what has been presented concerning the

))laii and oliject of these reci<onings, do indicate that the so-called

time ])eriods are merely ordei's of units and not chronologic periods

always coming in regular ordei- from a fixed jjoint in time.' Ni'ver-

theless, it must be admitted that most of the initial series in tiie

inscriptions, as will clearly aj)p(>ar when their reckoning is presented,

begin with Aliau, which fai't must receive a satisfactory explanation
b(>fore this question can be considered settled.

Another fact to be borne in mind is that according to Mr Good-
man's idea, if a katun begins with Ahau, all the chuens or 2(i-da}'

periods must commence with the same day, ^though not the same day
number, and this would continue indefinitely. Th(> same thing, how-
ever, would be true in this scheme were any other day selected as

the initial date; all that will apjjly in any respect to Ahau will, until

the year <()unt comes into play, a])ply in every particular to any
other day. a statement which admits of positive demonstration. The
only reason for preferring Ahau, if there be any, is historic, or rathi>r

mythologic, as tnany of the series cover too great lapses of time to be

historic.

If the two ahau sym]x)ls in the inscription in the Temple of Inscrip

tions of Paleiupie, referred to above on page 77-1:, be counters in the

time series with wliich they are connected, they certaiidy occujiv the

katun j)lacc. As they present the true ahau form, it may be possible

that they bear some relation to the name of the period for which they

stand. This, however, is at Ijest but a mere guess, and the names are

of but minor importance in the discussion.

INITIAL SERIES

Taking uj) now the initial series of the inscriptions, 1 shall give the

l)egimiing day of each and bi'iefly discuss its bearing on (ioodman's

theory of the Ma^'an time system. The list so far as noticed by this

autlioi' is as follows, using his notation, but sulistituting naught for

full count:
PalclK/Ki; liixcriptioiix.

(/) Tahh't of tlu- Cross—o-A-i-l-V.)-Vd--^^)io^ Xhixn 18 Tzec This

connects, by counting back, with 4 Ahair S Zotz, the beginning day

of (ioodman"s tifty-third great cycle. Mere the numerals prefixed to

the time periods are face characters foi- which we must take Mr Good-
man's rendering (see what has been said above on pp. 773-760).

' After this pupcr wns in jiriiit 1 rtiseoveretl the connections of the high series running iiji through

tile serpent figures on plates til , IVJ, and UO. These prove beyond (Hiestioii that 10 cycles (or 'JO units

of the lifth order) arc counted to the gri'at cycle (or unit ot the sixth ordert. and that the initial

date of ihc-eis in >onie instanci's Knit. It is my intentitai to discuss these series in the supplemental

P'lper mentioned above.
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{£) Tohlef of the -9(^«—54-1-18-5-3-6 to 13 Cimi lit Ceh. This con-

nects with 4 Ahau S C'unihu, the beginning day of the tiftj'-foiirth

great cycle. Here also the prefixed numerals are face characters.

{3) Tahlet of the FoUnted ("/v/.vx~5-l-l-l8-5-1-0 to 1 Ahau 13 Mac.
This connects with 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, first day of the fifty-fourth great

cycle. Here also the prefixed numerals are face characters.

(4) Temple of I)if>criptiont<—ai^\:^-A-()-Q-() to 13 Ahau IS Yax. This

as given by Mr Goodman connects with -4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. V)ut has

certainly been interpreted almost wholly l>y pure guesswork. The
glyphs are nearly obliterated, ))ut enough remains to show that the

prefixed numerals were of the ordinary form, balls and short lines

(see notes below).

(5) Imcriled Step.% Ilome ("—55-3-18-12-15-13 to 8 Eb. 15 Pop.

This, as given b}' Mr Goodman, connects with 4 Ahau 3 Kankin, the

first day of his fifty-fifth great cycle, but he admits that the prefixed

numerals, all of which are face characters and badl}' damaged, have

been determined othei'wise than by inspection.

Copan Inao'iption^

{6) Stela .1—.54-9-1-1-1 !>-8-0 to 12 Ahau 18 Cumhu. This con-

nects with 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, initial day of the fifty-fourth great cycle.

The prefixed numerals are of the ordinary form, balls and short lines,

and are quite distinct.

(7) Stela ^—54-9-15-0-0-0 to 4 Ahau 13 Yax. This connects with

4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, initial day of the fifty-fourth great cycle. The pre-

fixed numerals are of the ordinary form, balls and short lines, and
are distinct.

(8) Stela 6'—First inscription: 55?-13-0-0-0-0 to 6 Ahau 18 Kayab.

This does not connect with the first day of either of Goodman's
great cycles (fifty-third, fifty-fourth, fifty-fifth). The only counter of

the initial series has the prefixed numerals of the ordinary form, quite

distinct.

Second inscription: 55 ?-13-0-0-0-0 to 15^ (9?) Ahau 8 Cumhu?
This makes no connection with the beginning day of either of Good-
man's great cycles. The prefixed numerals to the single counter are

of the ordinarjr form and distinct. For further notice of these series,

see reference to Stela C on a preceding page and remarks below.

(9) Stela />-54^9-5-5-0-0 to 4: Ahau 13 Zotz. This connects with

4r Ahau 8 Cumhu, first day of the fifty-fourth great cvcle. The pre-

fixed numerals are in this case peculiar, being complete forms.

(10) Stela 7^—54-9-1-1-10-0-0 to 5 Ahau 3 Mac? (according to Good-
man). This also connects with the first day of the fifty-fourth great

cycle, using the series as given by Goodman; the series is, however,

wholly made up by this author, as there is nothing in the inscription

and no glyphs obliterated or otherwise to indicate it, the date fol-

lownng immediately after the great cycle symbol.

19 ETH, I'T 2 16
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(11) Stf'la 7—54-0-12-3-14-0 to 5 Ahau S — ?, the month symbol
l)oiiii^ iiiiusuiil; Mr Goodman ways it should be Uo. This connects

with 4 Almu 8 Cumhu, first day of the fifty-fourth great cycle, if wc
adojjt Mr (loodman's interpretation of the month symbf)!. The pi'e-

tixed numerals are of thi' ordinary form and are very distinct.

{m) Stela ^—West side: 54-9-12-12-0-0 to 1 Ahau 8 Zotz (as

given >)v Goodman). This connects with 4 Ahau 8 Gumhu. first day
of the fifty-fourth great cycle, according to the counters as here given.

The prefixed numerals are of the ordinary form and are mostly dis-

tinct, but there is great uncertainty as to the order in which the

glyphs are to be taken.

East side: 54—9-13-10-0-0 to no recognized date; Goodman says it

should ])e 7 Ahau 13 Cmnhu. presuma1)ly reached by counting from 4
Ahau 8 Gumhii, first day of his fifty-fourth great cycle, l)ut in this

case he has made a mistake, as the connection is with 7 Ahau 3 Cumhu.
The prefixed numerals are of the ordinary form and are distinct. ))ut

the order in which the glyphs come is very doul)tful (see remarks
below).

{13) Altar A—54-9-12-16-7-8 to 3 Lamat 16 Yax. This connects

with 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. the first day of the fifty-fourth great cycle. The
prefixed numerals are of the ordinary form, l)ut some of the glyphs

are defaced and some of the numl)ers do not appear to agree with

those given by Goodman (see remarks lielow).

(H) Stela i/—54-9-16-5-0-0 to 8 Ahau 8 Zotz. This connects with 4

Ahau 8 Cumhu, first day of the fifty-fourth great cycle. The prefixed

luimerals as given in Maudslay's drawing (the photograph is not

given) ar(> of the ordinary form and correspond with the numbers
givcTi here.

(15) Sti'la A"—54-9-16-10-0-0 to L Ahau .s Zip (Goodman says that

the month numeral is w rung hei'e and that it should be 3 Zij)). This will

connect 4 Ahau S Cumiui. fii-st day of the fifty-foui'th gi-eat cycle, with

1 Ahau 3 Zip, but not with 1 Ahau 8 Zip. The pi-etixed numerals arc

of the ordinary form, are quite distinct, and agree with those gi\en.

(Ki) Stria /'—54-9-9-10-0-0 to 2 Ahaul3Pop. This connects with4

Ahau 8 Cimiiui. first dav of the fifty-foiirtli great cycle. The prefixed

mimei-ais are unusual face clriracters, and the result appears to have

been reached by Mr Goodman by appeal to his chronological system.

(17) Altar A'—54-9-1.5-0-0-0 to 4 Ahau 13 Yax. This coiinei'ts with

4 Ahau s Cumhu, the first day of the fifty-fourth great cycle, accord-

ing to Mi- (ioodmun's figures liei'e given. Howevei', the prefixed numer-

als, which areof tlu^ ordinary form and distinct in .Maudslay's di-awing

(the photograph is not given), do not appear to agree with Goodman's
figures (.see remarks below).

As 1 do not have Maudslay's photograpiis and di-awings of the

Quirigua inscriptions T will oiuil them from consideration here
Examining th(>se dill'erent series and noting (ioodman's explanations
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and comments, we soon perceive that the data on which to base a

decision in regard to his interpretation of these initial series are rather

meager. In six of them the prefixed numerals are face characters, so

that the result depends entirely on the correctness of Goodman's inter-

pretation, in regard to which the proof is as 3'et entirely lacking.

A more thorough examination of all the inscriptions containing face

numerals, including those of Quirigua. photographs of which are

not yet at hand, is necessary before this question can be decided.

There are two, 1 believe, in which connection can be made between
the terminal date of the initial series and dates which follow. But
this is not positive proof of correct rendering w'here the series runs
into high numbers, as do all the initial series. This will be under-
stood by the statement that one, two, or more calendar rounds may be
dropped out of the aggregate and yet the result will be the same if

the prefixed numerals are changed to accord with this result; in other
words, the same remainder in days will be left in the one case as in

the other. This is possible, but it is not possible to change the time
periods so as to give the same result where the sum is less than a
calendar round, as one of the higher periods embraces all and more
than all the given lower periods. However, we may accept his inter-

pretation where the terminal date of the initial series connects with
the date which follow. The uncertain and somewhat suspicious ele-

ment in the investigation is the evidence in some cases and indication

in others that Mr Goodman has obtained his series not from the
characters, but from his system. In these cases it is evident that

connection of the terminal date by the series with the initial date

proves nothing more than the correctness of his calculation. For this

reason none of these are considered as evidence of the general use of a

certain initial, except where there is connection with a following date

through a following series. The two or three instances in which this

is the case have been specially referred to. As bearing on this point,

the following facts are noted:

The initial series in the Temple of Inscription (4 in the above list)

is so nearly obliterated, as appears from Maudshiy's photograph, that

it is impossible to determine the prefixed numerals or the terminal
date. The -i (katuns) is the only distinct number in the series. Enough
of the daj' number, given by Goodman as 13 Ahau, remains to indicate

that his rendering is wrong. There are (as is also shown in Maudslay\s
drawing) two short lines denoting 10, but the dots or balls are obliter-

ated : there is, however, the little loop remaining at one end. As a

rule which has no known exception, unless this be one, there are

never more than twi> lialls between these end loops, usuallv but one
(see the (quotation on tliis from Maudslay given above). As there

would have to be three to give the 13, either Mr Goodman is wrong
or tlie inscription is irregular. This series must therefore be excepted
from those ofl'ering evidence in favor of this author's theorj'.
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The series on the inscribed steps (5 of the list) Mr Goodman admits
has been determined otlierwise than hy Inspection, and hence it must
be excluded.

Series (5 and 7 of the above list (Stela> \ and 15) must Tje accepted as

evidence, as the preti.\(>d Tuunerals are of th(> ordinary form, are
distinct, and make connection with the initial date of Goodman's
fifty-fourth great (\vcle.

The two inscriptions on Stehi C (8 of at)ove list) present one
unusual feature, and one whi(^h seems to bear very strongly against

Mr Goodman's theory of 13 cy(des to the great cj^cle, in fact is

almost positive evidence against it. Here, following Mr Maudslay's
drawing—for his photograph is not sufficiently plain for .satisfactory

inspection—we notice that but one time period is given, 13 e^'cles,

and that this is followed without any intervening glyphs by the date

Ahau 18 Kayab. The day symliol is a face character, but is so ren-

dered, and seemingly cori'ectly, ])y Goodman. This will not make
connection with the initial date of either of the three great cycles given

by him. The fact that the numeral in this case (balls and short

lines) prefixed to the cycle symbol is 13 appears to stand in direct

contradiction of this authors theorj', as "full count'' is nowhere else

given in ordinary numerals or even in a face character, but alwaj's in

one of the symljols for full count. We never find in ordinary numer-
als 20 days, 18 chuens, or 20 ahaus, etc., nor has Mr Goodman in any
case rendered a face character by either of these numl)ers.

The other inscription on this stela is also unusual in the same
respect, the numeral series consisting of only one time period—13

cycles—which is followed immediately by the date 15? Ahau 8 Cumhu.
The 15 prefixed to Ahau is evidently an error, ilr Maudslay, though
giving 15 in his drawing, concludes, from a subsecjuent examination,

that it ma}' be 9 or 5. However, it will not connect with the first day
of either of Mr Goodman's great cycles, whether we use the one or

the other number or any other Ahau 8 Cundui. These two initial

series taken together present another fact difficult to account for on
Mr Goodman's theory. They have precisely the same counters—13

ej'cles—but reach diffei-ent terminal dates. This could not be true if

the dates are in the same great cycle, and if in different ones they would
necessarily be precisely one or two great cycles apart, as Mr Goodman
limits the inscriptions to the fifty-tliird, fifty-fourth, and fifty-fiftii.

In his conmient on these series he \irtually confesses his inaliility to

detennine the number of the great cycle by the details of the glyph.

The inscii])tions on the east and west faces of Stela J are placed

irreguhirly, in one case in three columns and transveivse lines, and in

the other in diagonal lines; the (U'der, therefore, in which the glyphs

are to be taken is very uncertain.

According to Maudslay's drawing of Altar K (no photograph is

given), the initial series of the insci'iittion as given by Goodman does
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not appear to bo correct. The drawing- shows 1^ or l-i C3'cles and not

!>, unless the two short lines are to l;)e considered as one. which cau

only l)e determined by inspecting a photograph or a cast.

The initial series of Altar S (17 of the aliove list) as given by
Mr (toodman does not correspond throughout with that of the inscrip-

tion as given in Maudslay's drawing (there is no photograph). He
gives 15 katuus, whereas the inscription shows only 13, the prefixed

numerals being of the ordinary foi'm.

Although the evidence pi'esented is not sufficient to establish Mr
Goodman's theory of a distinct Mayan time s_ystem. it. together with

the very frequent references in the Dresden codex to the day 4 Ahau
8 Cunihu (which always falls in the year 8 Ben), indi<'ates that this date

was considered one. perhaps the chief, initial point in the time series.

Dr Forstemann has called attention to its use in this codex in his

Zur Entziti'erung der Mayahandschriften and in a letter to me.

Neither of the high series running up the folds of the serpent figures

of plates (il and 6'2 appear to begin or end with Ahau. The black

series in the right serpent of plate 62 over 3 Kan 17 Uo (the 16 is an

evident error) reaches back, if counted from this date with -20 cycles

to the great cycle, to 12 Chicchan S Xul; or, counted with 13 cycles to

the great cycle, it reaches 10 Chicchan 18 Pax.' But it is noticeable

that at the bottom of the plate (62) at the right of these serpent figures

and extending into plate 63 are five short series with 4 Ahau S Cumhu
as the given date in each. The red loops here seem, as I have shown
on another page, to indicate connecting series, as some of them con-

nect with the dates immediately above.

The series in the upper left-hand portion, accompanied by loops,

terminate with 4 Ahau S Cunihu. but go back to 9 Ix counting either

or both series of the colunm, that with the loops and that above 9 Ix.

The series running through the middle and lower divisions of plates

72 and 73 starts with 4 El). The two high series at the right of the

uppei- division of plate 52 go back to 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu.
It will be seen from this discussion that while 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu is a

notable initial date, it is not the onh' one with which series running

into years commence, and that Ahau is not the only initial day in long-

series. Thei'e is, however, one noticeable difference between the initial

series in thi> inscriptions and the series in the codices; in the former

the symbol of the highest or sixth order of units is a marked character

which has no parallel in the latter, but it must be remembered that in

the latter the distinction between the orders of units is made by the

position of the ordinary counters and not by distinct symbols, as in the

former.

One fact which must be borne in mind in connection with this

point is that Ahau can not be the first day of a year or month in

Mr Goodman's system, nor in any Mayan .system. It follows, there-

1 See footnote on page 800.
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fore, that ncitlKM- of his liiroe jjei'iods—cycle and great CA'cle—can
}K>gin with tiie first day of a year. This, however, is true of most, if

not all. of the series of the Di'esdeii codex, which goes far toward
pi'oving that Mr Goodman's supposed time periods are not really such
ill a true sense, but are simply time counters or orders of units; other-

wise we must suppose tiiat the Maya had two time systems coincident

only at certain points, which is what Mr (roodman assumes.

Why the calendar used should })e called "Archaic," as compared
with that of the codices, is not altogether apparent from the inscrip-

tions examined. As given and explained by Mr Goodman, it was as

complete and perfect in all its details as that wdiich would be designated

more recent. The months, years, and 52-year periods, the method of

munl)ering the days, and hence the 4-year series and all the peculiari-

ties of the system, were precisely the same as those of the codices.

As it is a rule in the progress of human culture to advance from the

imperfect and crude to that which is more nearly perfect, that the

archaic Maya calendar system might l>e expected to exhibit imperfec-

tions which were gradually remedied Iiy experience. Dr Forstemann,

reasoning on this very justifiable assumption, concluded (though we
must admit he fails to present satisfactory evidence) that primarily

their years consisted of only 360 days, and that the next step in

advance was to a year of 364 daj's, the final correction resulting in the

3^ear of 365 days. Mr Goodman says (page 3) that the Cakchiquel time

system included two diti'erent vears, the calendar year consisting of

366 days, and the chronologic j^ear of 400 days (it was 400 days). His

scheme includes not only a 360-day period. l)ut carries with it the 365-

day period or true year, as this is one of his essential factors, and more-

over is apparent in almost every inscription and must be admitted as

a part of the chronologic system of the oldest inscribed records which
have been discovered, be our theory as to their time system what it may.

IDENTrrY OF SYSTEMS AND CHARACTERS OF THE
DIFFERENT TRIBES

That there are found in the inscriptions on the now luiiied structures

of Tabasco. Chiapas. Yucatan, and Central America forms for the

months and ft)r some of tiie days, as well as some othei' peculiarities

in symbols, not observed in the codices, is true. But considering what
has ])cen given by early writers concerning the names and order of

the days and months among the diti'erent tribes, the agreement in the

forms and order of the days and months as shown by the inscriptions

is remai'kable. Take the day Ahaii for example; although we meet

here and there a face form, yet the usual syndxtl at I'aieiHiue, Tikal,

Menchc, and Copan is the same as that found in ail the codices. The
.same is true of Ik. Akbal. Kan. Ben. Ezanab. liuix, and some others.

And each holds the same relative position throughout, which indicates
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a sameness and uniformity at variance with the idea of anj' difference

in .system, or any great difference even in nomenchiture.

Several of the month .symbols, as Pop, Zip, Zotz, Xul, Yaxkin, i\Iol,

Yax, Kayab, Cmnhu, and in fact nearly all, are substantially the same
as these found in the Dre.sden cod(>x, which is the only codex in which
the months have as j^et been discovered. This similarity would seem
to indicate that the names among- the different tribes have not always
been correctly given by the early writers. In fact, the codices and
inscriptions show greater uniformity in regard to the time system and
time symbols than is to be inferred from the historical record. Each
section introduee.s some glyphs not found in other sections, and there is

more or less variation in the ornamentation and nonessential features,

but the typical forms of the time symbols are generally essentially

the same.
I The evidence, when carefidly examined in detail, presents some facts

which seem to demonstrate the correctness of the above conclusion,

and to show that the testimony of the early authorities indicates a

greater difference in systems than is indicated by the inscriptions.

The names and order of the daj's of the month used by the Maya
(proper), Tzental, and Quiche-Cakchiquel tribes, as based on the his-

toric evidence, are as follows:
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The names in italies are tlie .supposed cloniinieiil days. Some of llic

names in these lists are but equivalents in the difl'erent tribal dialects,

but this does not apply to all, as is evident from the cHorts of Dr
Brinton and Dr Seler to briny them into harmony.

Altlu)U<rh imiformity in tiie form of (lie day symliols does not prove
identity in the names in the diderent tribal dialects, it tends in this

direction, if allowance be made for the variation necessary to express

the same idea, and undoubtedly indicates unity of oi-iyin. Take, for

example, the day ^^)tan in the Tzental calendar, whicii stands in the

place of Akbal in the other cah'ndars. The symbol of this day is

remarkably nnifoi-m in all the inscriptions where it appears. The
same is true in regard to Kan. Lamat. and Ezanab, which never
appear as face characters. As it is admitted that Votiin or Uotan is

not e(|uivalent to Akbal. Kat to Kan, nor Canel to Lamat, how are we
to account for the unifoi'mity of the symbols in the several rej^ions

that these tribes are known to have inhabited^

However, the widest variation between the historic evidence and
that of the inscriptions is in reference to the names of the months.

In regard to these, as given historically, it may be stated that those of

the Maya (proper) and the Tzental-Zotzil and Quiche-Cakchiquel

groups differed throughout, morphologically and in signification, so

far as the latter has been determined, no name in one being the .same,

save in a single instance, as that in another. As compared with those

in the Maya calendar, which have already })een given, those of the

Tzental were 1, Tzun, 2, Batzul, 3, Si.sac, etc.; those of the Quiche,

1, Tequexepual, 2, Tziha pop, 3, Zac, -i, Ch'ab, etc., differing in like

manner throughout. So widely different, in fact, are they, that Dr
Brinton and Dr Seler made no attempt to bring them into harmony.
Now, in contrast with this, the symbols are not only comparatively

uniform in the inscriptions, as is shown b}' the figures given in I\lr

Goodman's work, liut, with very few exceptions, correspond with

those in the Dresden codex. There are also indications that the names
were the same as those found in the Maya t'alendar. For example,

the symliol of the month Pop is characterized l)y an interlacing figure

apparently intended to denote matting; in Maya, Pop signifies "mat."
The name of the fourth month, Zotz. signiffes ''a bat," and the sym-
bol, which is always a face form, has an extension upwai'd from the

tip of the nose, presumably to indicate the leaf-nosed l)at. But as

conclusive evidence on this point, if Mr Goodman is correct in his

interpretation, the month is designated on one of the Stelae at Copan
by the fidl form of a leaf-nosed bat. So general is the uniformity of

the month gly{)hs. i)oth in the Dresden codex and in the inscrii)tions

that Mr Goodman has not hesitated to apply to all the names of the

Maya cah>ndar, and to place side ))y side those of the inscriptions

and those of the codex. "There is not." he says, "an instance of
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diversity in nil thf ir calendars: their dates are all correlative, and in

most of the records parallel each other." Of course there are spo-

radic variations and imperfect glyphs which often render detennina-

tion by simple inspection uncertain, but it is generally aided by the

connecting lunueral series.

The change of day symbols fi-om the typical form to face characters

is found in the codices as well as in the inscriptions, as is shown by an

examination of the Troano codex, where it is of freijuent occurrence.

The occasional variations of the symbols for the days Chicchan, Cimi,

and Ix. in the latter codex, are so radical that identity is ascertained

only by means of the positions they occupy in series. It is upon this

uniformity' Mr Goodman chiefly bases his theory of an archaic calen-

dar. Following- the quotation given in the preceding paragraph he

says (pp. 145-1 4ti)

:

From tliii* is dedufible the important fact tliat—wlietlier a single empire, a federa-

tion, or separate nations—tliey were a liomogeneous ])eople, constituting the grandest

native civilization in the Western Hemisphere of which there is any record. Yet
when the Sj)aniards arrived upon this theater of prehistoric American grandeur,

there was not only no powerful nation extant but no tradition or memory of former

national greatness. The very sites of the ancient capitals were unmentioned, name-
less, unknown. This obliviousness could not result from the pas.sage of a few score or

a few hundred years. It could only come in the wake of a period that had outlasted

the i)atience and retentiveness of even aboriginal minds. Next, Dr Otto Stoll, the

distinguished comjiarative linguist, who has made a special study of the ^laya dia-

lects, states that the Cakchiquel language, one of the most nearly affined to that of

the Tzentals, who at present occu]iy the central seat of the extinct emjiire, is yet

different enough to require a period of at least two thousand years to account for the

divarication. This jioints to a remote date of separation, though indefinite. Thirdly,

we find in the Yucatec chronicles a definite indication singularly in keeping with

Dr Stoll's estimate. All the Xiu chronicles begin with a record of the migration of

their ancestors, in two great bodies, about two hundred and forty years apart, from
some region to the westward.

Fi'oni long and careful stmlv of the annals I have come to the conclusicjn that

these migrations took place resjiectively about 3.53 and 113 years before the beginning

of our era. That this migration could have come from the Archaic nation only is

proved by the identity of the graphic system of the Y'ucatecs with that of Palenque,

Copan, Quirigua, and other cities of the central region—a system found nowhere to

the north, south, or west of it. Even to this day the Yucatec language is more closely

allied to that of the Tzentals and Zotzils of that same region than to any of the other

numerous Maya dialects. That the Y'ucatec calendar and chronological system differ

in several respects from those of the Archaic cities is not a final or even grave objec-

tion to this theory, l^ut only what under the circumstances might be expected. The
Xius found the Cocoms and Itzas, older offshoots of tlie i\Iaya race, already in pos-

session of Y'ucatan, and appear always to have acted a suljordiuate part to them m
subsequent history. It is not unlikely, therefore, that they changed their methods
of computing time so as to conform to those of their superiors; or the change may
have been made for some reason not evident to us; but that they did change their

methods there can be no doubt, and that, too, shortly after their contact with the

other nations. Two of their chronicles distinctly state that at a time equivalent to

about the 2.^7th year of our era "Pop was jiut in order." The statement can refer
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only to a rearrangenieiit nf tlu-ir calendars, for the calenflars thenlselve^* had been in

existence for unknown centuries; hence, these records iirobably dentite the time at

which they changed their chronoloisical methods to conform to those of their neigh-

bors. Our best liopc of correlating the calendars lies in the discovery of some record

made by the Xius in tlu'ir new home previous to this change.

The difficulty in this thoory lies in tho fact tlia't precisely the same
eah'iular system contiiUKMl down to the coming of the Spaniards, at

least in some of tiie districts. This is proved })v th(^ codices, .some

of wiiich we know were in use down to that time, though possibly

undei'stood oidy l)y the priests, and the radical ditt'erences in the

month name.s .seem.s to have been of comparatively recent date. The
saiiK^ general system, allowance being made for differences in names
and foi'ms of symbols, was also found, as has already l)een mentioned,

among the Aztec, Zapotec, and .some other stocks. In fact, except

for tlie differences in the names of the months and of some of the dav.s,

the change; of dominical days by the people among whom the Troano
codex was written, and some difference in counting the months which
.seems to have obtained among some of the Cakchiciuel, the calendar

system was uniform among the Mayan tribes from the first notice we
have of it to the coming of the Spaniards. The idea, therefore,

advanced by Mr Goodman of an "'Archaic calendar," which cea.sed

to be in use about tlie time of the Xiu migrati(in. between sixteen

hundred and two tliousand years ago, appears to l)e without valid basis.

Finally, on this point I think I will ])e justitied in the statement that

if tlie arciiaic Mayan chronologic .system was so complete and perfect

a.s it is believed by Mr Goodman to have been, it was the most .system-

atic, orderly, and ccunplete time system ever known to the world, not

only outranking in this respect the oriental systems, but even those of

modern civilization. We are therefore compelled from our examina-
tion of the sul)ject, while conmiending as exceedingly valuable his real

discoveries, which have been noticed, to I'eject Jiis theory in regard to

tile ancient Mayan chronologic .system, so far as it differs from tliat

generally received, believing that he has mistaken the notation used

by this ancient people in counting time for a verital)le time .system.

One somewhat Startling result of Mr Goodman's theory in regard

to the Mayan time system is the conclusion rt>ached by him in refer-

ence to tiie range of time over which the history of the Maya pi^ople

has extended. 'I'his is shown in tiie following extract from his work:

l^et us, linally, consider for a inonient the possibilities of duration for tliat Maya
empire. The Mayas were a primitive, pure-lilooded, united people. No ancestral

prejudices or racial jealousies could spring between them. Whatever tendencies there

were dependent on the inscrutalile laws of nature must all have l)een in common.
They were strong in numbers, and stronger still by their great and solitary enlighten-

ment. They occupied a territory that is practically a fortress. To the east, south,

and west there is not area enough to harbor savage foes in numbei's that would have
been foniiidable even if coalesced, and to the north, if necessary, they could op|)ose

their unite<l forces. No other great nation ever occupied so secure a jjosition. Hence
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the question nf danger from outside sources is practically eliminated from the prob-
lem of their national existence. Their unity of origin, the simple lumieral worship
indicated by their monuments, the civic spirit to be inferred from the absence of all

warlike insignia in the inscriptions, point unmistakably to a happy, contented, peace-
ful state of internal affairs, akin to brotherhood. Under such conditions, how long
might not a nation endure? We go back ten thousand years and find them then civ-

ilized. What other tens of thousand years may it have taken them to reach that
stage? From the time of the abrupt termination of their iiiscriiitions, when all sud-
denly liecomes a blank, liack to that remote first date, the apparent gradations in

the growth of their civilization are so gradual as to foreshadow a necessity for their

280,800 recorded years to reach the point of its commencement. Manifestly, we
shall have to let out the strap that confines our notion of history. The field of native
nationality in America promises, when fully explored, to reveal dates so remote that
it will require a wider mental range to realize them (page 149).

This conclusion is reached by the following process of reasonino-;

That the concluding date (he always calls it "initial date") of the
initial .series "could have but a single purpose—that of recording the
date at which the monument was erected." The fact that some of the
stelffi have ditierent '"initial dates" on opposite sides is explained
by the statement that "in these instances one date is reckoned from
the other, the latter one undoulitedly designating the time of dedica-
tion." This, however, is a supposition not sustained by satisfactory

evidence. As to the two on Stela C, he confes.ses he can give no expla-
nation of them without radical changes in each.

By a comparison of the dates in the various inscriptions he arrives

at the conclusion that the lapse of time between the earliest and latest

of these was 8,383 years. Adding to this 2,MS years, the time
preceding 1895 A. D., at which he thinks the record closed (page 148),

"we shall arrive at the time when that ancient Maya concjueror trod his

enemies under foot, 10,731 j-ears ago, the oldest historical date in

the world"; that is to say, the monument on which the earliest

date is recorded was erected 8,836 years before the Christian era. To
obtain the enormous stretch of 280,800 years, mentioned in the above
extract, he counts back according to his theoretic time system to the
beginning of the grand era. Of course, such startling result, based
upon the kind of testimony offered, can hardly be accepted as historic.

The inscriptions showing what may be called "initial series" exist;

they show the counters up to the sixth order of units, or the great
cycle, but all else upon which his great structure is built consists of
speculation. There i.s no basis for his grand era, his 73 great cycles,

or his fifty-third, fifty-fourth, and fifty-fifth great cycles. That the
great cycles were nitmbered, just as we number thousands and nul-

lions, is undoubtedly true, but li is the highest numbering of which
we have any positive evidence in the inscriptions or codices, which
indicates that the count would have ended at 20, following the vigesimal
system if carried higher.

Notwithstanding these criticisms Mr Goodman seems to be right in
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his concliisioii that, at the time the inscriptions wtTc (-liischHl and the

codices foi'incd, tii(> Maya peopU' were in a nnicli nuivt' homogeneous

state and tril)al distinctions much less marked than when described hy

tlie early Spanish writers. Dr Brinton says tliat "•inall the ]\Iayan

dialects the names [of the days] Ixdonged already at the time of thi-

conquest to an arciiaic form of speech, indicating- that they were
diM'ived from some common ancient stock, not one from the other, and

that, with one or two possible exceptions, they ))eloni;' to the stock

and are not borrowed words." Though we can not say positively to

wiiat tribes the inscrij)tions of the difl'erent disti'icts are to be respec-

tively attril)uted, we can safely assert that tht\v are ISIayan, and that

those at Palenciue are in what is or w'as the country of the Tzental

and Choi tribes; those at Menche (or Lorillard City) in the I^acandon

country: those at Copan and Quirioua in the hatiitat of the Quiche and

Cakchicpie] or possibly Choi peoples; and those at Tikal in that form-

erly occupied ))y the Itza tril)es. The great similarity in the time and

numeral symbols and the time systems shown by the inscriptions in

these different localities would seeui, therefore, to justify Mr Goodman's
assertion "that—whether a single empii'e, a federation, or separate

nations—they were a homogeneous iM'ople." and thus, though these

records have so far failed to furnish any direct historic data and seem
lik(dy to fail to furnish any l)y further investigation, they do form
indirectly a tirni basis in our attempts to trace the past history of this

people. The next step is to determine the age of the records, for, as

appears from what has been shown, the history as derived from the

early Spanish w riters can not be fully relied on, and the traditions can

be trusted only so far as they agree with the monuments and the lin-

guistic evidence. That Mr Goodman's conclusion in reference to their

age can not be accepted is evident from the quotation given above.

One conclusion which appears to be justified by the foregoing facts

is that th(> Maya of Yucatan represent the original stock, or that they

have retained with least change of any of the tribes the nam(>s and

time system of the calendar, except as to the dominical days.

NUMERAL SYMBOLS IN THE CODICES

Before closing this paper I will, for tlie benelil of those who
have recently taken up the study of th(> Maya manuscrii)ts and inscrip-

tions, refer to some symbols found in the codices which ))roba})ly rep-

re.sent luunbei-s. The study of the.se may. if followed up by further

investigation in the light of Mr Goodman's disi'overies, lead to fruit-

ful results in attempts at intei'pretation of the cotlices.

Ix THE DUESDEN CoDEX

The katun symbol in tiie ordinary form shown at n. figure Id, is

very frequently used in this codex, sometimes, as already shown, as

one of the counters in a numeral series connectiiiir dates, as for
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example, on plates 61 aud 69. These, which have been heretofore

alluded to, are precisely of the form found in the inscriptions. The
series as given on plate 69 is 15 katuns, 9 ahaus, 4- chuens, -t daj's, the

days havino- a special symbol not joined to that of the chuens. The
preceding date is 1 Ahau S Camhu, and that which follows 9 Kan 1-2

Kayab. The reckoning in this case reaches, as has been shown, the

day and day number (9 Kiin), but the 7th day of Cumhu instead of the

12th of Kayab. Nevertheless, there can be no question that this is a

series precisely after the form of tho.se given in the inscriptions.

In these two series are also seen the ahau and chuen symbols of the

usual forms, the days, as has been stated, usually having a separate

symbol, generally the so-called kin symbol, as the lower character in

the symbol of the month Yaxkin.

The ordinary numerals found at the side or top of these symbols arc

frequently' replaced by one or more little ball or cup-shape characters,

such as are shown in figure 21. Others of like form attached to other

period symbols are shown at A3, B3, and Al, figure 16. In the latter,

ordinary numerals are also present. The first (figure 21) is from the

upper division of plate 73, and the others are from plate 69.

Are these characters numerals^ If so, what is the value

of each? As they can not together represent in any
instance more than 20, and as many as three are found in

some instances attached to one svmbol, it is evident that, ^^° - ~^~
'

, • T Glvph from
it they are number characters, each must indicate 1, 2, piate 73,

3, i, 5, or 6, not more. As the latter three have also Dresden co-

. dex.
ordinary numerals attached, but odd luimbers, it may be

inferred that the value is 2, 1, or 6. There is, however, other evidence

bearing on this question, which is seen in the symbol shown at A3,

figure 16. This is certainly the equivalent of the "calendar round"
symbol of the inscriptions, and as the largest number of full calendar

rounds in the time series immediately below is 5, the value of each

of these little characters would seem to be 2. As a chuen symliol

in the same connection is followed 1)V the symbol for day in the

abstract sense, each having these little characters attached, the evi-

dence in fa\'or of the theory that they are numerals is veiy strong.

In the middle of the lower half of plate 70 a katun symbol is followed

bj- an ahau symbol, each having these little characters attached with-

out other numerals. So far, however, I have been unable to connect

dates by means of these counters, if they be such: but this is not

decisive, as there are not sufficient recogiiiz(Hl data in any case for a

fair test.

On plate 71, second column, near the top, is a face glyph used as

an ahau symbol; as positive proof that it is such, it has inserted in it

a small ahau symbol of the usual type. There are several other

characters in this codex which appear to be used as number syml)ols.
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as tlio bird hcud witli 10 j)rutixed. cL'iiter of plate 70; the Imix-like

character with 19 prefixed, lower left-hand corner of plate 71.

In regard to this character, which is contained in two groups—one

on plate 51, shown at Ao, plate xliv, the other on plate 52, shown at

04, plate XLIV, as given in the codex, Mr Goodman's figures containing

supposed I'estorations—he remarks as follows (p. 93):

The reseiublance Ijetwceu the last glyph iu the list and the character occurring (in

plates 51 and o2 of the Dresden codex removes all doubt of the latter being a
directive sign. It i.s employed so curiously in one instance that it is well worth
while giving both examples of its use in order to illustrate the peculiarity. The
reck<inings it follows are from 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu (which, coincidently, is the beginning

of the 54th great cycle of the Archaic era) to 12 Lamat in both cases, but with
different intervals. The reading on plate li is this: [See plate XMva].
Here the meaning, plainly enough, is: From 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu to the 12 Lamat;

that is, 8 days from the former (or initial) date. The reading on plate 52 is more
complicated. There are two 4 Ahau-8 Cumhu dates followed by this reckoning:

[See plate xliv//].

The 12 Lamat is not distinct, as here, l)ut there can be no question of its identity,

the reckoning being of exactly the same c'haracter as the other. The reading here

is: 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, to the 12 Lamat; that is, 8 days, 1 chuen, and
5 ahaus from the 2 former (or initial) dates. The peculiarity here is that the direc-

tive sign indicates the reckoning to be from two dates—the only instance of the
kind that has come under my observation.

In regard to the group on plate 51 (our plate xlia) it may be safely

assumed that the upper date is 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu. and it is true that count-

ing S days from this date l)rings the reckoning to 12 Lamat, Imt the

long series immediately Itelow seems to be intended to connect the latter

date with the 12 Lamat which is below this long series precisely as in

the preceding case, the series here ascending to the left. The assumpr
tion, therefore, that the Imix .symbol is a directive sign is very doubtful;

moreover, the Lamat symbol precedes it. Forstemann suggests that

it signifies an ahau-katun = 8.7()<t days.

Mr Goodman's interpretation of thi; group on phite 52 (our plate

XT.iv). will scarcely stand the test of careful examination. In the tii'st

place, the assumption that 12 Lamat stands at the head of the group is

not warranted. The renmant of the obliterated glyph gives no color

to it. nor is there anything in the arrangement of the series in the divi-

sion to suggest it. Moreover, the two dates—each 4 Ahau 8 (\nnhu—do
not pertain to the column, but to the two long series at the right imme-
ediately under them. This is evident from in.spection. but positive

proof is found in the fact that, if we use the black numerals of the

series, the 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu over the right column connects with the

12 Lamat below. ;in(l when we use the red counters we reach, in the

.same .series, the 1 Akb:d below. Using the red counters in the left

colmnn and counting from the 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu al)ove. we reach 7

Lamat below. The black numerals of this colunm, wiiicli. as they

stand, dill'eronly K.tdays from those of the right colunm. reatii Kzanab,
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but thf diiv immlier is and not 3. as it should ))e; a dot over the

lOciuiens will, however, make the connection. It is evident, therefore,

that Mr Cxoodman's exphination of the two dots before the Imix-Iike

symbol of the group is only a supposition, and his tlieory as to the use

of this symbol is without convincing support; nevertheless, it is prob-

ably a numeral character. Forstemami'.s suggestion is that it siguifies

a '"katunic cycle," Goodman's calendar round.

It is true that the tr<)u))lesome cpiestion arises. Are we to assume that

the glyphs which have been noticed are always to be considered number
symbols, wherever foiuid ( This would appear to carry the idea of

number symbols to the extreme. See, for example, the ahau symbols
on plates 72 and 73. To assume this would imply that

the various pretixes to these symbols are numeral signs,

as ]\Ir Goodman contends, having assigned values to most
of the types found on the plates referred to. Possibly he

may be right (see page 67 of his work).

A puzzling character found in this codex is the red

circle or loop with bowkuot on top (figure 22). Whether
these are intended as symbols of connection or not, the

series connected with them appear in a majority of c-ases

to foiMii links laetween other series or to join one or more
of what we may term side dates not following in the line of

the series. They appear, however, in one sei'ies to have
some other use; at least, as will be seen when the series

is noticed, the luunerals inclosed appear to be used in a

diti'erent way from those in other loops.

The tirst we notice are those in the lower left-hand

corner of plate 70. Counters connected with the left

loop are 4 (supposed) chuens, *i days, the latter number
being inclosed in the loop. The date below is 4 Ahau S

Cumhu. and at the top of the long series over the loop

is 1» Ix. If we count backward from i Ahau 8 Cumhu
-Ir chuens. (i days, or 8<i days (which does not carry us

l)eyond the commencement of the year), we reach 'J Ix.

The numerals connected with the right loop are 10 chuens,

8 days, or 208 days, the date below 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu and the day above
4 Eb. Reckoning liackward as before, we reach the 4 Eb above. The
rule also holds good foi' the counters connected with the loops above,

near the middle of the same plate, where those of the left loop are 1 ahau,

12 chuens, *! days, and those of the right 4 ahaus, 10 chuens, 6 days,

the date below each being4 Ahau 8 Cumhu and the day above each 9 Ix.

The reckoning indicated by the series belonging to the loops in the

lower left-hand corner of plate 63 is not quite so satisfactory. The
series of the left loop is 11 chuens. 15 days, the date above 3 Chic-

chan 13 Kankin; that of the middle loop 17 days, the date above 13

Fig. 22 — Fig-

ures from plate

72, Dresden cu-

des.
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Akhul t! Cuiiihu: tliut of the rit^dil loop 7 (or 'I) :ili:ius, l-i (or 2) cliucns,

10 (liivrs, the (liiy iihove 8 Chiccliiui (or 13 Akbal); the diite below ouch, 4

Ahsm 8 Ciiiuhii. Couiitinu' tlic .serie.sof the left loop Ijackward, we reach

3 Chicchan 13 Ya.xkiii. 'I'his is cori-cct except as to tli(> month, which
in tlie codex is certainly Kankin. Tii(> reckoning in <'ase of the mid-

dle loop readies 13 Akbal 11 Kayab, wliereas the monlh date in the

orie'inal is 6 Cumhu. Tlie, series attached to the ri^lit loop has btHMi

corrected by th(> ins(n'tion of a red 2 between the aiiau and cIhkmi

iiunH'rals. The lony series above has also been corrected, which indi-

cates soiiK^ material error here. However, the series will not connect

with eitherof the two daysabove. followine' or rejecting the correction.

Attention is called to the fact that the numerals iiudosed in the l()op.s

here in each case (>xceed 1:5, the highest day number, as the (juestion

of the u.se of the numerals will come u)) in a series to be noticed.

The series belonging to the red looj) on plate 58 (using the original

black mimerals, there l)eing a correction or diU'erent .series in r(>d) is

1 ahau, T chuens, 11 days; the date below 4 Ahau 8 Cumhu, the nearest

date of the long series to the right is 13 Muluc — ? Zac. The reckon-

ing })ackward reaches 13 Muluc 2 Zac. The native correction is a

red 12 inserted between the ahau and the chuens. This has ))robably

been inserted to bring the reckoiung to the Muluc of the right coliunn

abov(> the lower date. Th(> series in the ui)pei' division connects with

13 Oc to the right. That In the middle division of ])late -13 connects

with the 3 Lamat over it. Of the two series in the upjier di\ ision of

platt 31. that of the right loop c(jnnects with the date above, but that

of the left does not. The series attached to the red loop on ])lat(> 2-1,

if we consid(>r th(> red syndx)! insid(> as naught, connet'ts with 1 .Vhais

IS Kayab at the i-ight.

The series connected with the thirteeen loops, upper divisions of

plates 71-73, appears to l)e the usual form of most other series of

thecod(>x, but in this case the inunbers in the loops do not form part of

the counters, but denot(> the day numbers of the days r(>ached, counting

forward (from left to right) from '.» Ix (plate 71). with an interval of

2 chuens. 14 days. This series is (>xpliiined in my Aids to the Study
of the Maya Codices (Si.xth Ann. Kep. Bur. Kth.. pp. 337-338). It

may, however, be called a conned ing seri(>s, as by tlu> numbers in the

loops—though they are day numl>ersand never exceed 13 —it is joined

to the series concluding in the u])per division of jdate 71.

It will l)e observed that in each case except the last the day from which
the reckoning is made is 4 .\hau. and when the month is given 4 .\hau

8 Ciunhu. It would seem, therefore, that special importance was. for

some reason, attached to this dale by the people of the counti'y and
era when the codex was written. 'I'his, it must be admitted, l)ears

somewhat infavoi'of Dr Seler's and Mr (xoodnian's idea of the impor-

tance of Ahau in the Ma\an time count.
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In Other Codices

m regard to these it may be stated in brief that in the Cortej^ian

codex plates 31 to 38 contain frequent repetitions of the abau syml)ol,

used apparently as a counter, ordinary numerals being- generally

attached. These, however have, in addition to the numerals, other

appendages not seen in the inscriptions (at least not in the same form)
as, for example, the cross-hatched adjunct seen on plate 34. It is true

some of the forms given by Goodman show cross-hatching, and of

these the Cortesian character may be an equivalent. On plate S-i in the

lower division and elsewhere are symT)ols (with numerals attached)

which apparently occupy the place of days and chuens, or of the

first and second orders of units. However, I am unable to determine
either their relation to anj' of the numerous dates on the plate or
their use. Mr Goodman gives to the cross-hatching in some instances

the value of 9, but in others he uses it as a multiplier, usually as

20X30 (see pp. 100, 101 of his work). Possibly he would decide that

these ahau symbols are simply intended to refer to the beginning of

the first, third, tenth ahau, etc., according to the number prefixed.

I am inclined to lielieve there can })e little doul)t that they arc counters

with the usual value assigned to the ahau, whatever may I'c their

relation to the dates on the plate.

On plate 35, lower division, and possiblj^ elsewhei-e, is what appears
to be a counter in which the chief element is the Cauac character.

The ordinaiy chuen sj'mbol occurs quite frequentlj" on the plates

referred to, but never with more than one set of numerals. Other
symbols with numerals attached which may possibly be counters are

found on the same plates, l)ut I have been unable to test the supposi-

tion.

In the Troano codex what appear to be ahau symbols are found on
plates 20 to 23, 31, 7* to 10*, and also elsewhere. On the latter two
plates are also what appear to be katun symbols. In a few instances

these two symbols have numerals attached. Scattered through the

codex are quite a number of other symbols with numerals attached,

which appear to be counters or number glyphs. On the so-called title-

page of this and the Cortesian codices are quite a number of glyphs
which I take to be number symbols. Some of these I presume from
the form to be chuens, but they are in groups usually with immerals
attached, and as in thi"ee instances these numerals are 19, I take
them to indicate days, and the number of chuen symbols in a

group to indicate the number of chuens, as the two numbers attached

to the chuen glyphs in the inscriptions indicate the daj's and chuens.

I am also rather inclined to the belief that on this title-page the

fourth line of characters from the top denotes ahaus. The red oval

symbols below with numerals attached are also probably number glyphs,

19 ETH. VT 2 17
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but thov must indicate days or some higher order of units tlian chuens.

as the numerals in some cases are !'.•. However, I have not suc-

ceeded in tindiiiL;- any relation between these series and accompanying
days.

Whether i have succeeded in showing satisfactorily the real discov-

eries made by ]Mr (ioodman and in indicating clearly their true value

uuist be th^termined by the use whicli other workers in this field vn\l

make of what has 1)een here presented. That these discoveries have

oiKMied up new line,' of investigation in regard to the signification of

the codices and insciiptions will be admitted. Believing that the

advance made then^by may b(> profita])ly carried into the study of the

codices ill connection with Dr Forstemann's discoveries, I have added

some suggestions in regard thereto in the hope that other workers in

this field may he induced to pursue the subject.

WOKKINd TABLES.

As an aid to readers I have followed Mr Goodman's example in pre-

senting tables, chiefly after those in his paper, carrying the cycles up
to twentv.

Calendar rounds
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Ahaus


